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SUMMARY

This dissentation is concerned with observations of

extnaten::estrial radio sources insofan as they are affected by the

intenvening intenplanetary med-ium and Ea::thrs ionosphene, Ir¡ travensing

these media, which constitute i::::egulan plasmas, r:adio waves may be

scatte:red by ir:negularities in electr"on density and may al-so be

ref::acted Ín the pr?esence of significant density gnadients.

In the case of the inte:rplanetany medium, the scattening effects

nonmally give rise to a diffi:action pattern on the Eanth whích is

obseirved as interplanetary scintillation. However:, when the scattening

hecomes very strong, as occurs fon examp.le on a source observed close to

the sun, the sounce nay appean to inc:rease in angular size and such

cononal bnoadening is a most useful- technique for: studying the inner.

regions of the intenpl-anetary medium. In this latten case, whene

sources ane obsenved thnough the densen regions of the solar coronae

r"efnaction may also play a role in defining the shape of the obser"ved

image.

Befone signals can be neconded by the observen they must pass

th::ough the Ear"thrs ionosphene whene both scintillation and nefnaction

may affect the appnoaching radio r^raves. Scintiltation due to

ionosphenie inregul-anities might be observeo but with much slowen peniods
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than l-ntenplanetany scintillation, and ionospheric refiraction nay affect

the apparent positíons of the sources of nadiation.

Th:ree major sections are pnesented in thÍs dissentation. Most of

the data for each of these brene recorded at B0 MHz using the C.S.I.R.O.

radioheliograph at Culgoor?a, N.S.W. The fi:rst pant concerns dinect

obse::vations of two-dimensional images of the Crab Nebula when

broadened by the solar corona. These obse::va'Eíons cc¡nstitute the first

of their t34pe and allow positive estimates of the size, shape and

onientatÍorr of the bnoadened image. The second topie is devoted to

refr.action in the ionosphene. Spherical and steady wedge components aue

considened, but most importantly innegular wedge r"efnaction is showrl to

be caused by T::avelling lonosphenic Distunbances (TfDts). fi^¡o-

dínensional plots of sounce movements ane seen to agree well- with

expected movenents based on the cument knowledge of the p:ropenties of

TIDts. The final majon section deals with sevenal aspects of

intenplanetary scíntillation. Detenrninations of the angulan stnuctune of

nadio sources are attempted, thnee fre.:uency infonmation (fnom Parkes,

II.S.ll.) is conside:red and the possibÍlity of obtaining two-dimensional

power spectra of scintilLation via Bessel tnansforns is investígated.

In additíon to the above wo:rk the authon was involved with the

initial stagês of con.stnuction of aerials and receivers fon tÏ¡:ree

neceiving sites in South Austnalia. This pnoject was aÍmed at rneconding
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inter:planetany scintillation on two frequencies sirnul-taneously fnorn

three spaced sites. Initially, intensity infonmation is to be

r.eco:rded but it is hoped that the necording of phase information will be

possíble as a future development. The specifications of the aerial-s

and :receivens fon the pnoject are described.
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PREFACE

this dissentation contains no matenial which has been srlb¡nitted

to any othe:: University and to the best of the authonts knowledge no

matenial pneviously published by other persons, exeept whene due

nefenence is made.

R. G. BJ-esing

University of Adelaide
2e/4/72
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CHAPTER I

RETEVANT THEORY AND REVIEW

1.I Intnoduction

Since the finst obsenvations of nadio wave¡¡scattening in the

intenplanetany mediun (Machin and Smith, 1952), napid developments in the

study of coronal broadening and intenpranetany scintilration of

extna-tenrestnial ::adio sounces have established many parametens of the

expanding solan ccnona (the sol-ar" wínd). Such techniques have pnovided

data on the sol-an wind fnom regions close to the sun out to negions

beyond the orbit of the eantho and oven a wide nange of hel-iocentnic

latitude. Mone necently, dinect sampJ-íng of the.intenplanetany plasma by

spacecraft has pnovided information about the magnetic field stnuctune

and pnoton and erectnon densities. The spatial scare of these

observations (determined by the sampling rate at the spacecraft) is,

howeven, severar ordens of r,ragnitude greaten than the scaLe of the

i.nnegulanities studied by the nadio-scattening techniques. In addition

spacecnaft are pnesentry confined to the ecliptic plane and to

heliocentnic distances of about 1 4.u., a nestniction which does not

apply to the nadio techniques. Spacecnaft obsenvations diffen in

anothen way in that they essentially sarnple the sol-an wind at points in

sPace, wheneas the nadio-scattening measurements yield infonmation about

the intenplanetany medium integnated along a tine of sight.
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In this chapter ¡¡e Présent the fundaner¡tals of scattening in the

intenplanetary ned.ir¡n and introduce formuLae nelevant to laten sections.

Bnief sur¡nanies of prevlous wonk Ín the fields of cor.onal bnoadenlng arul

intenplanetany scintlllation are then given wÍth a final sectÍon devoted

to nef:ractlon within the ionosphene, nentioning the diffÍculties whLch

thÍs effeèt has caused duníng posÍtíon measurenênts of nadÍo sources.

I.2 Scattening in the fntenplanetary MedÍum

The exlstenee of electron density inregularitíes within the solan

wind is now well established. To introduce the phenomena of cononal

bnoadeníng and intenplanetary scintíllation we sha1l nefen to Fígune l,l.
The solan wind, containing ÍrregulanÍties of scale a, and electnon

density deviation AN", nelative to the anbient densitv N., is convected

outwand fnom the sun with a velocity u. The plasma innegula¡itíes inpose

nandom phase deviations across the wavefiront of incident nadio waves of

wavelength Àn and the nns value of these phase deviations is denoted by

0o. l{e shall assune that nost of the scattening is ûnposed within a slab

of innegulanities having a thickness L. In addition h'e shall assrme that
l

-, the effect on the oríginal nadio wave is punely a phase vaniation and

that ampritude changes are negligibre. This b:reaks down when 0o r r
nadian, but we shalL see late:r that theories based on this assumption

have adequately pnedicted many of the observations. The scattening

negion can thenefone be described as a phase ehanging screen sftuated at

the distance at whÍch the wave e¡nerges fnon the regíon.
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The value of 0o, the:rms phase deviation is given by (Bnanley, J-954,

nko (aL)
e

,4
TAN

e

whene n. is the classical nadius of the electron. tt 0o < I and L is not

too lange so that multiple scattening can be neglected, the emengent

wave can be consider.ed as consisting of an unscattened component plus

an angulan spectnun of scattened nadíation occupying a cone of angle

eo = å. If L ís la:rge o - ôo > I then we have strong scattening and all

the radiation is scattened into a cone whose angle is given by

to = l õ þo. Cononal bnoadeníng is the obsenvation of this angulan

spectnum of the scattened nadÍation usually with an intenferometer, and
l¿

in most cases when 0o > 1 so that 0o * a-' ANe. The vÍsibility of the

intenfenometen fninges is neduced by the apparent incnease in angulan

size of the source.

fntenplanetany scíntill,ation is obsenved as the interfenence

pattern of this scattened radiation. Because of the nandom natur:e of

the irnposed phase vaniations the Íntenfenence pattenn wilL also be

nandorn. Usually the intensity of the pattenn Ís neconded as it is swept

across a neceiving site by the motion of the solan wÍnd. Since

interplanetany scintillation is a diffraction phenomenon both the

panametens of the mediun or screen and the position of the obsenven

with nespect to this seneen govern the natune of the obsenved

scintillatíon. In addition the íntrinsic stnuctu::e of the sounce
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enitting the nadiation also has an effect on the neceived signal.

Indicated in Figune 1,1 are the two nain regions of diffi:action.

,Just beyond the screen is the Fnesnel zone ending when the distance fnom

^2the scneen Z + ZF G þ), tt" FnesneL distance fon irregulanities of

scale a and observing wavetength À. Beyond Za líes the Fnaunhofen zone.

0n emenging fnom the scneen or scattering layer the va::iations

acnoss the wavefnont are punely phase vaniations. Howeven, at .

incneasing distances fnom the scneen the scattened components

prognessively lose their phase relationship with the main (unscattened)

component of nadiation, gnadually building up ampJ-itude variations unti1,

at the Fnesnel distance Za, appnoximately equal powen is contained in

both the phase and anplitude components. Beyond Z, the arnplitude

fluctuations are satunated.

It can be seen that the most widely scattered components will- lose

thein phase nelationship finst and pnoduce anplitude fluctuations of a

mrch smallen scale than the e-lectnon density innegulanities. However, at

greaten distances fuom the screen langen components will be intnoduced

until in the Fnaunhofen negion, pnovided the scattering is weak the

scale of the intensity fluctuations neaches a constant value equal to

the scale of the innegulanities. rt fol-lows that powen spectna of

scintillation withÍn the Fnesnel negion under. conditions of weak
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scattering nust exhibit a lack of powen at low spatial fnequenciesi In

othe:r wonds the fact that intet"planetary scÍntilLation is a diffuaction

phenomenon means that irnegulanities of scale gneaten than î,íã- do not

contnibute to the intensity pattern obsenved at a distance Z. This is

the radíus of the finst Fnesnel zone fon the given distance.

llhen intenplanetany scintíllation ís observed simultaneously at

two fnequencies thene may be some correlation between the two signaJ.s

depending on various parameters. Budden (1965) has studied the case fon

a weakly scatte::ing thin sc¡reen and Bakhaneva (1959) has investígated

the case when the obsenven is immensed in the screen. The two

tneatments give essentially the same nesults, Salpeten (fggZ) has

díscussed. the stnong scattening case. For: weak scattening the

cross-cornelation p is al.ways high (and r< 1) in the Fnesnel negion

wheneas in the Fnaunhofe:: negion it is high pnovided the fo1lowíng

condition ho1ds,

I 2¡a2T
whene f and f + Af ane the two obsenving fnequencies. For a thick

negion L >> a and p appnoaches some value less than unity.

fn the case of stnong scattering when 0o t 1, the cross-

connelation is high in the Fresnel negion for

Af..=-
f

Àf
-t

-+
0o
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and high in the Fnaunhofe¡r region if

2¡a2Af
F-

The above considenations ane also ínpontant fon connelation of signals

acnoss a neceiven bandwidth. TheonetÍcal investígations on this aspect

have been cannied out by Littl_e (lgga) and Budden and Uscinski (tg7o,

1e71 ) .

The discussion so fan has been concenned with nadiation ernitted

from a point source. Ifo howeven, the source has finite dimensíons it

can be considened as a group of point sourlces and the nesultÍng

diffnaction pattenn the sum of the diffi:action patterue,'fuom each of

these points. Each pattern is of course slightly displaced fnom the

othen pattenns and thein addition results in the brunning of the

rscintiLlation. If the angulan dimensions of the source alre lange') i

' (>> I") no scíntitlation is obsenved at all. LittLe and Hewish (1966)

denived the foLlowing nesults fon a source of finite size. If,ar' is the

pattern scale f:rom an ideal point source, then the scale of the

scintillation f-nom a cinculan Gaussian source of diameten rf is given by

d [t 
* , ,#r')'. othen pa:rametens such as the scintíuation index n,

the width of the angulan spectrun 0o and the fnequency clloss-

connelation are also affected. rt can be seen that the sneanlng

incneases with distance filom the scneen. Therefone fo¡. a soutce of

finite angulan dimensions the intensíty fluctuations build up untÍI the

Fnaunhofer negion is neached and then gnadually disappea:r as the waves



i.Íeak Scatter:ing
ô <<1'o

Stnong Scattening
ô >>_l'o

I Fnesnel Fnaunhofer"

<aScale of patter:n a t

Width of angulan

spectrum 0o

Scintillation index rn

Intensity pnobability
dÍstnibution

^f-Uppen linít of f: for
good cross-cor:nelation

Fnesnel Fr"aunhofen

a
cl -n

À

â

ñø' 'o

-À2 5Qo

lîv¿

>I tu1

Skewed Exponential

Ztr a2
æ^z'o

À
a

Àó-'o añóÀ-'o a

Gaussian Gaussian

1, 1
2¡ aZ

Xz

I
t

0o

Table 1.1
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pnopagate ñ¡nthen towards the obsenven.

A summany of the basÍc pnopenties of intenplanetary scínti1J-ation

obsenved with a point sounce unden dÍffenent scattening conditions ís

presented in Table 1.1. This sumnany is based on pnevious nefe:reDcês.

1.3 Cononal Br:oadening

A Bapen published in 1951 by Machin and Smith suggested that the

nadiation fuom an extna-tenrest¡rÍal radio source might be conpletely out

off by refuaction within the outen corona of the sun. To test this

hSpothesì.s the Cnab Nebula which, duning June, passes within 4.6 Ro of

the sun was chosen fon obsenvation. Initial attempts to obtaÍn an

Íntenfenornetnic necond of the sounce wene hampened by solan activity, blrt

duning the following yean (Machin and Smíth, 1952), successful

recondings were obtained at 38 and 81.5 MHz. The visibility of the

interfenometen fninges at both fnequencies was found to gnadually

decnease within about l0 Ro fron the sun. Link (1952) had theonetically

denived the expected change in sou,nce intensity basing his

calculations punely on nefnaction within the solar corona. the

observations, however, díd not agnee entirely with thÍs sÍmple model, in

panticulan with íts stnong dependence on the obser-ving wavelength.

Machin and Smíth concluded that thein obsenved dec:rease in fninge

visibility nas due to eithen a genuine neduction of the flux neaching

the eanth or an incnease in the appanent angulan size of the image
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tesulting ftón scattening of the radiation on passing thnough the solan

corona. Hewish (fgSS) funthen investigated the phenomenon by r.',

obsenvations of the Cnab Nebula duning the fol-Iowing yean qt the sane

fuequencies but on more than one Íntenfenomete:: baseline. Hewish

discounted absonption and nef:r'action as síngle causes of the effect and

showed that a theony of Fejer (1954) on weak (0o . l) isotnopic

scatterÍng of nadío waves by an innegular plasna was able to account fon

the obsenvations. Actually the theory depends on whethen the total

phase deviation after tnavensing the scattering negion is less than on

greater than 1 nadian. In the former case the obsenved nadiation would

consist of a speculan (unscattened) component plus a scattened.

component giving the sounce image a halo appeanance. The othen case ín

which all the nadiation becomes scattered gives the appeanance of a

completely bnoadened sounce. Calculations by Hewish revealed that this

second case fitted the observations, and a lowen linit was placed on

the síze and density fluctuation of the innegulanities nesponsible fon

the scattening. Unden conditions when the phase deviation pnoduced by a

sÍng1e irnegulanÍty is gneater tharr I radian, Fnejenrs theory is no

longer valid and Chandnasekhanrs (1952) nay theony may be used. Hewish

was thenefone abÌe to tabulate, fon distances 5 - 15 R. fnom the sun,

a range of electnon densities and innegulanity sizes to an upper limit

of l-05 lsn which wene based on the extnapolatlon of visible cononal nays.

Vitkevitch (Igss) also came to simila:r conclusions that the cononal

broadéning was a stnong scattening effect.
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In a later papeu Hewish (fgSg ) e:<amined interferometer:

measurements at diffenent fnequeneies taken oven a number of year.s and

found that the angle of scattening scaled as the squane of the

wavelength. Vitkevitch (1955) had also concluded thís and Drickson

(1964) by conbining the obsenvations of diffenent authons confÍnmed the

neration over the fnequency range 26 lr]Hz to 170 Mllzo indicating that

stnong scatter"Íng vras stitt pnedominant at the highen fnequencies.

Anisotr:opy in the shape of the image became appanent with Hewishts

(tgSg) data obtained fnom intenferometers at different position angles,

By using thnee baselines the elongatio:r and oníentatíon of the inage

wene estimated, assuming a simple elliptíca1 Gaussían model for the

image distnibution. Thene lras a tendency fon the image to be elongated

ar¡d oniented tangentially to the radíar direction fnom the sun.

Vitkevitch (1958) had also noted this. Slee (fsSg) using fan beam and

pencil beam antenna systems as wel-l as an intenfenoneter, found that the

bnoadened image was skewed towands the sun and in some cases a

secondany peak appea¡.ed on the side of the image nearest the sun. He

intenpneted thís as evidenee fon the p::esence of a lange nefnacted

cornponent. Hewish (1958) also suggested that nefi:action r¡ras necessary

to explain the i.ntensity vaniation of some of t¡is nesurts. This was

based on an isotr:opíc scattening model but later Högborn (1960) showed

that scattering in an anistnopic medium explained the obsenvations

wíthout invoking nefnactÍon. rn the light of all subsequent
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obsenvations it would appear that the secondary response observed by

SJ-ee rnight have been a spunious effect, rathen than evidence fon

nefnactíon, possibly nelated to solan activity.

The variation of the scattening with na<iial distance fuom the sun

has been one of the nain topics of discussion in the l-itenatune on

cononal bnoadening. In the eanlien papers (e.g. SIee, 1961; Hewish and

Wyndham, 1963; EÞickson, 1964), attempts wene made to fit the

obsenved scattering angles to power law vaniations with distance fnom

the sun. Howeven, discnepancies arlose between the nesults of different

authons. One cause of this was the solan cycle vaniation which affects

the scattening at all heliocentnic distances. In fact plots of the

scattering angle at a given distance connelate well with the smoothed

sunspot numben (Hewish, 1958; Vitkevitch, L960; Okoye and Hewish,

1967; Matheson and Litt1e, 1971). An ennon common to eanlier papens

was to combine different phases of the solan cycle into a single plot

and to estimate the powen law vaniation of this, giving rnisleading

nesults. AIso the scattening anisotropy mentioned eanlier is an

impontant consideration when only one intenfenometen was used since

different cross-sections of the elongated image would be measu:led as the

source moved past the sun. For instanceu Slee (f900) found agneement

between his nesults and those of othen observens when these effects wene

taken into account. One nemaining effect which has been investigated in

detail by Okoye and Hewísh (1967) is the tendency for the powen law
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index to vany with distance fiom the sun. These authons oÞsenved

vanious sources including the Cnab Nebula and 3C123 over a wide range of

heliocentnic distance (10 - 100 Ro). The obsenved scattening angles

(in the nadial directíon to the sun) combined with val-ues fnom pnevious

years nevealed a gnadual decrease in the power law index with

incr:easing distance from the sun. The effect of diffenent phases of

the solan cycle was mqrely to shift the complete scattening cullve up or

down leaving its genenal shape the same. Thenefore, oven lange

distances the simple por^rer law model broke down. Now an extnapolatíon

of Blackwel-l- and Petfondts (1966) optical data (N" * R-2i3¡ to

spacecnaft data at the Eanth shows good agneement, and assuming

N^ - R-2.3 at all distances fnom the sun and using Högbornts (1960)
e

conclusion that the scattering fol-Lows vaniations ín the electnon

density, the scattening should. also vany as ,r,R 2. This was not the

case and Okoye and Hewish (1967) suggested that plasma

instabilities might be responsible for- pnoducing extna irnegulanities

away fnom the sun causing a neduction in the powen law index. The

possibility of ptasma instabilities had in fact been pointed out ín the

eanly theoretical rnodels of the solan wind by Panken (1958). Hewish

and WSmdharn (1963) had pneviously attempted to solve the pnoblem by

suggesting that the solar wind convenged towands the sol-ar equator.

Howeven, the instabil-ity pnoposal was far mone attractive since

interplanetany scíntillation nevealed str:uctune on a very small- scale,

¡,100 lcm, close to the ion gyno-::adius in the mediurn (Hewish, Dennison
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and Pilkington, 1966), thus suppontÍng the instability rnodel. The

concept of instabilities in the solan wind brings us to the discussion

of the actual size and nature of the scattering irnegulanities. Hewish

(fgSS) placed an upper limit of 105 km on the size of the innegulanities,

as well as, ftom scattening theony, a very small lowen lifnit. Later

Hewish and wyndham (1963) impnoved the estimate to give an uPPer limit

of 5000 l<m at 60 Ro, and suggested the innegulanities might oniginate

from the gnanulan stnuctune in the photosphere. ThÍs was the best that

could be established fnorn cononal bnoadening measunements.

A majon difficulty which vIaS never eompletely nesoived wittr

interfenomet::ic measunements was the restniction mentioned eanl-ier in

which only cnoss-sections of the bníghtness distribution could be

measr¡red. As eanly as 1958 Hewish found evidence that the scattening

irnegularities might be filamentary and aligned along the solan nagnetic

fietd lines. Funthen evídence has been given by Högbom (1960)'

Gorgolewski and Hewish (1960) and Hewish and W¡nitlharn (1963). Results of

this nature, howeven, have been nather nanginal as to the tnue

orientation of the irregulanities on the rfnozen inr field lines. In

fact Bnickson (1964) concluded that the fiel"d lines r,rene nathe:: nandomly

orientated with only a slight nadial- preference. On the other hand

spacecnaft data have indícated a filamentany stnucture fon the magnetic

field (Ness, Sceance and Cantano, 1966), with an onientation eonforming

to the spínal pattern pnedicted by Panken (1958). The anisotnopy on
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filamentany nature of the scattering inregulanities appeaned to be

neduced d.uning sunspot mininum (slee, 1966; Okoye and l{ewish' 1967)'

In addition Slee found that his obsenvations between 20 and 80 R" duning

1960 and 1962 (near sola:r rninimum) indicated that the scattening

tangential to the solan magnetic field decneased with the decline in

the solan cycle while the radial component nemained approximately

constant.

At this point it is appnopriate to discuss the actual shape of the

scattening cotlona, that is the shape of the contou::s of corlstant

scattering. Okoye and Hewish (1967) observed a decrease in scatterlng

with increasing heliocent::ic latitude. Othen authors (Vitkevitch, 1958'

1g60; sIee, 1961_, and Hewish and Ílyndhan, 1963) have found that

surfaces of constant average scatte::ing wene approximately ellipsoidal

with majoï, axes coíncident wíth the solan equator. tuickson (1964)'

obsenving the Cnab Nebula fnom 1959 to 1961, found no diffenence between

approach and recession and assumed an almost sphenical col:ona' I{owevert

SIee (1966) estimated an axial natio of I'7 fon much the same peniod,

indicating both the uncentaÍnty of the data, in par:ticula:r the

difference between the nadial and tangential scattening, and that no

significant change in the shape of the scattening colrona oceurned

between 1960 and 1962 despite a co4siderable reduction in the level of

solan activity.
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As mentioned pneviously refnaction was at finst thought to be a

significant component (Hewishn 1958) to account fon the observed

vaniatÍon in intensity of the Cnab Nebula as it passed close to the sun.

This was overcome by Högbom (1960) by taking into account scattering

anisotnopy. Erickson (fgO¡+) also calculated the variation in integnated

intensity (at 26 MHz) fon isotnopic, tangential and nadial scattening.

In addition the bnightness distnibutions were calculated in each case.

SÍnce actual two-dirnensional bnightness distnibutions wene unattainable

littl-e was gained fnom estimating tirese at the time but the integnated

intensities wene of interest. They all showed an increase in intensity

befone the decnease at closest appnoach, an effect whích has neven been

obsenved., indicating that the simpre moder does not compretely exprain

the tnue vaniation in intensity. A recent papen by Bliokh, sinitsyn and

Fuks (1969) has pnedicted, usÍng a mone complex appnoach, the same fonm

of intensity vaníation. The actual scattening and refnaction processes

at these lower" fnequencíes and close to the sun might be more

complicated than these authons have assumed.

Þickson (1964) nemanked on the diffenence he obsenved between the

variation in tota.l- flux during approach and necession of the source and

the nesults of othen authons (SIee, l-961; Vitkevitch, 1960) which

showed opposite differences. Enickson supposed that anothen lange scale

component of scattening might exist to explain the :results. However,

E\r'ickson obsenved duning 1960-1962 while Slee and Vitkevitch observed
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pnion to tiris nearer the pnerrÍous eurisÞot ura¡rir¡un. This could account

fon the díffenences.

Recently, theonetical wonk by Hollweg and Har.nington (1968) and

Hollweg (1970) has sought to obtain a better unde:rstanding of the

variations of the panameters of the intetpianetary medium by developing

a model and fittíng it to the cononal broadening obsenvations. The

latten paper deals with a modified powen law stnuctune fo:: the electnon

density vaniations to agree with spacecnaft obsenvations of the

magnetic field. fn both papens severaJ- intenpnetations of the solan

wind panametens ane poss-i.ble, and new infonmation on the seLan wind

ProPertíes cen onJ-y be denived when símultaneous observations of the

changes in fnequency ou phase of a cohenent signal ane availabLe.

Since the initial obsenvations of the angular: broadening of the

Crab Nebula, wonk continued in the field mainly using intenfer:ometers

but occasionally fan beams and pencil beams. The tnue shape and

orÍentation of the image had not been necorded until 1969 when Harnies,

Bles.ing and Dennison (I970) published the nesults of two-dimensionaJ-

obsenvations of the bnoadened image of the Crab Nebula. This has opened

a new avenue in the study of cor"onal b::oadening and should bning back

nenewed intenest in this fie1d.
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1"4 Interplanetany Scintill-ation

Dur"ing a Ì78 I'lHz sunvey of r:adio sounces conducted at Camb::ídge,

U.K., it was noticed that cer-tain sou::ces exhibited nandom fluctuations

Ín intensity similar to ionosphenic scintillation but of a puch smalle:r

(I-2 sec) period (Hewish, Scott and lüi1ls, 1964). The ftuctuations v¡ene

peculiar: to sources of veny smalL angular diameter < Irr arc (mainly

quasalrs) and it was concluded that they wene not of ionosphenic onigin

but nesulted fnom scatte::ing by ir.negularities in electnon density in

the solan wind. The phenomenon was thenefone caLled inter:planetary

scintjllation. More extensive obser:vations of sever.al of these sourcest

in particular 3C48 which was known to have smaIl angulan dimensions

(Atten et al., 1962), immediately nevealed a stnong heJ-iocentnic

dependence of the scíntillation as well as suggesting a dependence on

sourci-) dimensions. The scintillation index of 3C48 was obsenved to

increase as the source moved closer. to the sun. Simultaneously, the

signal r,'as obser:ved to fluctuate mone rapidly at gneaten heliocentrÍc

l-atitudes. The observations suggested that a much smaller innegulanit5r

scale might exist in the intenplanetary nedium compared to the uPper

l-imit of 5000 km pnevíously suggested by angulan broadening

measurements. The usefulness of intenpÌanetany scintill-ation as a tool

fon estimating panameters of the medium and of the nadio sounces was at

finst in doubt since angulan broadening measurlements had indicated that

the nms phase deviation might be too lange" Iloweven, Little, Hewish and

Dennison (fg6O) showed that there was good cornelation between
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scintillation at 8l-"5 and I7B Mliz at a distance of 0.5 A.U. fnom the sun,

and conclud.ed that the medium constituted a weak scattening negion,

This conclusion anose because the ratio of índices was appnoximately

equal to the natio of reconding waveJ-engths and the cross-cornelatÍon

between the signals was good (n,0.6) inplying similan pattenn scales.

The authons discussed the cross-cornel-ation expected fnom different

scattening rnodels and concluded that a pattenn scale of 300-400 krn was

nequined. This estimate was somer^rhat langer than other estimates of the

scale (ntSO )<m) by Hewish, Scott and Will-s (fgO+), tlewish, Dennison and

PíJ-kington (1966) and Dennison and Hewish (1967), using one, two and

thnee neceiving sites nespectiveJ-y. Little, Hewish and Dennison al-so

pointed out that the innegulanity síze ¡,100 krn was elose to the pnoton

gyno-radius und,er: typical conditions in the intenplanetany medium and

that innegulanities of this size might be expected as a negult of plasrna

instability.

A systematÍc method of estimating the angular structune of ::adio

sounces was developed by Little and Hewish (1966), and the nesults of a

sunvey werre pnesented in a fol-lowing paper, Little and Hewish (1968).

These ¿trthons denived factons rep::esenting the effect of different

sounce shapes on the obsenved parameters of the medium eompaned with the

point sounce values. The fonmula v¡as introduced in Section L,2 fon a

cincul-ar Gaussian sounce. Othen forms such as an eiliptical- Gaussian

soulace, a double point source and a core halo soullce wene al-so t:reated
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and the comesponding factons derived . To use this method, values of

the scintil-l-ation index (n) and the diffir'action pattern seale (ar ) fon a

point source must be knov¡n. For this punpose some ver:y stnongly

scintii-latíng sounces wene chosen (gCf3e, 3C237, 3C119 and 3CÌ47). Fnom

thei-r,observations, over a sufficiently long peniod, a senies of contou:rs

of m and ar wene constructed anound the sun assuming m incneased to

unity nean the sun. By conpaning the values of m and ar fz'om other

sources, est:'.mates of thein angulan stnuctur:e wene deduced. A lange

numben of the sounces obsenved in thein survey showed similar"

vaniations of m with distance fnom the sun companed to a point sounce

but lríth an ovenall neduced magnítude. This was intenpneted as

indicating two components, one small and scintillating and the othen

lange and non-scintillating. The natio of m to the index fon a single

point source is equivalent to the natio of the fluxes of the two

components.

The constr:uction of thnee receiving sites at Cambnidge, U.K. enabLed

more detaíI to be deduced about the díffnaction pattenn and hence about

the medium itself (Hewish and Dennison, 1967; Dennison and Hewish,

1967; Dennison, 1969). The sour.ce 3C48 was obsenved and the speed and

direction of motion of the pattenn was detenmined fnom fuIl conrelation

analysis (Bniggs, 1968a, 1968b). Duning the peniod of obsenvation the

sounce covered a neasonably wide range of heliocentric dístance and

Iatitude, and the velocity of the diffnaction pattenn was estimated to
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be 300 knl sec-I n.ao the eeliptic incr"easing to 450 km sec-I oven the

no:rth so1ar" pole. Since the obser.vations wene within the Fnaunhofen

region it was possi.ble to di:rectly relate the observed parðmetê$S af the

díffnaction pattenn to the electnon density innegulanities ln the solaü

wind. The innegularíty scale was found to vary with heliocent¡ic

distance fnom 160 l¡n at 0.9 A.U. to 100 km at 0.35 A.U. I'he oÞsenved

anisotnopy of the diffnaction pattern indicated that the plasrna

irr:egulanities wene elongated by a facton of about 2:I along the

dinection of ¡notíon, whÍeh was always closely nadial to the sun. Lange

day to day vaniations in the scintillation index were noted and on one

occasion a very la::ge change in index was belÍeved to be nelated to a

stþeam of plasma ejected f:rom an active negion on the sun.

Cohen (19ô5) began investigations at Cornell but was confined to a

single neceiving site in using the Ar¿cíbo 1000 ft nefl"ecton and he

therefone concentr:ated mone on the statistics of scintillation such as

the powen spectna and intensity pnobability distnibutions. heliminany

angulan diameten estÍmations at a single site were descnibed in anothen

paper^ (Cohen et al., 1966). Just as the scale of the pattenn

incr.eases fon an extendecl source, the power spectrum gridth t, (= ii¡t
decneases. This method nelies on the velocity u being constant.

Cohen, Gundenmann, Handebeck and Shanp (tS6Z) have discussed in

detail some of the Arecibo nesults at 195, 430 and 611 MHz in tenms of
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differ.ent diffraction negimes as shown in Figure 1.2. It is possible,

by exanining the scÍntiLlation index, por^rer spectnum and intensity

pnobability distribution, to place the observations in a panticulan

position on the negirne diagram, although thene is a centain amount of

unavoidable uncertainty inhenent in nesul-ts of obsenvations f:rom a

single site. The ínnegulanity scale was estimated to be about 100 km

(assuming a vel-ocÍty of 350 km sec-I) at 0.5 A.U. in agneement with the

Cambnidge obsenvations. The phase deviation 0o was estimated fnorn the

vaniation of the scintillation índices with solan elongation. These

authons deduced weak scattening beyond 0.5 A.U. and estirnated the

electron density vaniation to be about 2-3% of the ambient densit]¡ over

the nange 0.2 to 0.S A.U. f.nom the sun.

fn the weak scattening, Fnesnel negime low frequency dips in the

power spectr-a of the scintil-lation ane expected. These were not seen at

finst and it was suggested that the genenal" variability of the velocity

and its va::ying projection along the line of sight would fill in the

dips. However:, dips have since been obsenved by Dennison and !{iseman

(f96e) and by Cohen and Gundermann (1969) although unden veny special

conditÍons. Funther Anecibo observations wetle neponted by Shanp and

Hannis (1967) who found lange incneases in scintil-Iation index and

spectnal widths on Manch 27th anð, 3lst, 1966. They associated these

with the ejection of plasna fnom a solan active region on which stnong

fl-ane activity was neponted. In concluding they suggested that caneful
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monitoning of a gnid of sources couJd pnovide a useful tootr fon

investigating the effects of solar activity on the intenplanetary medium.

An extensive angulan diameter survey described by Cohen,

Gundermann and Hanris (fS0Z) was in fair" agneement with the ¡.esults of

the sunvey by Littl-e and Hewish (l-968) although, as nentioned eanlien,

differ.ent methods wene employed. Cohen et aI. also found sounces which

fitted the model of a small diameten scintiliating component

associated r¿itl a langen diameten, non*scintil-lating component. Anothen

survey was cannied out by Hanrís and Handebeck (1969) who examíned a

large numben of sources nor"th of the ecliptÍc and obtained statisticål

infonmation on the stnucture and degree of scintillation of these

sources.

To investigate scintill-ation nean the sun, but to avoid diameten

blunring, Cohen anC Gundenmanrr (19F,7) obsenved the source 3C279, which

passes within 1 R. of the sun at wavelengths of 2L and 11 cm.

Recondíngs wene chanactenised by short tenm bur:sts of scintillation. On

the 9th of Octoben when 3C279 was 2.6 Ru fnom the sun, the 1l cn signal

was analysed to reveal a povüer spectt:rm Í¡idth of about 6.1- Hz whíl-e the

2l cm signal showed only veny weak scintillation. This implied an

angulan diameten t0.02rr anc assuming a velocity u = 350 krn sec-Ì.

Howeven, the presence of an extended tail out to 25 Hz on the spectnum

indicated a component of the sounce wÍth a diameter \,0.005rr anc. The
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extended tail was believed to be caused by shcnt bursts of

scintillation but might also have been ¡.eIated to an enhanced backgnound

of solan noise which they noted was pr:evalent duning the obse::vations.

A rnuch mone detail-ed descniption of shont wavelength measunements

between 4 and 35 Ro is given by Colien and Gundenmann (1969). The

scíntillation indices wene found to peak at about 8-I0 Ro and the

spectnal widths incneased until about the same distanc.e fnom the sun.

Occasionally the pohren spectra- exhibited a definite dip at low

fnequencies but theeê wene not cornmented on al-though in all cases the

::esults wene intenpneted as being in the Fnaunhofet zone. Using the

Panker model of the sol.an wind, in which the vel-ocity incneases fnom

50 km u".-1 at 3.5 R. to 300 km sec-l 3.0 Rrito,490.:Íqh s.c-l at 1 4.U.,

they denived the scal-e of the electron densitv inregularities (for weak

scattering at distances > I0 Ro). The calcu.l-ated scale Íncreased fnom

10 km at t0 R to 120 km at l- A.U. Fnom the scintillation index cunve
o

for 3C279 against distance fr.om the sun! a component díameten of î,0.002r?

was inferred.. The spikes obsenved c.l-ose to the srln r^rere explained as

focussing spikes pr"oduced by filamentany stnuctu::es 'tl+00 krn acting as

individual lenses and travelling faster than the backgnound sola:: wind.

Golley and Dennison (l-970) have also found evidence fon veì-ocity

dispension but at distances greaten than 0.3 A.U., deciuced from

observations of 3C48 at 8I.5 MHz. Recently Ekens and Littte (1971) have,

at 2296 MHz, found turbulence in the co¡.ona out to 30 R, vrhich could

also account for: the high fnequency tail on the observed powen spectr.a.
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The focussing spikes are consistent T^rith c¡bservations in negion fV on

the negime diagram illustnatecl ín t-igirne 1 .2 , Theoretical tneatment of

scintillation under these conditions has been cannied out by MencÍen

(1962), Bnamley and Yrcung (1967) and Buckley (1970' 1971). However' the

measurements by Cohen and Gundermann v¡ere thought to lie in negimes II

and III (Fnaunhofen negion), so that langen and fasten innegulanity

rlensest than actually nequined by the observations wene postulated.

The netation between sol-an activity and scintillation has been

funthen clarified by obsenvations at Culgoona, N.S.Ì{. (Denniscn and

l{ise¡nan; 1.968; Wiseman and Dennison, 1972\" These authorns have tnaced

the movement of conotating plasma stneams and rblasts t fnom individual

stnong flares thnough the rnedium, by monitonÍng thein effects on the

scintillation of a tgnidr of radio sources. Other effects of sol-ar

activity which appear to be nelated to scintil-IatÍon have been noted by

Bunne.l,l (1969) and Houminen (1971). Theso types of obsenvation pnovÍde

detailed ínfo:rmatÍon about tlre lange scale stnuctune of the

intenplanetany meciium oveu a nuch widelr ran¡Ie cf helÍocentnic

coo::dinates than at present avail-able to sPace pnobes.

Sorne diffenent infonmation hras supplied by Slee and Higgins (1968)

when they obsenved intenplanetany scintíL.Lation of nadio emission fr"om

ilupiten at 19 .7 llHz. They deduced a solan wind speed of about 600 },rn

sec-l with an irnegulanity scale of 150 km sec-I,. A.Lso, fon the first
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time, phase measultements of the diffnactíon pattern wene obtained.

Reeently attempts have been made to explain intenplanetany

scintillation in tenms of the obsenved modified pohren law spectna of the

magnetic field. innegulanities detected by spacecnaft. Papens concenning

this aspect have been published by Jokipii and HolIweg (1970), Buckley

(1971), Hewish (1971), Hollweg and .Iokipii (rgZf) and Little (1971).

Although'"the situation is still not fully nesolved the concensus appears

to be towards neganding scintillation as caused by a smalL scale plasna

stnuctune, not much langen than the íon gyro-radius, quite distinct fr"om

the nuch langen scales detected by spacecraft in the form of a

tunbulence spectnum fon the magnetic field fluctuations. Cnonyn (1970)

has proposed a theory in which he begins with a modified powen law

stnuctune fon the innegularities and resul-ts in a pov¡en law spectr:um for

the ínterplanetany scintillations. He adcpts this appnoach on the

gnounds that many power spectna which have been nefenned to as Gaussian

Ín shape coul"d be fitted just as well to a powen Iaw. In fact sorne

obsenvers (Lovelace, Salpeten, Shanp and Hannis, lg70) noticed that the

high fnequency part of thein spectra often confonmed to a powen law

vaniation with fnequency suggesting that cnon5mrs appnoach may be an

important step in undenstanding the detaíIed shape of scintil-lation

pohter spectna. The fi.nal clanification of the nelation between the

spectna of magnetic field fluctuations and the spectrum of the electnon

density fluctuations which cause seintÍIIation, must howeven await di¡ect
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measunements by spacecraft of the electnon density spectra out to the

high spatial fi:equencies v¡hich cornespond to the observed

scintillations. This in tunn nequires a consj-denable incnease in the

sampling rates cunrently available in the plasma pnobes canried by

spacecnaft.

I.5 Ïonosphenic Refi:action in Radio Astronomy

The effects of ionospheríc nefnaction on nadio sounce posÍtions ane

of interest to all pensons concerned with accurate position

measurements of radio sources at metne wavelengths, and accurate methods

to conrect fon this ane ciearly desinable. Large ionosphenic g:radients

may be detenmined approximately fuom spaced ionosphenic soundens, but

thene exist napídly vanying components which cannot be allowed fon in

this way. Ionosondes, however", only pnovide information up to the point

of nefl-ection in the ionosphere. Swept fnequency soundens thenefo:re

pnovide information up to the F2 peak and the shape of the ionosphene

above this point must be assu¡ned. An attempt to gain infonmation about

the cornplete ionosphenic profile was made by Kenn, Shain and Higgins

(fgt+g) in Austnalia, by neflecting 17.84 MHz signals fnom the moon. The

most intenesting chanacteristic of the neflections was a wide vaniation

in anplitude with peniods of 5 - 20 nin.

Smith (1SSZa) discussed the various techniques in use at the time

for detenmining positions of radío soìlnces. In an appendix he considened
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the effects of the ionosphene classifying then unden steady refnaetíon,

due to the approxinately spherical shape of the ionosphene, and wedge

components due to local gnadients in the electnon density causing

depantunes fnom sphenical symmetny. In a folLowing papero Smith (f952b)

discussed exclusively nefuaction of 81.5 MHz nadiation from ¡radio stans.

The appanent :regular movement of the sounce positions llas ascnibed to

negulan wedge refnaction and the nesults wene companed with the

knowledge of the ionosphene f:rom pulsed soundings. Some of the

observations exhibited shont tenm position fluctuations with peniods ru20

min and magnitudes equivalent to steady wedge components which varied

duning the day. These ::econds wene discanded and the nemainden wene

companed with expected sounce displ-acernents calculated fnon the

ionosonde data. Some ag:reement was obsenved between the theonetical and

the observed dispì-acements. Komesanoff and Shain (1959), and

Komesanoff (l-960), developed impnoved fonmulae fon both sphenical

nefnaction and steady wedge nefnaction, aÌthough thein wonk is, stnictly,

applicable only to source positions at transit. Examples of

connections to some position measunements at 19.7 ltlf.z were given.

Although the scatten of positions was considenably neduced, thene still

nemained a significant component of :refraction which could not be

nemoved in this way - the innegulan wedge nefnaction. Clanke (1964)

attenpted to connect sounce positions fnom some sunveys eonducted in the

U.K. She developed a more genenal (but slightly less accurate) forrnula

than Komesaroff, allowing neasonable cornections for obsenvations at any
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declination on houn-angle. These cornections $rere based on ionosonde

data and centain assumptions about the ionosphene, and allowed an

estirnate of the expected steady wedge refnaction to be made. An example

of the inregulan nefuaction obsenved at 81.5 llHz was shohrn and it

appeaned to have a pseudo-penÍod of n,2O nin and a maximum vaLue*< If arc.

lbavelling Ionosphenic Distunbances (Munno and Heisler', 1956) we::e

suggested as a possibLe cause of this effect. Clarkefs cornections for"

the steady ionosphenic gnadients duning the diffenent sunveys at 178 MHz

pnoved pantially successful, leaving a smallen random fluctuatíon due

mainly to the innegulan nefnaction.

Lawrence, Little and Chiver.s (l-964) have neviewed ionosphenic

nefnaction and note that irnegulan wedge nefnaction has been reponted by

Vitkevitch (1958), Vitkevitch and Kokunin (1958) and l{il-d, Shenidan and

Neylan (1959), in addition to the authors vre have alneady mentioned. It

is clear that thís type of nef::action, with a peniod'r,20 min,

constitutes a najo:r pnoblem for position measunements of extna-

tennestrial radio sounces and we shall nefer to Ít again in Chapten 4.
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CI{APTER 2

METI{ODS OF OBSERVATION

2"1 Introduction

In the pnevious chapten lre saw how the scattening propenties of the

intenplanetany medium have pnovided ínfonmation not only about the medium

itsel-f but also about the stnuctune of nadio sources. Al-so we saw how

nefnactÍon ín the ionosphene has a major effect on the appanent

positions of the sources.

The aim of this pnesent wor:k has been to pnovide funthen

information in these fields of study. Howeven, befone embanking on

discussions of the anal-ysis of the data accumulated oven the past foun

yeans, the diffenent obsenving and necor:ding techniques wilL be

descnibed. Most of the data wene neconded with the nadioheliograph

(llild et aI., 1967) located at the c.s.I.R.o. Solan obsenvatory,

Culgoona, N.S.ÌI. during six obsenving sessions fnom May, 1968 to.Iune,

1971. The nemainden wene obtained in January, 1968 using the 210 ft

radiotelescope (Bowen and Minnett, 1963), also operated by the

C.S"I.R.0., at Pankes, N,S.W. The obsenvations may be divided into

sever:a1 gllouPs but basically they faIl unden the main headings of cononal

bnoadening, ionosphenic refr.action and intenplanetany scintillation.

2.2 Coronai Bnoadening of the Cnab Nebula - Two-Dirnensíonal Images

Primanily the nadioheliograph was buil-t to obtain two-
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dùnensional images of the sun at B0 MHz, although since it began

operating in 1967 it has been used fon many other: punposes, The

neceiving section of the nadioheliognaph consists of 96 steenabÌe,

equatonially mounted, panaboLoid neflectors with crossed dipole feeds,

spaced evenly anound a cincle of 3 km diameten. Each aenial- has a

¡.ff;polren beani-width of 209 and a range of roughly t 3Oo ln I

declination and ! 2.5 houn in hour-angIe.

Connecting the aerials inr phase nesults in the fonmat{on of a beam

with a power polan diag:ram nepnesented by the squaned Besse1 function

Oot. fntnoducing phase incnement" # between adjacent aerials

pnoduces othen beams repnesented by highen orden Bessel functions, Ont,

where k is an integer. The undesinable feature associated with the ,lo2

beam is the nelatively large sidelobes, the first of whÍch ís about 15%

of the main, lobe. Howeven, by adding and subtracting beams of

different ondens, a proeess known as J2 sSmthesÍs (Wifa,1965), a polar:

diagnam may be fo::med with sidel-obes neduced to l-ess than 2% of the main

1obe, as shown ín Figure 2.1.

L By using a branching rretwonk 48 such beams ane forrned

independently. These ane aligned in a N-S dinection and at zenith have

a sepanation of 2.Ir anc and a half-power: beam-width of 3.75r anc. The

complete pnocess of beam fonning and positioning in declination and

houn-angle is achieved by eLectnonicatly switching the appnop:riate
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phase incnements into the aenial feeds. In the nonmal mode of openation

the beams ane simul-taneously swept fnom East to llest across a 20 squane

of sky, taking up 60 positions in the time required to complete a síngÌe

scan. The 48 outputs of the bnanching netwonk ane fed into individual

intermediate fnequency amplifiens with bandwidths of I MHz. The signals

then pass to square -law detectons and integrators which penfonm the beam

synthesis. An input to a fínal integnaton consists of a series of

signal leve1s from each independent beam shape nequined to f<¡rm the

synthesized beam and the output e apant fnom an aCjustable offset

cor?responds to the total power neceived by the integrated on J*2 beam.

Fnom these integnatons the signals pass thnough a multiplexen and

ar?e recorlded digitally on magnetic tape as well as being displayed on

cathode ray tubes as two 48 x 60 aruays of intensity modulated points.

Usually two polanÍsations ane displayed, one on each tube, and duning

the r.econding of the Crab Nebula left and night hand cincul-ar

polanisations were chosen. The íntegnation time associated with each

picture point is I ms, with the pnocess of beam formation and

integnation taking place duning this time. The pictune nepetition ::ate

is nonmally 1 sec-l but by selecting one half of the scan width a

repetition rate of 2 sec I ruy be obtained.

Since the 96 aenial-s effectively constitute a ning of discrete

neceiving points nathen than a continuous annulus, gnating resPonses
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occun at specific angulan distances f::om the centnal beam, ïn fact, the

spacing of the aenial-s anound the circle was chosen to place the first

onden l1ésponse just outside the field of view. The height of thÍs

response is about 5% of the main lobe possibly causing confusion between

neanby nadio sounces. Thus, in the case of the Cr.ab Nebula data, when

the sun was situated on this nesponse, a method was used dunÍng analysis

to r:educe the effect on the shape of the image.

Finally, it is impontant to appreciate that the method of beam

steening enployed by the r"adioheliognaph has an effect on the shape of

the sampled section of sky as rvell as on the shape and widths of the

beams. To bning the pictune back to a night ascension (on houn-angle) -

declination coo¡'dinate system the arnay of points must be skewed. and

elongated depending on the declination and houn-angle settings. The

coefficients associated with this transformation, whÍch is appnoximatety

Iinean oven the Zo fietd, are cal-led distontion coefficients.

Ttre nadioheliograph was thenefor.e a suitable instnument fon

studying the inc:rease in the image size of the Cnab Nebula as it neaned

the sun. The angulan bnoadening was expected to reach about 30f anc on

greaten, compared to the few minutes of anc nesolution of the

:radioheliognaph and so detailed measunements of the shape, size and

orientation could be obtained. In addition the pictune nepetition rate

offened an oppor.tunlty fon studying short term fluctuations in the solan
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co:ona as have been reponted by other: authors (e.g. Slee, 1959).

Reconds of the angulan bnoadening of the Crab Nebul-a !Íere obtained

duning.-Iune, 1969, 1970 and 1971. At this time each yean the line of

sight to the C:rab Nebula appnoaches the sun and neaches its closest

appnoach on the 15th as shown in Figu::e 2.2. The folLowing sub-

sections descnibe in detail the methods adopted fon each yeanrs

obsenvations.

2.2.L 1969 Obsenvations

Ðuning this year obsenvations extended fnom the 30th May to the

24th 'June, and an attempt vras made to necord the image of the Cnab

Nebula at least twice a day. 0n those days when angulan bnoadening was

evident the numben of obsenvatíons was, when possible, increased to

thnee because when neaning closest appnoach the image Íncneased ín size

rapidly and diffenences brene expected between separate obsenvatÍons on

the same day. AIl obsenvations on a given day were spaced as fan apant

as possible and the dunation of each was fncm 5 to 10 min. A pictune

nepetÍtion nate of 2 sec I wrs normally used except when the angulan

extent of the image approached the edge of the pictune when the full

scan v¡as used. To enable connections to be made to the levels of the

integ:ratorl outputs, 10 sec of data were reconded with a :resistive load

replacing each ae:rial. The data then consisted of a necond of the DC

offsets of the integ:rators and duning analysis the pictut:es welle
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norïnal-ised by adjusting the leve1s of the signals fr.om each beam

accondÍng to the calculated offset diffenences. In addition to the Cnab

Nebula and resistive load data, about one minute of data wene necondeô

fi:orn the nadio source 3CI23 which was neanby yet fan enough fnom the sun

to be considered unbnoadened within the limitations of the instrument.

Companison of the obsenvations of the two sources provided a means of

estimating the total flux contained in the lnage of the Crab Nebu1a.

Solar bunsts on':,occilsions affected the observations by enhancing

the signals neceived through the sidelobe structune anound the actual

sounce image and these effects wene natunally nore tnoublesome duning the

days of closest appnoach to the sun. The most neliable bnoadened images

wene reconded on the 13th, 17th and 18th June. The days leadíng up to

and away fnom this peniod showed little oa no signs of angulan

bnoadening, except on the 9th when a sponadíc incnease ocounned,

belíeved nelated to an active negion on the sun. 0n the central days

14th, 15th and l-6th,June the sounce could not be obsenved pnobably

because the bnoadening was so great that the signal neceived by each

beam fel,l, below the backg:round noise level.

Initially all the infonmation was necorded on la::ge 7200 ft. neels of

magnetic tape and those sections nequined for fi.¡rthen analysis were

tnansfenned to smallen 2400 ft tapes written in a fonm compatible with

the computen. This editing pr"oeedune enabled the rcleanest? data to be
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selected fnom each obsenvation. The maximum amount of data able to be

stoned on a 2400 ft neel- was applloximately 15 min and since a limited

numben of neels wene availabLe, only about 10 min of data wene r:etained

for each of the days dur.ing which the ímage was bnoadened and 4 min fon

the nemaining days. Recondings of data fr"om the sounce 3C123 and using

nesistive loads wene also tnansfenned fon each day. Finally, neconds

wene obtained in the form of photognaphs of the cathode nay tube display

fo¡- eithen sÍngle fnames, on senies of fuames integnated

photog:raphically over peniods of I and 16 seconds.

2 .2 .2 I97 0 Obsenvatiotrs

ThÍs obser.ving sessíon was conducted along similan lines to that of

1969, except that each obsenvation of the Cnab Nebu1a was extended oven

a J-ongen period with the specific aim of detecting shont tenm

fruetuations in the sorar conona. Again activity on the sun hampened

obsenvations and prevented r:econds being obtained on eveny day. The

session began on the 30th May and continued until the 2Oth June.

Al1 the data free from effects of majon solan activity wene finst

neconded on film íntegnated oven I seconds. This film was pnocessed and

canefuJ-Iy examined fon unusual events and a.lso fon the purpose of

selecting the best sections of data to tnansfen from the lange magnetic

tapes to the srnaller: tapes fon computer analysis. As in the pnevious

yean the bulk of the data Ì.rere recondings of obsenvatÍons when the image
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vlas bnoadened.

2,2,3 1971 Obsenvations

Except fon one minon nadio burst the sun :renained ver5r quiet duning

the 1971 obsenvations. In fact it had been exceptionally inactíve oven

a number of rotations before June and the degnee of broadening showed a

defínite neductíon companed to the pnevious two years which Índicated

approximately equal degnees of bnoadening. Data wene neconded fnom the

l-0th to the l-9th June using the same procedunes of the 1969

obsenvations. That is, only shont samples of data (ru10 min) were

Ín-itial,ly r:econded at each observation of the sour.ce instead of the much

longen samples necor"ded duning 1970.

2.3 Cononal Bnoa,ìenirrg of the Crab NebuJa - Dnift Scans

Duning 1969 and 1970, as well as observing the Crab Nebula disptayed

as a two-dimensional pícture, the rnethod of dnift scans was used to

obtain a measune of the size and or.ientation of the image. In this

method the 48 beams ane fixed ahead of the source and the scanning

mechanism inhibited. After the source had dr"ifted thnough and had

tnaced out the scans on paper chants the pnocess nas repeated.

Pen-necondens with time constants of 2 sec wene used fon this purpose,

simultaneously tnacing the cr:oss-sections of the image with between 3

and 9 adjacent beams depending on the degree of bnoadening, as

illustnated in Figune 2.3. Fnom 10 to 20 scans were necorded each day,
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except f.::om the l4th to the 17th dur.ing both yeans when the signal to

noise :ratio was not great enough to al1ow ::e1iab1e :results to be

obtained. This effect was due to the sun incneasing the background

noise. Dnift scans of 3CI23 v¡eue also necorded and an event during

which this sou:rce showed an exceptional incnease in its angulan diameter

occunned on the 31st May, 1969 and will be discussed in Chapten 3. A

feature of the d:rift scans was the va:riability in height and hridth from

one scan to the next. This was attributed to ionosphenic

sc int iIIat ion .

2.4 Inte::planetary Scintíllatíon Obsenvations at Culgoona

The obse::vations of intenpJ-anetar:y scintillation wene carried out

as a joint project with M. Wisernan, whose part r^ras to inveçtigate the

lange scare structune of the intenplanetary medium by observing a gnid

of about 30 radio sounces known to scintillate and positioned as widely

as possible oven the celestial sphene. Fnom the day to day vaniations

in the degnee of scintillation of each source, movements of lange-scale

stnucture wíthin the sola:: wind could be mapped out ove:: the peniod of

obsenvatÍon. Featunes such as conotating stneans, blast waves and

secton boundanies have been detected in this mannen (lliseman, Lg72;

lliseman and Dennison, 1972). The chanactenistics of each feature wene

deduced by conneÌating the scintillation evidence with spacecnaft

obsenvations and geophysical- events. It is impontant to note that the

th::ee-dimensional char:acteristics of the structune within the nedium nay
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be detenmined in this way wheneas spacecnàft data are confined to the

ecliptic plane.

The second part of the pnoject lrhich concer:ned the autholl was to

investigate the possibility of obtainíng othen infonnation fnon the

scintillation data. One aspect was the effect of the intninsic source

size and the detenmination of such sizes fnom the scintillation data.

Another v¡as to investigate the shape of the polren spectra of the

scintillations to obtain additional infonrnation about the nature of the

scattening rnediurn. These aspects wíI! be discussed in Chaptor 5'

Vle will now discuss the technique for neconding interpLanetary

scíntiltation with the nadÍohelíograph. Because the signal to noise

ratio associated r^tith the Joz beam was greater than that of the

synthesized J*2 beam, the former was used. The lange sidelobes

associated. with this beam did not affect the observations. The only

confusion that could have anisen was f::om the gnating resPonse, but the

obsenved sounces were well sepanated f:ron othen scintillating sources and

this caused no pnoblem.

Each sounce $ras examineC in turn fon scintil-tation by setting the

nadioheliognaph beams êbèad and allowing the source to dnift thnough'

The outputs of the th:ree centnal beams wene tnaced using a Pen-reconden

with a time constant of 0.I sec. tlhen no scintillation was evident on
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two on thnee scans anothen sounce wäs obsenved. ff ionosphez ic effects

were prevalent causing the appanent position of the source to move with

nespect to the beam positions, the outputs of six adjacent beams wene

reconded simultaneously and the source could then be followed fnom one

beam to another.

When a source did scintillate duning a dnift scan the beams wene

set into a tnacking mode as the source passed into the beam on the next

scan. In the absence of ionospheric nefnaction the pen-reconder tnaced

the intensity of the necor:ded signal as the diffnaction pattenn moved

across the aerial anray. An exampJ-e of a drift scan and some

scintillation is shown in Figure 2.4. As well as chant neco::dings the

data r+e::e also reconded digitally on magnetic tape. Since the beams

ovenlap, as seen in Figure 2.I, the signal appeared on two or: th:lee beams

depending on the position of the source with nespect to the beams. The

stnongest signal was selected fon reconding on tape and fed fi:om the

squane-Iaw detecton into a diffenential arnplifíen with a time constant of

0.05 sec. It was then passed into an analogue to digital conventen,

which sampÌed the signal 32 times per second and ræote the values onto

the magnetic tape.

Duning all obsenving sessions, except those in June, 1971-, unwanted

50 Hz hum contaminated the digitally ::econded signal. Ttre tnouble anose

fnorn the relatively long distance between the recor:dÍng equipment and

j-t
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the detectors of the nadioheliograph and vras eventualty corrnected. The

hum degnade<i the signal inasmuch as a lange atiasing peak occunned in the

Power spectra of the signals. This component was fílter:ed fnom the data

duning analysis.

At the above sampling rate one block of data on the mAgnetic tape

contained about g0 seconds of infonmation, which included about 30 to 45

independent scintillation peaks. The numben of blocks r"ecorded

consecutiveÌy fnom one nadio source varied fno¡n about thnee up to

several tens of blocks, depending on the behaviour of the ionosphene.

Fnom tirne to time, as a nesult of ionosphenic nefnaction, the

scintil-lation gr:adually decneased in arnplitude as the source moved away

fuom the setting of the beam. On some occasions, rapid movements of the

appanent source position made neconding inpossible.

As rvell as reconding scintill-ation on fon-souncer signals, a sample

of the backg:round noise cr foff-sourlcer signal was al-so neconded by

allowing the sounce to pass out of the beam until clear of the

sidelobes and then nesurnÍng tnacking. Comparison of the two signals

gave a measune of the scintillation index.

2. 5 lonosphenic RefnactÍc.n

As mentioned in Section 2.3, senies of dnift scans of the Cnab

Nebula and 3C123 wene obtained fon estimating angular broadening. Also
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during othen obsenving sessions long seníes of dnift scans were obtained

of a number of different soulrces. These data have pnovide{ infonmation

fon a study of negulan and inregulan refnaction effects within the

ionosphene. By knowing the tine of annivaL of a sounce and the

hour-ang1e and declination of the beams Ít was possible to deternine the

accurate positÍon of the source fon each scan. thus the rate, extent

and pnedominant dir.ection of nefraction could be studied by tr:aeing the

two-dimensional movenents of the souFce oven a numben of scans.

In addition to the above long series of scans further information

on nefnaction was obtained fnom the scintillation obsenvations which

nequined one or more scans of each sounce in onden to detect

scintillation and estimate the source height. Hene again the positions

of the sources could be found and could ther:efore be used to study

íonospheric nefraction. Because the sounces covered a wide nange of

declination and houn-angle, data collected fnorn all obsenvíng sessions

pnovided a useful statisticaf covenage of íonospher:ic nefi:action. It

was thenefone possible to study the vaniatíon of nefnaction with

panametens such as decl-ination, houn-angle and l-ocal tfine.

2.6 Intenplanetany Scintillation Obsenvations at Pankes

Although the description of obsenvations of interplanetany

scintillatíon obtaÍned with the Parkes 2I0 ft nadiotelescope has been

l-eft until last, it was actually the first neconded data in this study
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and was obtainei fnom the 19th to the 2lst of January, 1968. A numben

of sounces which were possible scintillatons were obsenved on the

fuequencies 150, 600 and 1410 MHz. The r:adiotelescope was dr:iven to the

expected position of a sounce chosen fon obsenvation. Ì.lhen the beam

moved on to this source, identified by an increase in the recorded

intensÍty, the nadiotelescope was set to track at the sidepeal rate.

The signals fnom the sounce at the three fneguencíes rrere peconded on

chants with a time constant of 0.1 sec. On the few occasions duning

which scÍntillation was present, digital necords on paper tape wene also

obtained at a sampling nate of 6 sec-I. The length of the sampled data

varied fnom 4 to I ninutes. fn addition, a few minutes of backgnound

noise were neconded by moving the ae::ial about 10 N on S of the sounce.

Scintillation was usuaIl¡r obsenved only on the centr"e fuequency. The

signal to noise natio at 1410 MHz was too l-ov¡ to distinguish any slight

scintil-tration which maSr have been pnesent at this fnequency and much of

the 150 MHz sÍgnal was contaminated by solan activity. One unusuaf

event was obsenved, however, occuruíng on the Pa::kes catalogue source

1938-15, when scj.ntillation appeared on the i50 MHz signal dr::ring the

20th wheneas the 600 MHz signal ::emained constant ove:r the thnee days.
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CHAPTER 3

ANATYSIS AND RESUTTS OF THE CORONAL BROADENING MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Intr:oduction

In the pnevious chapten we described in detail the th¡ree fonms in

which the angular bnoadening of the Cnab Nebula $ras necorded., nameJ-y on

film, digitally on magnetic tape and (duning 1969 and 1970) as a senies

of driFt scans on paperl chants.

The films pnovided a visual recond of al-l- the da.ta stoned on tape

but were genenally unsuitabLe fcr: detaíled quantitative analysis due to

vanious factons, pantículanl-y theín l-imited dynamic range and the

difficulty in specifying their response chanactenistics. Howeven, the

film neconds we:le examined closel-y as a check on the results of the

magnetic tape analysis, especialty when the bnoadened image did not have

the shape, size or orientation expected. Sevenal- such occunrences $¡ere

found and will be descnibed separately in Section 3.6.

The films wene also used to pnoduce a composite pictune of the

bnoadening as, a summary of the thnee years of observation. Daily

photognaphs of the Cr"ab Nebu1a wene selected and placed in their co¡.:¡ect

position nelative to the sun as shown in Figune 3.I. The uppen

sequence, fnorn 1971, includes the observed solan disk at 80 MHz; fon

1970 and 1969 the visibÌe disk is outl-ined. This conposite figune shows



Figure 3.1 The coronal broadening of the crab Nebula L969-7L
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many of the monr: obvious featunes of the scattering pnocess, for example,

the decline in scattering with the solan cycle c¡ven the thnee yeans and

the elongation of the bnoadened image tangentially to the sun. l{cweve:.,

these and othe:: featunes of the scattering wirr be descnibed in mo::e

detail as the nesults of the magnetic tape analysis ane pr-esented.

In the nemainden of this chapten we shall descnibe in detail the

techniques involved in the neduction and analysis of the tape and chant

data and discuss the rssults ín reLation to pr.evious work by othe::

authons. In additÍon new findings are presented and a model

nepnesenting the pr:openties of the scattening rnedium is pnoposed.

Finally unueual events obser.ved on both the Crab Nebul-a and 3CI23 wil-1

be discussed togethen with theilr possible causes. These include shont

term changes in angular diameten which Trave been observed by other

authors (e.g. Slee, 1959; Enickson, 1964).

3.2 Analysis of the Magnetic Tape Data

One of the majon pnoblems in analysing the Cr:ab Nebula

obsenvations was concenned with c¡btaining a satisfactony signal to noise

ratio. Since the Cnab Nebuta is one of the stnongest nadio sounces in

the sky, and the radioheliognaph an instrument of high sensitivity, this

appeans sunpnisirrg at finst sight and is wonth explaining in sorne

detail.
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As explained in the previous chapter", the reconding of a single

full-fname pictune on the nadiohel-iograph took I sec" with an integration
1time, t, of 1ft- sec fon each of the 60 E-VÍ picture points. Assuming a

system noise temPerature ^,7O0oK and a bandwidth B ¡,1 MHz, the ninimum

detectable temperatune of the instnument was AT - 700 
= BoK. Theffi

antenna temperatune expecte<i fnom a point nadio source of flux

S l,lm-2Hz-I, obsenved using an antenna of collecting anea A m2, Ís

-SATR = frr whene k is Boltzmannrs constant. Fon the Cnab Nebu1a,

S = 2.4 x 10-23 Wm-2Hz-I, and fon the nadioheliognaph (assuming 50%

efficÍency) n " 6000 m2, so that TO r 4000oK.

The above figunes suggest an ove::all signal to noise natio of about

500 : 1, but since the Cnab Nebula was nesolved by the nadioheliognaph,

being spread oven about 4 beans when unbnoadened by the solar corona, a

mo::e realistic fígune would be about 125 : I. Howeven, thÍs value was

not attained in pnactice. The obsenved r"ms fluctuation of the intensity

cf each beam was typically ¡, 8% of the neconded height of the

unbroadened Crab NebuLa fon single fname obsenvations even at distances

out to 40 R^ fnom the sun. This implied an obsenved signal to noiseo

natio noughly a factor of 10 víorse than the theoretical value,

Nean the sun the backgnound noíse was made up of not only galactic

and neceíver ncise but also a contributíon due to leakage of solan noise

thnough the sidelobe stnuctune of the nadiohelíogr.aph beans. On many
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occasions this was the dominant eontnibution to the backgnound. The

sidelobe leakage diminished in pnoportion to the distance of the source

fnom the sun but the obsenved signal to noise natio was found to nemain

constant, implying that the solan contnibution was in genenal a minon

effect. Two instrumental effects wene known to be the main cause of the

decneased signal to noise natio. Switching fnequencies in the s5rstem

contaminated the sÍgnal with non-nandom noise because of insufficient

shielding of the signal paths and also 5Q Hz hum was pnesent in the

multiplexen and later stages of the nadioheliognaph intnoducíng a

modulation of the offset levels of the signals fuom each beam. Sometimes

the hum tended to beat with the pictune scan causing one or more offset

levels to change significantly acnoss the pictune. Duning analysis of

the magnetic tape data this was noticed on sevenal occasions. Wonk by

the C.S.I.R.0. staff on integnating images of the quiet sun has nevealed

the same phenomenon.

In addition to these effects, when the sounce r^ras obsenved within

20 R^ of the sun and became broadened by cononal- scattering, its imageo

!¡as spread oven a langen numben of beams. The corresponding r"eduction

in peak intensity of the sounce also contnibuted to a neduction in the

signal to noise natio fon each of the neconded beams.

It was thenefone necessary to improve the signal to noise natio and

to this end neconds of the Cnab Nebula, 3C123 and nesistive load values
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l¡ere integrated l.,z computer over a numben of fnames. Duni"ng this

process all fnames containing paníty ernors on iIlegal data points were

discanded" The tr^ro recorded senses of cinculan polanisation were

analysed sepanately since one method of sidelobe minimisatíon, to be

descnibed l-atenr:relied on the fact that some soLar nadio bursts

appeaned. stnonger on one poianisation than on the othen" Thg

integration r^ras nonmally cannied out oven 30 fnames r+hich ldeally would

have ned.uced the rns fluctuation by Æ-, to about 1-2% of the

unb::oadened sounce height. Depending on whethen fuIl on half-width

scarrs 'hrere neconded this integnation per:iod corresponded to

obsenvati.on oven 30 on 15 seconds respectively. At the same time longen

integnations were penfor:med, typically oven 120 fnames.

Obviously the best signal to noise natio coufd have been achieved

simply by integnating all the data fi:om a single obsenration

Howeven, ionosphenic nefi:action was always present to some degree and

images produced by an integnation overî several minutes would have been

unreliable. Neventheless, when the image was bnoadened to such an extent

that it was lost on banely visible amongst the backgr.ound noise, everf

aften integnating 120 fi:ames, no choice was left but to integrate the

total available data, despite the effects of nefraetion, in an attenpt to

make the image more cl-early visible. Actually, on most occasions,

::efnaction I^Ias only "t1-2r arc during the integration period and would

not have affected the shape of the image when bnoadened to a full wi.dth
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the integn..ted r'-.;istive l-oad necords. By avena.ging the pictune point

values across the arnay, absolute cffset values wene calculated and

subtnacted fnon the connesponding Crab Nebu1a on 3C123 data befone

pnocessing t^ras eontinued .

Duning the June, 1970 neconding period the radioheliognaph

integnation offsets va::ied rnankedly within a few hours. They wene

acljusted at the beginning of each day but drifted so much that in rnost

cases the nesistive load values bore no nel-ation to the offsets of the

real data. An altennative method was thenefone used to denive the

nonmalising values. This entailed a similan Pt?ocess of avqnaging the

pictut-e point values of each beam acnoss the Pictune; howeven, instead

of the nesistive load r:ecords the actual Cnab Nebula or 3CI23 data wene

used, omitting a N-S stníp of the arnay containing the inage of the

source.

Another tnouble occurning with all nonmalisations, and which was

connected by a tnial alrd erron pnocess, was due to the vaníation of the

beam offsets acnoss the picture as mentioned pneviously. Thís natunally

caused some difficulty when the peak height of the image was of the same

onden as the offset cornection values.

Aften the picture background had been normalised, a neduction of the

effects of the sun and solar actívity was attempted. The solar noise
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appeared in the data thr.ough the gnating response and minon sidelobes of

the beam. Although these wer:e smal-l compared with the powen gain of the

beam, the ::adiation emitted by active regions on the sun could be

thousands of times mone intense than the Cnab Nebula and hencer on

occasions, doninated the pictune. Ïlhen observing at 8 Ro the gnating

response fell on the sun and its effect on the pictures was noticeable

even when the sun was quiet.

Sidelobe suppnession was attempted by one of two diffenent methodst

or. both in some cases, depending on whethen the effects were due to the

grating nesponse of the system on to a polanised nadio bunst from the

sun. Finstly, consj-den the sidelobe ::eduction when the data wer"e

contaminated by a polanised nadio burst. The effects of such a burst

wene stnongen on one of the necorded senses of cinculan polanisation,

say aryay A, than on the othen, ar:lray B, whereas the Cnab Nebula was of

similar. stnength on both. The pnocedune consisted in fitting one arl?ay

to ttre other by the method of Least squanes, the va::iable Parameten

being the amplitude of a::nay B. Aften achieving the best fit by

multiplying erray B by this panameten, annay A was then subtnacted fi:orn

the nodified annay B to obtain a final pictune which was considenably

rcleanerr than either of the or"iginals. The method relied on the

similar sidel-obe structur:e of the thro anrays and became mone effeetive

as the degree of polarisation of the solar burst incneased. If the two

anrays were initialJ-y equaÌIy affected by the sun the adoption of the
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above pnocedure pnoduced an arnay with an incneased variance companed

witt¡ the oniginal anrays, and a reduced on el-ininated image of tt¡e Cnab

I'lebula.

The second pnocedur:e was necessary only when ttle sounce was

obsenved at about I R. f::om the sun, which was then over"lapped by the

p;nating nesponse. The 1970 phot'og.naphs of Figune 3.1 show ¡¡ood

examples of this response appeaning on the l-3th and especially the l-7th.

Although difficult to nemove completely, panticulanly r.¡hen the sun

containe<l one or more act"ive negions, considerable impnovement could

never:tÌ.reless be achieved. Essentialty an anc shaped enhaneement

nepresenting the gnating nesponse and centned on the sun was subtnacted

from the Cata. The cnoss-section of the anc was arì average cross-

section of the c¡bsenved gnating response estimateo fnom the data and

excludÍng a sectior¡ of the array containing the Ínrage of the C¡.ab Nebula.

If most of the nad:'-ation was emitted fnom an active ne¡¡iorr which v¡as not

at the centne of the solar clisk, only a partial reduction pf the

grating nesponse was possible because the method re1ied on a knowledge

of the exact distance of the sun or aetive negion fnom the line of sight

to the sounce. The way in which the nemnant of the grating response

affected the source image after this cor-nection process, depended on the

nel-ative positions and widths of both. Eithen an incnease or a decnease

in the image width could have resulted but in al-I cases the ernor,

introduced was bel-ieved to be negligible.
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A minon effect which coul-d not be nemoved was due to smaIl phasing

ennons in the radioheliog¡aph. These enhanced the sidelobes of the main

bean allowing the sun to contaminate the picture in a somewhat innegular:

fashion. Also at tirnes, one on more aenials wene switched out of the

system leaving gaps in the ring, and this too had a minor degnading

effect.

At thís stage we have clescnibed the initial íntegnation of the tape

data, the calcuration of the nonmarisation values and the aidetobe

nemoval techniques, and ane now Ín a position to descníbe the actual

analysis of the nagnetic tape data. The two end pnoducts of this analysis

were a senies of computed contour plots of the bnoadened source, and the

nesults of fitting a model to the ímage of the Cnab Nebula by the method

of least squares"

Contoun plots wer"e procl.uced fon all- the integrated data containing

120 fnames, except when the sounce was unbroadened when only one or: two

nepnesentative plots wene dnawn. They pnovided an easy means of

detecting unusual shapes of the image and were al-so usedr:fon,.'eompanison

with the theonetical model to be discussed later in,:lSection 3.5. As

mentioned earlien, inteprnations were carrÍed out ove:: longen periods when

the sor:¡rce was obsenved close to the sun in an attemot to nesofve the

veny bnoadened images. AIso, in cases whene ionosphenic nefnaction was

cleanly not pr:esent, sueh long integnations rrere canried out
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in::espective of the degree of bnoadening to achieve the greatest signal

to noise ratio" The results of sucli long integnations wene again

displayed in the for"m of contour: pIots, thus gaining the maximum amount

of nelíable infonmatÍon fr"om the data.

The numer"ical nesu]ts of the analysis wene denived by fitting an

elliptical Gaussian model to the obse:rved image, by the method of least

squares. To avoid íonosphenic refr.action the r:ecor:ds containing only

n30 integlated firames were used fon this punpose, The model-, of the fonm

Aexp ( -Bx2-CyZ), was fitted to a section of the annay containing the

image of the Cnab Nebula. Stnictly, this rnodel should have t:aken into

account the slight cunvature of the image and also the r"adial decnease

of scattering powe:: with solan distance. Howeven, tests proved that the

ennors intnoduced were small in using the fan simpler elliptical

Gaussian model, and that they decneased at gr"eater distances fnom the

sun. Befone the model was fitted to each section of integnated data'

the anray was skewed according to the calculated distontion

coefficients explained ín Section 2,2, to tnansform it back to a night

ascension - declination coondinate system. The coefficients we::e also

applied to the arr?ays befor'e they we::e plotted as series of contouns.

The panametens d.enived fi:om the least squalles fit wene the

backgnound height and the peak intensity, radial and tangential widths,

and the onientation of the image. Afte:r fitting the model to each of
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tire sections of integ::ated data fr.om a panticulan obsenving session, the

panametens were avenaged giving their mean values together with ennons

estimated fr-om the least squanes fit. I'lhene the sidelobes were not

completely nemoved an additional- uncentaÍnty araose in the panametens

since in some cases the image 1ay on a depression in the backgnound and

in othens on a sidelobe enhancement. No definite degnee of ennor could

be estimated for these cases and such data wene tneated with caution.

I,ihen the nadio sounce was only slightly bnoadened, on when it was

extended to such a degnee that its height was less than a few standand

deviations above the backg:round noise, the least squares fit often

failed to converge and not all- of the data from obsenvations in these

situatíons yielded values of the parameters. However., a check with a

nough estimate of the size of the image from contoun pJ-ots showed that

the computed. values, vrhen the l-east squares fít did converge, were

conrect within the limits of thein specified ernors.

F::om the ellipse represen-ting the image, and designated by majon

and minon axes and an onientation or: position angle, the elliptical bean

shape and inhei'ent sou::ce size were deconvolved leaving the scattening

ellipse. The beam shape depended on the hour-angle at which the source

was obsenved, and the Cnab NebuLa was assumed to be a cincula:: Gaussian

source with a fu1l width at half power of 3' arc.

3.3 Analysis of the Chant Data

Drift scans of the Cr.ab Nebula and also 3CL23 wene obtained using
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pen recorde:rs during 1969 and 1970. The initial step in Iysis

was the reading fnom the chants of the height, width and tíme of annival

of each scan on each of the beams, and also the corresponding hou::-

angles of the nadioheliog:raph beams. Nonmally, when unbroadened, the

Cnab Nebuta appeaned on tT¡ro or th:ree adjacent beams depending on its

displacement fnom its true position due to ionosphenic refiraction.

However, during the days when ít was broadened by the solan corona up to

9 adjaeent beams hrere recor^ded to cover the whole irnage, each beam

tnacing out a cnoss-section of the source in houn-angJ-e.

To detenmine the E-ll, or houn-angle widths it was a simple matter

to convert the measu::ed widths to minutes of anc nathen than seconds of

time by applying a facton pnopo::tíonal to the cosine of the sounce

declination. Fon the unb::oadened Cnab Nebula, and al1 3C123 necordings,

the method used to detenmine the N-S or declination widths of the

source 'r.ras to assume the beams and sour"ce r^rene Gaussian in shape and to

insent the measured beam heiglrts into a fonmula. This formula is simply

derived with nefenence to Figure 3.?. The values of a, b and c

repnesent the heights of thnee adjacent beams whích are assumed to lie

on a Gaussian cur:ve centned about the line of sight to the sour:ce as

shown. The displacement of the source fnom the centnal beam is denoted

by o. Taking tlie distances between bearns as unity we can ¡mite

thein

a=Aexp(-Ã-ta)2,
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^,2b = A exp (- þ)
('t - ^\2c=Aexp(

whene A is the height of the ímage and o is the half widttr (at.-r¡ of

the Gaussian envelope. Eliminating A and o Leaves an expnession

r:elating o, the hal-f width of the image, to the measuned beam heights

( o2. 1-%o=t,rn (ä),J ,

whene o is expnessed in ter"ms of the beam spacing. The widths were

converted to minutes of anc by multiplying by the actual beam spacing

which depended on the hour-angle and declination of the obsenvations,

Using the appnopniate formulae the N-S and E-Ït widths of the

nadioheliognaph beams Ì^rene computed, and the squares of these values

wene subtracted f:rom the squares of the image widths. The inhenent

source size was sirnilarly removed to give a measure of the broadening in

the two dinections. Up to 15 on 20 useful scans r^¡ere reconded each day

and ave::age values of the bnoadening $¡ere calculated in each case. Some

scans could not be analysed when the source lay between two beams giving

only two height measurèments fnom which the declination widths could not

be r.eliably calculated. I{hen the Ínage of the Cnab Nebula covened foun

orl more beams the fcnuula used above was disca::ded in pnefenenee to

fitting a Gaussian cunve to the beam heights by the method of least

squares. The half width of the Gaussian was equÍvalent to the panameten

o in the pnevious rnethod.
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Although the positions of the beam cross-sections taken fnom a

single scan were not useful when the sounce elas unbroadened, ít was

hoped that some information about the shape and o:rientatior¡ of the image

could be detenmined as the bnoadening incneased. In fact the

orientatÍon of the ímage did agree with the corlresponding nesults fnon

the digital analysis.

Useful Cnab Nebula data ::econded as drift scans were limited by the

poon signal to noise natio when the image peak intensity was small, and

also by activity on the sun. On the othen hand when the sour:ce LIas

unbnoadened, and in the case of all 3C123 data, Ínaccur:acies in the

chant neading pnoduced refatively lange errors in the angular

bnoadening estirnates. This was pantieulanly noticealile with the Ìl-S

values. Pr:obably the main er:r:or arose fnom the uncentainty in the

baseline estimates for each scan because the actual shape of the beam

was slightly as5rmrnetníc. A simple calculation indicated that an enrora

of ry7% in the height measurements could introduce ernors of up to 50eo in

the calculated N-S widths, and tL7% in the E-ll widths of the

unbnoadened image.

Duning reconding, a noticeable featu::e at times was the vaniability

in height of the peaks fuom one scan to the next. This was attnibuted

to ionospheric scintillation which, having a simil-ar. time scale to the

width of the scan, would have introduced a variabÍIity in the height to
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width ratio of successive scans. Since the 3 km di¿meten of the aerial

arllay rvas langen than the average scale of the diffraction pattern of

ionosphenic irnegulanities, the magnitud.e of this effect was genenally

not tnoubl-esome. Ionosphenic refnaction r¡ras also pnesent to some degnee

in most ceses but the rate at which the sounce vras nefnacte<l was slow

companed to the time taken to complete a scan of the sounce and would

not have intnoCuced significant ennons.

The total useful- data, bearing in mind al-l the above

considenations, finally amounted to r-econcls on the 13th duning 1969 and

the 12th and 13th during 1970. Assuming the scattening was elliptical,

the major and minor axes r^rere estirnated and agneed veny 'hrel-l with the

values calculated fnom the tape dat.a.

3.4 Results of the Tape and Chart Data

Fígune 3.r as mentioned before is a composite pictune made fnom

typicar images of the cnab Nebura neco::ded during the thnee years of

obsenvations. The images have been pì-aced in their. cor"nect position

with nespect to the sun and in each case the finst image $ras necoïrded on

the l-0th .June. The different alignnents of the backgnound gnicl are due

to the application of the distontion coefficients to bring the

panticular images back Ínto the night ascension - declination

coor"dinate system. All images ane integnated by 1ô, that is oven a

dur.ation of either 8 on 16 sec depending on the scan width"
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The incr-ease in size of the image as the source was obsenved, closer:

to the sun is clearly evident, and the tangential elongation su6lgests

the pnesence of filamentary inr"egulanities Ín the solar corona. One

exception is cleanly the 12th, 1970 where the image hras onien{sd,:{¡.i;:

al-most a N-S direction; this event will be mentioned l"ater¡ in Section

3.6. The degr.ee of bnoadening appeaned s5rmmetr:ical about the sun apart

fr.om the anomalous inc::ease during the 16th anrl t7th, 1971-. AIso

appanent is the decnease in the degnee of scattering duning 197j- companed

to the earlier year:s 1969 and 1970, which were approxÍmate-ly similar.

ThÍs was a r:eflection of the decl-ine in the solan cycle. In fact the

scatte::ing was so stnong during 1969 and 1970 that the image coul-d not

bE--i"eso1ved within about I R. of the sun. From a knowl-edge of the ::ms

deviation of each pictune point a lolren limit of abcut 40r anc was

calculated for. the scattening on these occasions. Although the

photognaphs provided a summany of the obsenvations they wene not

suitable fo:: a detail-ed study, which was pnovided by the least squares

fit of the elliptical Gaussian model and the contoun plcts.

The results of the analysis of the magnetic tape and chant data ane

shown in Figune 3.3 where the majon and minon axes of the scattening

eJ-tipse (measuned at e-1 ) ane plotted separ"ately against radial distance

fi:om the sun. The values fo:: 1971 a¡'e seen to be genenally lowen than

the t969 and 1970 values. Lines of best fit wene calcu.Iated for" the 1971-

tangential scatte::-ing values and fon the combineC 1969-70 vcalues, bo'tl:
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of which followed, closely a powen law variation with distance. After

scaling the values from 80 MHz to 38 MHz, assuming a tr2 dependence on

wavelength as predicted fon strong scattering, these lines ane shown in

Figu-ne 3.4 togethen with nesults of othe:: authons (Okoye and Hewish,

l-967) at different parts of the solan cycle. Note that in this figure

we have repnesented the semi-majon axis of the scattening ellipse. Good

agreement is appanent both for- the degnee of scattening at the relevant

pant of the solan cycle and for the slope of the lines. A companison of

the r:adial scattening at 12 Ro v¡ith smoothed sunspot numbers ovel: neanly

two soLan cycles is sþown in I'igure 3.5 (Matheson and Littte,1971),

with oun 1970 and 1971 values from Culgoona added to the diagnarn. the

values have been scaled to B0 MHz and the scattening is seen to follow

the degr.ee of activity of the sun. A line of best fít was calculated fon

the:radial scattening values and v¡as found to have a slope of -1.6

cornpaned with the tangential scattering slopes of -2 and -3 for' 1969-70

and 1971 nespectively. This suggests an ir¡c:rease in the axial natio of

the i-nregulanities close to the sun. The only pr:evious nefenence to a

vaniation of the axial natio was made by SIee (l-966), who suggested that

the ovenalt anisotnopy of the innegulanj-ties decneased with the decline

of the solan cye1e. His nesults, hor.reven, were based on obsenvatíons

between 20-80 R
o , wheneas in oun case we are concenned with a vaniation

e,ithin 20 R^ of the sun. A plot of the axíaI ratio against solan
o

t is pnesented in Figure 3.6 and it would apPean that beyond

TO

I

R the axial ratio remained constant at rv2:1, a value similan to that
o

I
I
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found by Dennison (1969) fuom spaced ¡receiven obsenvations of

intenplaneta:ry scíntillation in the :region 70-200 R.. Hov¡even, fon

distances l-ess than 10 Ro thene llas a tendency fon the elongation to

increase to tu3 on 4:1 at 5 R.. It is genenally assumed that elongation

of the scatte::ing irnegularities is caused by a neduction in plasma

diffusion across the magnetíc field lines, and it is of interest to note

that within 10 Ru, whene we obse::ve enhanced eJ-ongation, the magnetic

pressure is cxpected to dominate the kinetic gas pr:essure (Pneuman,

1966) " It seems possible that the enhanced elongation we have obsenved

might be ne.l-ated to the incneasingly irnpontant nole of the magnetic

field within this r.egion.

We have assumed in the above discussion that the axial natio of the

inregulaníties in the solan corâona was dinectly nelated to the axial

natio of the scattened distnibutíon. An additíonaL effect contnibuting

to the elongation of the image might occur close to the sun when the

scattening becomes so lan¡¡e that negions of the solar corona of vanying

scattening power become involved. Although tbis effect would result in

an elongation of the image towands the sun due to gr:eater scattering

power of those regions, it would stitl- need to be allowed fon in

intenpneting our nesults. Howeven, the effect was in fact negligible fon

the conditions of the pnesent obsenvations as shown in Figure 3.7 t whene

the image at 5 R. has been plotted (for isotlopic scattening

inreguJ-anities) as a function of the degnee of scattening with the
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paraameterl$o r"epresenting the half-width of the anguJ-ar spectrum of 5 Ro.

These nesults r¡rere conputed on the basis of a model descnibed in detail-

Ín Section 3.5. Not untíJ" the degree of scattening becomes double the

obsenved nadial- value does the irnage show significant elongation. We

thenefone conclude that the geometry of the scattering was not neflected

in any way into oun r"esults. ÂIso the possibiì-íty of nefnaction by the

solar corona was investigated as another possÍble influence on the

nesults. Howeven, at oun obsenving frequency of 80 MHz such nefi:action

was calculated to be < l-r anc at 5 R" and was thenefone negligible

(Jaegen and Westfold, 1950).

So far we have been using najon and minon axes and tangentÍaI and

nadial scattening intenchangeably without pnoof that they ane equivalent.

Their uaes are justified since apart from the special case of the 12th,
r'\-

1970, the minon axj-s varied nandomly fnom the radial.';dínectíon with an

rms deviation nSo, as shown in Figure 3.8(a). This is also apparent in

Figures 9"9(a), (b) and (c) where the majon and minon axes

nepnesenting the scattening to e-l are dnawn at each position of the

image. It appears, then, that within the expenimental accuracy the

scatter-ing inr.egularities, and hence the magnetic fieldr are aligned

nadially to $rithin 5 R, of the sun. Pneuman (1966) has investigated the

nagnetic field configr::ration cl<¡se to the sun assuming an inner dipolan

field which is eventually dnawn out, and fnozen into, the nadially

expanding solan wind. An jnteresting conclusion of his wonk is that
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although: the field would be almost radial- unden solar maximum

conditions, it would tend to dominate the kj-netic gas pressure within

9 R^ when the sun was quiet. Inside this boundany he suggests a
o

configunation intenmediate between the radial and dipolan fo::ms. A

dipolan field or some intermediate configur?ation suggested by Pneuman

would have pnoduced a definite tnend in the var.iation of the minon axis

of the scattering eltipse fr.on the nadial direction. This effect is

shown in Figu:re 3.8(b) based on Pneumants nesults. Atthough we find no

evidence of a non-r-adial fietd configunation we have, as mentioned

earlier, observed an increase in elongation within about 10 Ro which may

be the finst indication of the changing nole of the magnetic fiel-d. The

fact that we have obser"ved. such a vanÍation in the axial natio suggests

that only sJ-ight diffenences between the magnetic and kinetic gas

pressures are able to pnoduce detectabJ-e changes in the elongation of

the inregulanities.

Continuing with othen conclusions denived fnom oun obsenvations, it

was found that in genenal thene r^ras not a Ìa::ge change between

obsenvations recorded on the same day except in one case, the t7th, 1969,

when the image was not visible at the beginning of the d.ay but appeaned

in the final obsenvation. Other less nap-td changes occunred, fon

instance, the finst observation on the l7th, 1971- showed a broader image

compaz'ed wittr the second observation. However, on rnost occasions lar.ge

scale stnuctune was known to have been pnesent in the medium fnom
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intenplanetany scintillation obsenvations (I.Iiseman and Dennison, I972 ;

l{iseman, 1972) and could account fo:: the nelatively sudden changes. Also

no general asymmetry was obsenved between the appr.oach and necession of

the Cnab Nebul-a. One possible cause of as3rmmetny would be the 70 tilt of

the solan axis in the pnesence of an equator:iaIly extended conona.

Howeven, Figune 3.10 which shows an idealized (ninimum) corona of

elongation 2:I and the nelative positions of the Cnab Nebula, Índicates

this ttÍltingt effect to be small-, panticulanly at fnequencíes > 80 MHz.

Since both cononal broadenÍng and intenplanetany scintíllation anise

f,nom the same basíc scattering pnocess, Ít was considened of inte:rest to

look fon any var:iations in the bnÍghtness distr"ibution of the broadened

Cnab Nebu1a on the rapld (rul sec) time scale chanactenistics of

scintillation. Fo¡r this purpose sevenal sections of veny cLean data we:re

chosen, and the elliptícal Gaussian model was fitted to single

consecutive fnames by the method of least squanes. The avenages and

standard deviations of the panarnetens wene determined fon each section,

and companed with the avenage deviations calculated dinectly fnom the

least squares fit of the single fnames. In afl cases they differed by

factons of 2-5 suggesting that genuine fluctuations night be pnesent.

Some typical nesults of the least squanes fit are shown in Table 3.I.

This, howeven, cannot be consider.ed conclusive since only a fraction of

the data was tneated in this way because of the lange comPuting expense

involved and funther analysis night neveal that the above deviations of
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Average nms deviations

Height

width (radial)

!Íidth (tangential)

0nientation

Sepanate calculation
f:rom 82 samples

1l_. 0

1.81

1.17

7 .60

lAvenage of deviations de:rived
I fnorn least squares fit

7.4 10.7

0.29 r 0.03

0.5 t 0"09

4.87 r 3.0
L_Þ

Table 3.I Least squaues fit nesults of 82 consecutive
single fr.ames of the Cnab IIebuIa reconded on
12th ,June, 1970.
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the parameters wetre not indicative of neal vaniations in the observed

bnightness distnibutions .

. An attempt was also made to determine the absolute flux contained

within the image of the Crab Nebu1a by using 3C123 as a calibrating

source. Howeven, the nesults wene outweighed by detrimental- effects such

as ionosphenic scintillation and the asymmetny of the beam shape making

total flux estimates, panticulanly fnom 3C123, extnemely unrelíable.

3.5 Mode1 cf the Bnightness Distr ibution

The denív¿1is¡üof ,a; rnoclel i-to,describe . the oboervêd'-þ¡rightness

distnibution of the Cnab Nebuta is of considenable intenest because wÈ

have fon the finst time the cornplete two-dimensional image of the

bnoadened source. The simplest case to tneat is that of an angulan

spectrum which has Gaussían cross-sections, The nelation between the

spatial power spectrum of the inregulanities and the obsenved angulan

spectnum of the nadiation after passing thnough the innegularities Ís

well known (Ratcliffe, l-956); the Gaussian angulan spectnum I^Ie considen

her.e is equivalent to a Gaussían spatial por.Ier spectnum fon the

inregulanities.

Shown in Figure 3.11 ane the sun and sounce seen pnojected on to the

celestial sphere. The val"ue of the bnightness B (r¡ o) at al-I poínts

around the source vlas cal-culated assuming that the scattening gave nise
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to an anguJ.an spectrum of the fonm exp , - #j, , lrhene 0o is the

scattering angle and is a function of the nadial distance r. AIso, $o

i^ras assumed to possess an elliptical distr"ibutiorr r¡ith semi-axes 0¡ and

0,, in the radial and tangential dir'¡:ctions llespectively" Fnom

observational evidence i't r^/as seen that Q* and ö, eould be repnesented by

powen laws

0

-a"R T

Fol}owing the procedune of Þickson (1964), who calculated B(n, o) fon

isotnopic scatteningr Vrê express ô* and 0,, Ín radíans and n and R as

nadians subtended at the earth. Since the scatteníng angles wene smaIl,

$, the scattening angle at P expnessed in nadians, !{as appnoximately

equal to the angular. distance between P and the sou:rce. Fnom Figu:re 3.11

I^Ie see that the scattering angle may be divided into r-adial and

tangential components (R cos o - n) and (R sin c) nespectively. Using

the above components of óo and { the exponent of the angulan spectnum

may be written in component for:m and the angulan spectnum is then

nepnesented by

-S1

ç
T

ç
and 0,

rtl
R

exp

c

(R cos s, - r)2 (R sin c)2
fio-z 

"-as* Ar-'"-2st
-------- (r)

I{e nequire the integrated flux to nemain constant at all- distances R, of

the sounce f¡rom the sun and the angulan spectrum then becomes

(R cos q - r)2 (n sin o)2
exP

(oo-' o-2sR tr-2 r-2sv¡'+ ; Ai-? ot?sn 2sr
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this expnession, evaluated at al--ì, points P around the source, becomes

the bnÍglitness distnibution, B(n, a). Taking into account the ínherent

source size, 0, by convolving equation (Ì) with exp f- åil befone

nonmalising fon constant fIux, the bnightness distribution can then be

represented by

c x

t,o*-' 
o-2sR + 02)(Ar- 2 î-2sT + o2)

(Rcosa-r)2 (R sin o)2
ä*p

['
(o*-' o-2sR + o2) (or-' o-2sT + o2)

For comparison wíth obsenved bnightness dÍstnibutions, B(n, a) has been

computed as a function of distance R fuon the sun and the axial ratio of

the scattening Ílnegulanities defined by
0R

Some examples of
0r

these ar.e shown in Figunes 3.1-2(a), (b) and (c) where the values of the

panametens r{ere typical of the obsenved values for 1969-70.

s*=sr=2
n -5.3x105^R-,
0 (Cnab Nebu1a) = 5.25 x 10-4 radians

A, = 5.3 x 105 (axial natio 1:1) Figune 3.12(a)

2.65 x 105 (axial ratio 1:2) Figure 3.12(b)

f .32 x 105 (axia1 ratio 1:3) Figu:re 3 '12(c)

In companing such distnibutions with our observational data we found

closest agneement using values of 2-3 for the elongation of the

imegulanÍties.

A-
T

ç'
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Theonetical distributions wene also calculated for dinect

companison with selected obsenvations. Some examples of these ane

pnesented in Fip¡rne 3.13 in the forn of contoun plots. Thene is a

Iinean relationship in powen between successive contoun levels, and the

1evels on the model conreapond to those of the obsenved image. To

estimate the panametens nequined fon the theonetical distnibution,

images wene selected in which the elongation ôf the nadioheliograph beam

lras approximately pana1lel or perpendiculan to the nadia1 dinection.

This enabl-ed the semi-a:tes of the elliptical bearn to be convolved with

the theonetical scattening function in the same mannen in whfch the

effect of the inhenent sounce size was intnôduced, The nadlo cross-

section of the ftnage was plotted, a baseline estimated and the half-

polrer hridth and contour level positíons fo¡ the model wene then

detenmined. Also the tangential wÍdth at the connesponding half-powen

point was found. F::om the two widths the effects of the sôunce and beam

wene subtnacted leaving values fon g* and ó,¡r after- adjusting to e-l.

I'he distance of the sounce fnom the sun was known allowing A* and A, to

be calculated with S* = S, = 2'i The st¡iking featune of the theoretical

distr-ibutíons in Fígune 3.13 Ís theín et<cellent agreement with the

obser:ved finages. We therefor,e conclude that the Gaussian fonm fon the

angular. spectrum is in remankedly close agneement with the obsenvations.

Howeven, it is still possible that othen modeJ-s might also lead to

satisfactory agreement with the obsenvatlons. One possibitity wou1d. be

a modified powern lcw spectnum P(g) of the scattening inregulanities, as
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shown in Figure 3.Ia(a). This is an impontant model fon considenation

because the intenplanetany magnetic field obsenved by spacecnaft nean

I A.U. (,Iokipii and Col-eman, 1968), h.as a spectnum Éimilar to Figune

3.I4(a). The only diffenence is that we have scaled the spatial

frequency axis to give values relcvant to 10 Ro assuming the

innegularity scale var:ies lineanly with r, the distance from the sun.

Such a form fon the spatial- powen spectr-um of the i-::negulanities ís

similan to the well known Kolmogo::ov tunbul-ence spectnum and implies a

wide ::arige of scal-e sizes extending from the so-called outen scal-e or

connelation J-ength (suggested to be ^,106 km fon the ínter.pJ-anetany

magnetic field) down to the inner:, on dissipation scale (rtO2 - 103 kn).

Because of the difficul-ty of finding an analytical solution to the

pnoblem it was tneated numenical-Iy, and nestricted to onJ-y one dimension.

The initial aim r^ras to investigate the fcrm of the angulan spectnum

anising from such a powen law model for the scatter"ing ir:negulari'bies,

and to see whethen it diffened significantly fi:om the Gaussian form

v¡hich rve have shown was ¿ibl-e to predict b::ightness distnibutÍons

simil-ar to those observed. The auto-coirnelation functíon ÞOOO(r), of the

Ìr'regula::ities was establ-ished fnom the Fourien tr:ansfor.m of p(q), the

spatial po\¡rer spectnum. The auto-conrelation function pr(r), of the

nadiation received by the obsenver: was found using a nesult of Bnamley( r ìì(rsss), or(n) = exp t* to,ll - o¡¡q(")Jl, "tu"e ôo is the standand

deviation of the phase vaniation acnoss the diffnacting medium. Anothe:r

Fourier transfonm gave the required nesult, the angulan spectnum F(0),
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fnom the nelation Or(r:) Il lflg¡'¡,2. Computed curves of F(O) fon

different values of Oot are shown in Figure 3.I4(b) comPared with a

Gaussian cunve. The axes are dnav'¡n to arbitnar:y scales since the main

interest is a compa::ison of the shapes of the sPectra. There is

obviously a lange diffenence betweer¡ the arigulan spectra of the two

models, the power .Iaw model falling off more rapidly for smalJ- 0 but

having an extended tail. Tt shouid be noted that the curves in Figune

3.14(b) have been nonmalised to the same height at the origin, whereas

physically the total area under each curve must nenain constant to

conserve enengy. Thus, fot' Ia::ger: val-ues of the phase deviation Qoo

pnopo::tionally mone por¡rer is scattened out to lange angles. The nadial

ct:oss-section of the bnightness distnibution pr:cduced by innegulanÍties

represe.nted by a modified power: law spatial powen spectnum would

therefor.e have a shape similan to F(O), but extended somewhat towands

the sun. None of the obser-ved images had cnoss-sections of such a fo::m.

An assumption we have made howeven, is that the region pnoducing the

g¡eatest scattening was confined to a relatively thin layen. In view of

the napíd decnease in the phase deviation 0o, with::adial distance fi:om

the sun, the majonity of the scattening can be assumed to take place Ín

a layen of thickness equal to the distance of the sounce fnom the sun.

Cl-ose to the sun we would thenefor.e expect a thin layen to be a good

approximation. A crude evaluation of the effects of a thick laye:: can

be achieved by dividing the ::egion ínto a numben of thin layens,

computing the br"ightness distnibu.tion of each and adding the nesults.
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This obviously will produce an angulan spectrum with a less prominent

tail but it stiIl v¡ould be non-Gaussian for Iange values of 0o. The

r.esult of this appnoximation is valid only fon a limited numben of

layer:s because statistically the angul-an distnibution would appnoach a

Gaussian fonm as the numben of J.ayers i(ras incneased. It r+ould aPpear

then, that a povren J-aw spectnum of the scatte:.ing irnegulanities would

pnoduce bnightness distributíons noticeably differ:ent to those pnedicted

by a Gaussian model. The latter model implies a single well-defined

scale structune in the interpJ-anetany medium nesponsible for the

scattening, nathen than a range of scales which woul,d be admitted by a

powerô law model. lte stress again the nemarkably cfose agreement between

the predictions of the Gaussian model- and the obsenved distnibutions.

To make this point even cleanen, and to stness the sensitivity of the

observations to the fonm of the angulan spectrum, we have considened a

power l-aw fonm of the angular spectrum but modified in such a htay as to

give the closest possible agneement with the observed brightness

distnibution. The modification consisted ín rest::icting the scattened

powen to a constant value within a scattering angle 0*, and in selecting

a powen law index fon the remainden of the spectnun to give the c.l-osest

fit to the obsenved bnightness distnibution. The panametens of the

model are illustnated ín Figune 3.Ì4(c), and an example of such a

computed distribution is shotrn in Figune 3.14(d) compared to the

obsenved distnibution and to a distribution computed using the GaussÍan

model. Even though the panameters of the modef wene chosen to give the
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closest fit to the observations, it is clear that significant

diffenences stil-l remain in the form of a rflat top? and extended tail to

the powen lari pr.ediction.

From the work that has been descr-ibed it is cl-ear th¿rt the Gaussian

model shows the best agreement with the obser.vational data. lle conclude

that the spatial powen spectrum of the ir"negular:ities causing the

scattening is also of a Gaussian fo¡m, implying that these

irnegulanities possess a single dominant scale stnuctu::e.

3.6 Unusual Events

Thtroughout this ehapten we have rnentioned the oceunnence of

unusual events or fonmations of the obser"ved image. Vle sha.l-l now discuss

these and othen featunes in rnone detail and propose explanations fo::

them. One event concellns the angular bnc¡adening of 3C123 while the

othens all refate to the Cr"ab Nebula.

3.6.1 Angular: Broadening of 3CJ-23

The only obsenved angulan broadening of 3CI23 occunred on May:r

3,1Ét 1969 and was neconded as a series of dnift scans on papen chant.

Analysís nevealed an increase in angulan size of about 7r arc in-.both

the N-S and E-t¡l dinections of the image. The position of 3C123 in

nelation to the sun is shown in Figu::e 3.1-5(a) and duning the

observation the line of sight to the sour:ce passed the sun at a d:istance
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of 29 R . On the basis of the Cnab Nebula obsenvations desc::ibed
o

ear.lier: Ín this chapten we wou.l-d expect, under normal conditions, a

bnoadeníng of onty I.3t anc at this distance fnom the sun, a value

undetectable by the radioheliognaph. It was seen eanlien (Section 1.2)

that the bnoadening of a sounce is nelated principally to the electnon

density fluctuation and the irnegulanity size irr the medium. An

-incnease in the formen, or a decnease in the fatter, could cause

enhanced braadening. The increases in b:roadening obsenved here could

l¡ave been caused by an incnease in the rms fluctuation of the electron

density by a factor of 2,3, a decrease in scale size by a facton of

5.4, or a cornbination of both. The fonmer effect howeven, would seem to

be the most likely cause"

Any distunbance close to the ecliptic such as a conc¡tating stneam

v¡ith a typical cone angle of 30o would not have cnossed the line of

sight from the sounce until well into the intenplanetany medi-rrm at a

distance of about 70 Ro fnom the sun. Therefore an exceptionally stnong

disturb.ence would have been necessany to pnopagate thÍs distance and

still- pnoduce the nequined enhancement, <lominating the scattening

norrnally confined to the::egions of the line of sight closest to the sun.

A conotating strcam was in fact present at the time with a position

shown in Figune 3.fs(b), (Wisemar and Dennison, 1972). AIso shown in

the figur.e is the location of Pic¡neen 9 from which Cr.oft (fgZf) has

deduced el-ectnon densities of the inter:planetany medium. Thene Ïrere no
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sudden irrcneases obsenved during the peniod June 1-3 al-though the data

were wídely spaced and the nesults inconclusive.

A wide angle emission or plasma blast wave from the sun would have

cnossed the line of sight before tr.avelling much funther than 40-50 R".

However, its effect would have been noticed on othen sounces by an

incnease in scintil.l-ation index as it moved outwand fnom the sun. No

significant increases r^rere obsenved (Wiseman, L972).

I'Ie thenefone have no definite evidence to help explain the angulan

bnoadening of 3C123 although we do know ther-e was an active negion on the

westenn limb of the sun at N10o to wh.ich the pneviously merrtioned

plasma stneam was attached. A sudden ejection of higtr velocity plasma

may have pnoduced a rkinkJ in the stnea-m causing it to move acnoss the

l-ine of sight to 3C123 at a distance close¡ to the sun and hence account

for the bnoadening. The active ::egion in question pnoduced a class 2

flane on May 28th and was therefo::e modenately active.

Additional infonmation nelevant to this event comes fnonr studies of

the inner cononal magnetic field confígunation by Newkirk and Altschufen

(private communication). These authons have eomputed the theonetical

field configunaticn out to 2.5 R. based on obse::vations of the

photospheric field made at Mt. Vtilson. Thei:r basic data wene averaged

oven the solar rotatÍon dur:ing which our observatÍons wene made and do
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not therefore incl-ucie any short tenm changes in the field. The computed

field configunation on May 31st ís shown in Figune 3.1-6(a). We note

again that this configuration is an average over a complete solan

notation intenval. To ill-ustrate its three-dimensional stnucture the

sa-me configuration as seen fnom the Eanth 4.5 days eanlier is shor^rn in

Figune 3.16(b). It is seen that the north polan region of the sun shor^rs

a most unusual- arched fielcl configunation extending out in the dínection

of the line of sight. The loop, whil-st being nooted to tr^¡o sunface

negions (one behind the sun) sepa::ated by .4Oo, is extnemely na::row in

the dinection tnansvense to the line joining the two base negions. ft

is possible that such a field configunation might have nestricted the

outflow of plasma to a similar", nannow wedge-l,ike stneam. Such a

situation woufd explain the absence of enhanced broadening on the days

aften the obsenvation when the sounce had moved out of the stneam. The

r:egion behind the sun to whÍch the J-oop was attached was pnobabJ-y

McMath P1age 10088. This negion was::elativeJ-y active, a class 3B flare

being observed on June 12th.

We ane ther"efore faced with an al-ternative explanation fon the

event in tenms of an unusual polar fiel-d configunation undenneath the

line of sight. llhethen this field configunatj.on was rel,ated to activity

on the sun is open to question since the associated:regions wer"e behind

the sun at the time of our obse::vation. Funthen than outfine these

vanious possibilities it seems difficult to dnaw any firrn conclusions in
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the absence of othen nelevant i-nfonmation.

3.6.2 Sporadic Angulan Bnoadening of the Cnab Nebula

Duning an obsenvation cf the Crab Nebula on June 9th, J-969, the

source suddenJ-y inc::eased in size, remaining broadened for about 6 min.

In addition naoid vaniations in the shape of the image occurr:ed and Táble

3.2' describing the sequence of changes, v/as compiled fuom photognaphÍc

reconds and contour plots integnated oven I and l-5 sec respectively.

Also, Figune 3,17 shor,¡s a series of photognaphs of the sounce taken

d.ur:ing the event, and Figune 3.r8 shows selected contour prots of the

bnoadened sounce.

Because of the napÍd changes involved, both ionosphenic and

intenplanetary onigins wer:e investigatecl as possible causes. Thnee

outstanding features wene noticeable as seen in Figunes 3.1-7 ancl 3.18.

FinstÌy, a pnedominantly E-li angulan bnoadening was appanent, lasting fo¡

about 30 sec. Secondly, a narnor¡r extensíon developed on the nonthenn

edge and moved along the image towands the sun simul-taneous to the image

becoming broadened again in the E-l'ü dinection; and finally the s¡rmmetny

of the main body of the image changed, pnoducing on the eastenn side a

tapered tail which eventually rlisappeianed J-eaving an unbnoadened inage.

Fnom examination of Figu:re 3.l8(a) (and 3.18(c) ) tt¡e inc¡rease in

E-Vl width was s]rmmetnical indicatÍng the effect to be rargely due to
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Bnoadening decneased
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Imagc+ nonmal size
Image nonmal size
E-l^l broadening again 

"

Bnoadening incneased.
Bnoarj.ening constant .

Bnoadening constant.
pnominent

Bnoadening decr"eased .

Image developing tail.
Tail fuLly developed.
Tail diminishing
Tail- disappeanerl
Image nonmal size

Shape rrf source image

Evidence of ITth extensicn
Extension more prominent

Ex'EensÍon moved towa::ds sun
Extension at end of irnage and most

Extension diminished
ExtensÍon diminíshed

Extension disappeared

:'ccornesponC to photogna-phs of the innage in Figure 3.17"

Table 3.2
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diff-raction rather than ref:cact-ion. If the Ciffi:action occun::ed under"

weak sc:attering c'onditir:rrs vri.th ç,r, lire nms phase rLevi.rr-ion, less than

<lne radian, then the angle of scattening, 0 wouici be clependent on the

obsenving wavelength À, and the scale of the inneg¡:lanities a, acconding

to the r:elation O n, À. The measu:red angle of scattening vras 6f arc,

impllzing an inneguauliay scaLe of rv2.1 km. Innegularities of such a

smalL size suggest that the díffnacting negÍon may have been sítuated in

the ioncsphene. This coul-d automatically account for the predominantly

E-Vü natune of the angulan bnoad,ening because ionospheníc

ir-r.egulanities are elongatecl , approximateJ-y N-S, al-ong the ter:restrial

rnagnetic field l-ines. In the case of multipLe scattening when ôo ,1.

O t S and the scal-e w<¡u.ld be greaten than 2.1 km.a

Assuming the broadening was due to ionosphenic inr.egulanities

situatecl in a laye:: at a typical height of 300 km, the maximum width of

the region contnibuting to the signal ::eceived within a cone angle of 6t

anc would have been only tul km. We thenefone have an ínnegulanity scale

of the same size as the scatte::ing region, a situation which would not

give nise to angulan bnoadeninq.

In view of the E-W broadening being an unlikely ionosphenic effect

we shal-l considen an intenplanetany origin of the phenomenon. Within

the interplanetany mediun we nee<1 the innegulanities elongateci N-S, ín

the tangential dinectíon, which is contnary to nesults of other
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obsenvations. However, at the time of obsenvationn two conotating plasrna

strearns intensected the line of sight to the Cnab Nebula as shovrn in

Figune 3.19(a). The l-eading edge of the stream movíng behind the sun

may have been responsible for the enhancement as it met and ovenlapped

the line of sight. The innegulanity alignment wou.l-d have been a.l-most

panal-lel to the line of sight. However, in a plane perpendicuLan to

the line of sight as seen by an obsenven, it is feasible that the

innegular-ities may have had a cnoss-section elongated penpendiculan to

the ecliptic and. this could ha.¡e caused the obse::ved E-ll broadening of,

the sour:ce.

The tail p:rotruding fr"om the image, shown in Figune 3.18(d), may

have been due to refnactiorr by a gnadient in the electnon densÌty,

incneasing towands the sun. Such a gr.adient v¡ould be found in the

J-eading edge of a stneam which would have a cross-section similar to

FÍgune 3.19(b), deníved fnom spacecnaft data (Car.ovi11ano and Siscoe,

l-969). The diagnam actually nefers to the boundary of a secton but a

simj.lan structune might be expecterà at the edge of a stneam, wÍth

pertraps gneaten va::iations in electnon density. The initial- incnease Ín

el-ectnon density would have pnovided the necessany gnadient for the

obsenved refnaction. To detenrnine the feasibility of this postulate we

will calculate the electron density gnadient nequired to pr"oduce the

extended tail. The geometry of the stneam str"ucture in the

intenplanetary medium at the time of obsenvation is shown in Fígune
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3.f9(a). We shall assume the density profile of the stream vanied in

such a way that the cnoss-section of the total electnon constant N, of

the enhancement nesponsibfe fon the nefnaction could be nepnesented by

pant of a Gaussianr as shown in Figune 3.Ig(b). Thenefore
e¿

N = No exp (- þ)o where No is the maximum value of the total content
o

of the enhancement and xo the half width. The angle of nefnaction Ê,

pr:oportional to the denivative of the total content, ín this case has a

maxímum value,

ß*u*
No e2 No 7.95 x 1o-13 radians

ñx t *t^,2 Ðxooo
with No expnessed in electnons m-2 and xo in metnes. From measut'emento

the maximum an¡¡Ie of nefraction B, v'Ias roughly 6-8r arc, imp1yin5S a

corlresponding gnadíent in the electnon density of

No 2.08 x 'l 09 ef ectr"ot " *-2/rn.
X

Taking *o = 5 x 106 km, a vafue equa-l ao ]6i, of the width of a typical

stneam measured at 0.5 A.U. frorn the suno the total content becomes

N = l-0i9 electr:ons m-2 = l-015 electrons cm-2. If the enhancement was
o

spnead along the line of sight fon 0,1 A.U. the cor"resPonding increase

in electnon density within this negion would. have been t6 x 102 electnons

cm-3 whi-ch is about an order" of magnitude gneater than the ambient

electron densíty at 0.5 A.U. largen vaÌues of xo nequire conrespondingly

largen incneases in el-ectnon density over the same distance along the

Iine of sight.

0
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The r"ate at whÍch the stream would have swept past the tine of

sight was t56Ó km sec-l. Since the nefraction lasted for" about 1-2 min

the \^ridth of the enhancement within the stneam boundany was only

ru6 x 104 km, a value small- in companison to the total width of the

stneam. This model- thenefore implies a very l-ocalised negíon of

increased electnon content at the boundany of the stream. The vaLues we

have estimated fo:r the size of the negion and the incnease in electnon

density indicate that ttris refraction modef could be a valid

explanation fon the obser.ved shape of the image. Stneam A was also

cnossing the line of si.ght to the source and al-though it was possibly

distunbed du:ning the 9th by stnong flanes occunning on the Sth (c1ass

l-B and 3B), 6th (class 28) and 7th (class 2i'l and 2B), an explanation Ín

têrms of this negion pnoved unreaListic.

To be of ionospheric onigin we nequir:e a single i::negulanity actiag

as a lç:ns. Since the tail on the image lasted fo:: about I min this

situation appeans extremely unlikely, nequiring the irnegularity to

nemain almost stationary during the I min períod.

The results therefore tend to indicate an intenptanetary onigin

fon the event, Anothen possibility along these lines, explaining both

the E-ÌI bnoadening and the extended taíl on the image, r+ould be a blast

wave of enhanced plasma density moving outwards fnom the sun and

intensecting the line of sight as indicated in Figune 3.19(a). lle must
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again, however, postulate innegularities elongated in a N-S dinection to

explain the pnedomÍnantly E-l,l scatteríng. I,lithin the boundany of the

bl-ast vrave hre woul-d expect electnon density gnadients to account fon the

nefi:action in a way similar to that of the conotating stneam model. The

velocity of a blast wave at 2r R. fnom the sun may be 1000 km sec-l on

g:reaten and we might expect the existence of steepen gnadients in

electron density compared to those found within a stream. vle can

estimate the thickness of this plasma enhancement since we know the

total duration of the event, bcing about 6 min. At a velocity of

1000 km s"c-1 this implies that the region responsible fon the obsen,¡ed.

changes in the shape of the image was tu3.6 x r05 km in width. This

width is at l-east two onders of magnitude l-ess than the width of a

conotating stneam (at 0,5 A.U.). The occur:rence of the nequined

scattening negion and density gnadient within a plasma blast hrave seems

even more feasible than theirl occurrence in a stneam, ancl the blast w4ve

altennative might aPpean mone attnactive. It should be noted, howeven,

that the l^Iidth of the blast denived above is veny close to the size of

the scattering negion implÍed by the obsenved (ru6t anc) angulan

spectnun. Thus the velocity, tu 1000 km sec-I, use<l in the calculation

must represent a lowe:: limit to the verocity of a brast wave if this
wer"e the cause of the event. AIso, no evidence of the bl-ast wave lras

found duning analysis of the scintirlation data (wiseman, rg72)

suggesting that penhaps the corotating stneam was nesponsible fon the

unusual- event.
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The featur.e which has not yet been mentioned is the northenn

extension of the source shown in Figune 3.19(c). As indícated in Table

3.1 it moved from the outenmost side of the sou::ce towards the sun and

nemained pnominant at the end of the image for about 30 sec. An

explanation of this effect has i:roved veny difficult because a thin

diffnacting layer woul-d pnoduce an extension to the south as wel-l as the

observed nonthern extens-ion. The odd aspect of this feature is the

movement towands the sun aefying all explanation. Both intenplanetany

and ionosphenic onigins were considened but :requined unnealistic

eleetnon density gnadients and innegulanity structu:res. The nonthern

extension thenefone nemains unexplained.

3.6.3 Incneased cunvatur:e of the Image

During the second observation on J'une l-3th, 1969 the image of the

Cnab Nebufa was curved to a¡r extent gneater than expected as shown in

iigune 3.2(t(.a), TÌrc cffect wd.s notíced LrlaÍnfy.¡n the si<le of the -i-rnage

near"est the sun.

One possible explanation involves the magnetic fiel-d lines from the

sun divenging at an angle gneater" than the normal radial divergence.

Such a situation could ari.se above a helmet field structune in the

corona. Howeven, the sounce was I Ra fnom the sun, a distance at which

the field would nonmally be completely dominated by the nadíaIIy

outflowing plasna, panticularly at sol-ar maximum.
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The second possibility involves a vaniation in the plasma moving

outwa::d from the sun, and we considen a decrease ín the scattening powen

of the medium at the centne of the inage. This could have arisen fnom

an Íncr:ease in scale or decnease in efectnon density of the

i:rregulanities related to a filamentary stnuctune intensecting the liQe

of sight. Using the Gaussian nodel descnibed in Section 3.5 a

theoretical b::ightness distnibution was calcutated assuming Ó*' the

degnee of scattening in the radial direction, decneased towand the

centne of the sourâce. The nesult is itlustnated in Figune 3.20(b) with

0* having a Gaussian dependence on o'(which has the same meaning as i4

Section 3.5). Fon this model, when q, vanied fnom 30

decneased by about 609o.

o
00to t 0R

An analysis of intenplanetary scintitlation data by llisernan and

Dennison (tSlZ) indicated the pnesence of two conotating streams

situated, during oun observation, on the same side of the sun as the

Crab Nebula. These a::e illustrated in Figune 3.19(a). The sounce ha(

an ecliptic latítude of -35o and to explain oun obsenvation we must again

postulate activity in a negion well away fnorn the ecliptic if our

observation is a tnue indication that the nedÍum was non-unifonm at the

time. Eithen of the active negions on the sun associated with these

str:eams may have been the cause of the curvature of the image although

region A as indicated by Wisenan and Dennison (tglZ) was the stnongen of

the two. Thene was no obvious activity befone the 13th which might have
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been associated with the obsenved phenomenon.

3.6.4 A Rapid Decrease in Angulan Broadening

The thnee obsenvations of the Cnab Nebul-a during June l7th, .L969

showed a napid decnease in the angular: broadening over a peníod of 3 hn.

Duning the finst obsenvation the source was not visible at all, howeven

it appeared slightly above the background fon the second observation and

was fulÌy visible fon the thind although the backg:round noise was

sirnilan fon each occasion. This event had no dinect connelation with

any solar activity, although st::eam A, mentioned in the pnevious

subsection, had moved anound tire weste::n limb of the sun. It r^ras

therefone nean the line of sight to the sounce and may have pnoduced the

napid change in angulan broadening although no lange flanes were

observed just prion to June 17'Eh.

3.6.5 Unusual Onientation of the Inage of the Crab llebula

A N-S onientation of the irnage pensisted on June 12th. 1970 and is

clear:J-y visible on Figune 3.1, the composi.te photognaph of the

observations. This onientation was considenably diffenent fnom the mo:re

nonmal tangential onientation obsenved, being ry2Oo fnom the tangential

direction. On this occasion the source was only l5o below the plane of

the ecliptic and the line of sight was in neach of conotating stnucture

in the intenplanetany medium. At the time three streams r^renc pnesent in

the medium (Vliseman, 1972) and frorn the hígh degnee of scintillation on
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most sources it üias concluded that the whole interplanetary medium was

somewhat distunbed. However, no dinect connelation between flane

actitùity and the non-tangential- alígnment of the source image was found.

3.6.6 UnusuaJ-ly Large Broadening Duning 197I

0n June 16th and 17th, l-97I, the irnages wer:e bnoadened to a greaten

extent than expected fnom obsenvations at conllespond.ing distances fnom

the sun duning the appnoach of the Cnab Nebul-a. The effect is shown

cleanly in Figune 3.1 whene the sounce v¡as obsenve<l on the l-Sth and l-6th

at similan distances fnom tt¡e sun, but was br.oadened to a considenably

gneaten extent on the latter occasíon. No detaÍls were known about the

mediu¡n at this tine although an active negion on the sun moved off the

westenn linb on the 18th. This negion may have been responsible fon the

incnease in scattering.

3.7 Summany

In this chapter we have discussed the finst two-dinensional-

necondings of the bnoadened Crab Nebula which have allowed dinect

obsenvation of the size, shape and onientatÍon of the image.

Measunements of the deg::ee of bnoadening were shown to agree wel-I with

the angu)ar broadening studies of othen authons duning pnevious years,

It is signifieant that the obse::ved axial natio estimated fon the

ínnegulaníties within the solan corona was apprsoximately equal to that
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denived fnom interplanetary scintiltation measurements. In addition the

elongation of these Ínnegularities üras q,2-3:l increasing towands the sun,

and thein onientation was radiat indicating that the solar nagnetic

field was nadial as close to the sun as 5 R..

Remankable similanity was found between theonetÍcal bnightness

distnibutions and the obsenved distnibutions, suggesting that the

i:rnegulanity structune within the scattening corona nay be cJ.osely

Gaussian. Howevern funthen theonetical wonk concenning scattering in

the negions close to the sun must be cannied out befone othen fonns of

innegularity stnuctunes (such as the rnodified power law) ane completeJy

nuled out. In panticulan such wonk should investigate mone thonoughly

the effects of an extended scattening layen on the folm of the angular

spectnum.

Sevenal unusual- ímage forrnations and sho:rt tenm vaníations have

been examined and ane believed to have been rel-ated to activity 1n the

intenplanetany mediumo eithen in the fonm of conotating stneams of

plasma on flane-induced bl-asts.
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CHI\PTER 4

IONOSPHER]C REFRACTION

Data in the for"m of usually 2 on 3 dnÍft scans of each nadÍo

sounce obsenved duning intenplanetany scintíl-lation studies, and also

data consisting of up to 30 onì'mone successive scans of the Cnab Nebula,

3C-'t13 and othen sourlces, have pnovided a means fon investigating the

effects of the ionosphere on the apparent positions of

extraterrestnial sounces of radiation. The two fonms of data wene

tneated diffenently. The finst gave a statié-tical covenage of

nefi:action, since sounces were obsenved over a wide range of declination

and local times on each day. The second fo::m allowed the appanent

posÍtiorr of the source to be followed in two dimensions; the extent

and pattenn of this movement pnovided mo:re detail about the

inregulanities in the ionosphere which might be causing the refnaction.

A descr:iption of the methods by wh.ich the data were obtained was

given in Section 2"5. We will now discuss the analysis and presentation

of the data, following with a bnief summary of the cunnent knowledge of

disturbances in the ionosphere. The results will then be explained in

tenms of these distunbances and finally the beaning of this study on

radio-astnonomÍcal wonk, panticulanly in the metne wavelength nange will

be discussed.
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4.1 Analysis and Results

Initially, both the statistical data and the data consisting of

Iong series of scans wene analysed in the same manner. Finst the heights

of the scans on each beam and thein times of anrival wene nead fpom the

charts and listed with the cornesponding hour-angles of the centnal

beam. The declinatÍon setting of the beam was also noted for each

source, and its night ascension - declination coondinates were

selected by choosing the most accurate values available from a'nu¡ber of

sunveys conducted at the Royal Radan Establishment, U.K. and at Pankes,

N.S.}T.

Fnom the beam heights of a gÍven sean the apparent declination of

the sounce vras estimated utilísing the fonmula intnoduced in Section 3.3.

The houn-angle was calculated fnom the measuned time of anrivaì- of the

sour:ce and the hour-angle of the beam. Subtnaction of the known sourace

coondinates from the measured values pnovided deviations, in declination

and hour-angle, of the soulrce from its tnue position.

The finst rnajon obsenving session at Culgoora, extending fnom

September 24th to Octobei l0th, 1968 was of a tnial- natune r,¡ith the

purpose of selecting a suitable gnid of sources for later obsenvations.

Thenefore, a lange numben of sounces wene covened and useful r-efi:action

infor.mation r^ias extnacted fnom about 60 of these. The numben of

obsenvations of any one sounce nanged fnom 2 up to rl5. The statistical
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data f¡:om June 1969 and June 1970 consisted of daily observat'ions of

n35::adio sources ove:: pe::iods of about 20 days. Duning F¡l¡nuanYr 1969

obsenvations were made oven 12 days but the numben of useful neconds wag

neduced by 509o by electnical inter:ference fr.om locaI thunderstorms.

Attempts were made to obsenve daily the same 35 nadio sources as wene

neconded in the two .l-aten sessions.

SÍnce the numben of scans fnom one reconded obsenvation of a sounce

was usually two or: three, the corresponding caJ-culated deviations in

declination and houn-angle wer?e avenaged oven the obsenvation to pnovide

mean values which we shall identify by Aô and Ah. The avenaged values

wene tteated as samples of ionospheric nefnaction at intervals of 15 - 30

min, which was noughly the aver-age time betr¡een obsenvations of

successive sounces. Duning all sessions we adhened to a nelatively

tight obsenving schedule, especially during June 1969 and -t970, allowing

the bnoadening of the Cnab Nebula to be recorded. Thenefonee sources

wene obser:ved at appnoxirnately the same sideneal times each day. In

fact the nms deviation of this time was genenaÌIy within t ;| hr oven the

whole obsenving session. The distnibution of Aô and Ah fo:: any source

would be, within our error J-imites, unaffected by houn-angIe

dependencies although thene would be a slight l-ocal- time effect (2 hn

pen month) due to the diffe:rent nates of the loca1 and sideneal times.

This vaniation also was only of nt $ hr and was treated as negligible.
+

Ther"efone we assumed that the distnibutions of Aô and Ah fon each source
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were fnee fnon effects which rnay have been intnoduced by any

dependencies on these panametens. The mean values, IT- and ñ of tne

distnibutions wene calcul-ated, and plotted against declination as shown

in Figunes 4.1 and 4.2. Positive vaLues of L6 correspond to sounces

being obsenved at mone northenly declinations than the catalogued values,

and positive õ- val-ues cornespond to night ascensions less than the

catalogued values. Al-though the aver?ege treods of the plots in Figune

4.1 appear to be in ag::eernent oven the foun observing sessions, and

simitanly in Figr::re 4.2" thene are lange diffenences in the numben of

:records of each sou):ce. Duning Septemben and October" 1968 the number. of

obsenvations vanied evenly between 2 and 10, with a few sounces yielding

up to ¡,15 samples. I{owever., in Feb:uany 1969 we had only 2 to 6

observations pen source, accounting fon the incneased scatten of the

points companed with the Septemben/October" plot. Thnoughout the long

obsenving sessions of June l-969 and I970 the numben of samples

contnibuting to each of the points plotted was 20 - 25, and the scatter

of fô, aÌthough greater than expected, appears to be slightly less than

fon the Septemben/October" dístr:íbution. This was not the case. fon the

M values which showed a similar degnee of scattening as in the

January 1969 plot and a pnoposed explanation of this will- be offered

Iater: in this section.

At this stage it is in onden to discuss the ernors involved in the

necording and reading of the data. Because of the dífficulty of
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estímating the basefine and heíght of a scan when the source ¡,¡as v,Ieakr on

when it was scintillating strongly, Iangen ernons were expected in the

calculated decLination values fon such cases. To investigate the effect

of sounce f1ux, the deviations in declination I3- fnom the 1969 data wer:e

plotted against source flux as shown in Figune 4.3. It would appeall

that no significant ernor was intnoduced ín this way although the

statistics alre poor fon strong sources. 0n the othen hand the degnee of

intenpJ"anetany scintillation might well have influenced the

obsenvations, since duning September/Octoben 1968, when l-ittle

scintillation was obsenved companed to the other thnee sessions, the

source positions showed a significantly smallen spr-ead.

As fan as the houn-angle detenminations l¡Iene concerned, the errorrs

in rearling the char:ts wene nút l- sec in time, aJ-though the spnead of the

plots of ãE-against declination in Figune 4.2 indicate that much langen

ernorls were involved. These have been attníbuted largely to the

inaccunacy of the sideneaL times r+nitten on the chants. Since the last

three obsenving sessions were pnimarily airned at obtaining lange amounts

of intenplaneta::y scintíllation data with the study of ionospheric

nefnaction a sideline, appanentJ-y not enough care vlas exel:cised in

maintaining calibnation of the sideneal cl-ock, Also the time manker

clock, which was set acconding to this main sider.eaf clock, tended to

drift slowly out of phase causing the mankers on the chart to appean at

pnognessi-vely different tímes within the minute. This effect, amounting
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to a dnift of a few seconds pen day was much langer than the deviation

of the ¡nain sidereal clock and its significance \^¡as not fully

appneciated duning the obse::ving session with the nesult that the

accuracy of the sidereal- times written on the charts was reduced. To

constantly maintain a completely accurate time would have been beyond

the capabilities of the authon and other persons nesponsible fon

neconding some of the data because as mentioned befone the observing

schedules wene veny full, especially dur:ing June 1969 and 1970. The

spnead of the Septembe::/0ctoben 1968 values is seen, fnom Fígure,1.2,

to be slightly l-ess than those of the othen obsenvations. Dur:ing this

obsenving session accunate times wene maintained and the scatten of

points about the line nepresenting the col-limation ernor is bel-ieved to

be a statistÍcal effect.

Retunning to Figune 4.1, the plots of Ãõ- against declination, we

notíce two effects, one being the general displacement of the points to

the nonth and the other a trend in ãiô causing the hÍgher declination

sources to appear at more southenly positions. The displacement did not

appear during June 1969 and was only slightly appanent duning Febr:uany

1969. It could be explained by the presence of a N-S gnadient in the

ionosphere whose effect was neduced duning June L969. To test this idea

the vaniation in c::iticaL fnequency, foar, needed to pnoduce a source

displacement of 1r anc was calculated, using an expnessíon denived by

Komesanoff (1960) fon the refnaction caused by a wedge on gradient.
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Although the equation strictly applies to sources at transit it was

expected to give a good appnoximation. It is based on the asFumption

that we know the pnofÍIe of the ionosphene above and below the F-negion

peak. The criticaÌ fnequency (squaned) can thenefone be diregtly

related to the total content, the denivative of which is pnopor:tiona.l- to

the nefnaction. Taking a bi-parabolic model of the ionosphene as shown

in Figune 4.4, the nefnaction in radians Ís given by

(l=

3( n ¡2+vI )-mm

whene f is the obsenving fr-e_quency and fo the cnitical fnequency of the

ionosphene; y-- and yl- ane the semi-thícknesses of the ionosphene below"m"m
andr;,a.bove the peakj o* is the distance fnom the eanthrs centne to the

height of maximum density; Q is the latitude, and kjÍs a constant tul

incneasing slowly with zenith angJ-e. Putting y, = I20 krn

vI = 4I0 km"m
andr =6370kmm

then at Eo MHz, 
utp-

dó

nefi:action of 1r arc.

= 67.814H22 rad-l or: 1.lB MI{22 deg-I for a N-S

The avenage values of d(fo2) wene cal-culated fon

Canbenna to Brisbane (d.ó = ?.8o), and Brisbane to Townsville (dô = 8.20)

A lange gnadient existed fnom Canberna to Bnisbane but leveleC out on

nean,ing the equator. Between Bnisbane and Townsville, dur:íng Septemben

and October 1968, d(fo2) was ru10 MHz2, a value of the correct magnitude

to account for the obsenved displacement of the sounce positions in

declination" The cnitical fnequency data fnom Bnísbane and Townsville
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weue used because the negion of icnosphene thtough which the radio

sources r{ene observed was close to the line joining these two stations.

Good agreement, howeven, rnras not found dur:íng the two winten obsenving

sessions. F:rom the montìrly mean values of the cnitical fi:eqqency'

f^F , during June 1970 the expected nefnaction was calcul-ated to be
e2

tu0,2f ar"c which does not agnee with the observed values. Howeverr one

connelation vras obsenved, in that the ionogram data indj.cated that the

expected avenage refi:action dur.ing June t969 would. have been less than

duning .Iune 1970 by a facton tuS. This effect was observed, as seen in

Figune 4 .1.

The natune of the second effect, the downwa::d tnends on all plots

of Ãõ- against declination, suggests that sphenical nefnaction may be

predominant at low elevation angles. Again adopting an equation from

Komesaroff (1960), we have an expnession fon the sphenical refraction

(yrny
m sec2(k) tan(k),3r

n

where k is the inclination of the ray path to the ventical at the peak of

the ionosphene, and is app::oximately equal to the zenith angle of the

obsenvations at oun fnequency, The nemaining panameters have the same

meaning and also the same val-ues as previously, and fon fo * 7.5 MIIz we

have o = 0.85 se.2(k)tan(k). Values of a are'tabutated in Table 4.I

against values of ko with the conresponding declination assuming the

obser"vations were made at zeno hour-ang1e. The tnend in these values is

1 )
ü=-
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greater than the obse::ved vaniation, indicating that the effective

ionosphenic thickness rnight have been oven estimated. Also the formula

is val-id only for modenate zeníth arrgLes (.45o) and the calcuLated

spherical nefnaction fon k > 45o may be in ennon. Howeven, the exercise

has demonstnated that the trend in the data was due to sphenical

ionosphenic refnaction.

The plots ot'¡h against declination in Figune 4.2 also show a tnend,

but this was believed to arise from a collimation enror due to the

misalignnent of the nadioheliognaph aenials. This misalígnment has been

canefully measured by C.S.I.R.O. sunveyons and on each of the plots a

line has been d.nawn representing the ernor. The values of ãl- in all

cases appear randomly scatter:ed about this 1ine. Thenefone the avenage

sour.ce positions in houn-aegle (on night ascension) aPpean to be

unaffectedo within the timits of accunacy, by the declination.

The usefulness of the data consistíng of single samples' Aô and Ah

(nather than the mean values of each soun.e, Â-d ana ffi), vras restnicted

as a set of nandom samples because of the large scatter of Ñ- and ÁT as

seen in Figunes 4.1 and 4.2, and afso because of the unequal numben of

singj-e samples contributing to these means. In othen wonds the data wene

biased by the numben of contnibutions fnom each sounce or declination

position, and this would be neflected in the nesults of any attempt to

detect minon trends in the data when plotting, say, Aô against Iocal
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time on Ìroun-angle. Such mino:: tnend.s would be, fon example, sunrise

and sunset effects. The ninimum detectable trend woufd be ¡,1t on g:neater

connesponding to the scatte:: of points in Figunes 4.1 and 4.2. Even if

this wer"e not the case r^¡e woul-d need to remove the northenly

dÍsplacements and the spherical refnaction effects fnom the Aô values,

and the instnumental effect fnom the Áh values, befone pnoceeding with

funthen analysis. Data fnom ,June 1969 and June Lg70 wene the most

likely choices fon investigating small tnends, because the numben of

cont::ibutions fnom each source lras reasonably constant (tu 20 - 25).

Howeven, only about 25 sources fr.om each session fel-I into thÍs categony,

thus limitíng the declinatio¡r and local time coverage. Ideally we

woul-d need to group the data into, fon exampren declination nanges to

study the loca1 tine vaniation of Að and Ah, but not enough souraces wene

obsenved to allow this type of appnoach.

Anothen appnoach to extracting infor:¡nation fnon the June 1969 an<l

1970 data was to study the vaniations of the nms widths, Á6 r.ms and

ah nms, of the distnibuticns fon each source nathen than their mean

varues, ÃT-and IÍ-. rn Figunes 4.5(a) and 4.s(b) the nms widths of the

declination and houn-ang1e distnibutions of each soulrce have been plotted

against decl-ínation fon the two observing sessions. A significant

increase in A6 nms with decl-ination is obsenved fo:: both yeans, whereas

the Âh nms values show only a slight increase, This has been attnibuted

to the effect of Ia::ge scale distunbances in the ionosphere. Since these
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distunbances travel in an app:roximately N-S dírection (Heisl-en, 1963),

thein main effect is on the decl-ination of the sounces, nather: than the

houn ang1e. For langen declinations we observe through a thicken negion

of ionospher.e and thus find a gneater degnee of r:efnaction in both the

declinatíon and hour-angle dÍ:rections. The inc¡:ease in the Ah nrns values

with declination is not very clea-r and appanently vras masked þy the

errons Ín the Ah values, díscussed eanlien, which wouid have genenally

increased all Àh rms values in a nandom fashion. Fnonr Figunes t+.5(a)

and 4.5(b) üre see that this is the case, the values of Ah rms ane equal

to on greater than the Àô nms values nathen than being less as would be

expected fnom predominantly N-S nefnaction. It is interestíng to note

that the average value of Aô nms duning 1969 was only 0.6 of the avenage

for 1970, the effect being clearly appanent on inspection of Figunes

4.5(a) and 4.5(b). This diffenence r^ras pnobably due to the ionosphene

being none distu:rbed during l-970 and, since the state of the ionosphere

is known to reflect the activity of the sun, this is in agneement with

the incr-ease in solar activity and activity in the intenplanetary

medium duning this period. The averages of the Ah nms values r^rerre

approximately equal although the enrons may have affected these in such

a way that the differences would not be detectabl-e,

It was also intenesting to examine the diunnal vaniations of Aô nms

and Ah rms. l'or each obsenvi-ng session the nandom samples (i.e. the Aô

and Àh values) wene combined and divided into two-hounly 1ocal time
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gfoups. One source could contribute to two or (rareÌy) thnee adjacent

gnoups. The nms deviations of the nesultant dístnibutions were plotted

against loca1 time, as shovm ín Figure 4.6. This figur:e, then,

represcnts the degnee of nandom changes jn the source positions as a

functiori of loca1 time. It is evident that lange peaks occulr in the

daytime clur:ing the v¡inten months on1y. The detailed va:riations shown in

Figure 4.6 must be tneated with caution sinee they were pnobably affccted

by selection effects related to the source position differ"ences mentioned

earlier. Fon instance the langc: peak at 0900 anises langely from

obser:vations of the sourrce 0134 + 32 (elevation'u3oo)' It was obse::ved

dur.ing the morning followíng sunrise when increasing íonisation might

have caused, enhanced refnactiorr. Also the 1ow elevatior¡ would have

increased the effect. The summer- data inclicate mainly a nighttine

incnease in nandom source movement whereas tire equinox data show only a

slight miclday peal<. The ideal appr:oach woul-d be to examine the

fluctuations at constant declinations, but our: data v¡ere far too limited

to allow such an analysis to be attempted successfully' In Figune 4'7'

ane plotted the diunnal variations of the rms deviations of the houn-

angle values. The tnends althouglt sti1l evident are not as clean in

these diagnams, inclicating less variation tþan tlie <leclination vafues'

In bottr cases however. the winten var-iatj-ons were greatest during the

day. The summer vaniations, although in general smaJler than those in

winten, were gneatest dur"ing the night.
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The reco:rds consísting of long series of consecutive drift scans

pnovided posltion measurements of sources usually at lntervals of about

2 min. Most of the data wene daytirne obsenvatíons of the C¡.at¡ Nebul-a

and 3C123 duning June 1969 and 1970, al-'Ehough thnee other sounces were

obsenved at night on a few occasions duning June 1969. In Feb::uary 1969,

9 sounces wer:e obsenved on various days pnoviding a total of 24 series of

scans, I of which wene taken at nÍght . Except fon 3 neconds fnom l'lay

1968 the nemainden of the data came fi:om l0 observations Ín Septemben

and Octoben 1968.

Fnom each set of scans the r:ms deviations of the sounce declinatíon

and houn angle, Aôr*" "rd Aho*"r vlere calculated. The observations ane

surnmarj.sed in Table 4,2 which lists the souncen the rms deviations, the

avenage local tÍme and the nurnben of scans per necond. In addition, the

predoninant dinecti.on of notion is indicated, and if a source showed

any tendency to negular. motion an appllopríate comment is made.

0n examination of the rrns deviations dístinct seasonal and diunnal

variations are apparent, agneeing with the vaniations found in the

statistical data. These effects will- be discusse<l in more detail in

Section 3. The data was also examined by plotting the two-dimensional

motion of the sources for each senies of scans. Figune 4.4(a) is a

typical N-S onientated pattern based on scans made appnoximately eveny

2 rnin. Other examples of two-dimensional patterns ane presented i¡:
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.7

.1

.7
t

.0

.5
E

N-S
N-S

17
2L
19
20
23
22
20
18
22

0
9
9

9

9

9

I
I

I3
I3
IO
10
13
13
13

E-Vt
NVI-SE

2Lt-]-7

Table 4.2



Local
Tíme

nms
Ah

nms
Aô Predominant

Dinection+
Half-Peniodsz"s

(min)Source Date No. Scans

0433+29

0531+21

1226+02
1514+07
1648+05

690531
6906 01

2
3

4
5

6
7
B

9
10
11
14
15
16
T7
l_8

19
20
22
23
24

69053I
690601

2
4
6

I
I
I

10
11
19

690607
690612
69 05 30
690603

10

3 1"79
2 6.28
I 3.07
I .54
2 7.25
3 3.53
5 3.43
I 1.67
2 4.68
4 1.34
4 7.85
2 5.41
3 2.50
1 4.63
4 4.48
4 5.51
2 s.37
I 1.81
0 .81
9 4.Lf.I
s 3.53
2 6.44
6 5.12
3 2.7r
4 4.13
9 5.43
0 5.00
I 3.02
2 3.11
B 1.32
4 5.20
I 3.95
6 4.69
7 2.42
3 I.43
7 I.26
5 .78
4 I.56

1.65
r,92

.89

.57
1.56
1 .07
1.08

.76
2.19
2.62
2.77
r.77
1.04

.94
r.34
2.4+
1"44

"26
.69
.84

2.09
.80

I.32
L.30
I"62
L.2I
1.66
r.23

.94
2.47
1.03
1.31
I .57
1 .18

.74

.52

.44
1.07

16

,13 
"
I

12 ,15 ,9

10 ,14 r 16
20

7
16

5

5

19
T2
26
10
30
2t
28
23
10

13.
10.
l-2.
1I.
11.
11.
12.
11.
l_1.
1l_.
L2,
12.
L2.
11.
I0.
11.
11.
11.
11,
t_l.
11.
11.
15.
13.
12.
13"
l_r.
13.
14.
]-2.
13.
10.
r0.
20.
22.

N-S

N.S
N_S
N-S
N-S
N-S
E-}T
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N.S

I
10
I2

14
14
14,
7rg

20
13

o2
B

4
4

14
10
25
36
43
37
38
26
38
l_1

23
18
19
20
2I
23
13
I5
25

N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S

NI{.SE
N-S
}I-S
N-S
N-S
E-}T
N-S
N.S
N-S

NE-SV,I

13
LO )L2
10 ,1_2 r 15
8 rl3,15
g,10r8r15
15 ,10 r 18

10 ,20 ,15

15 ,10 ,12
12 15
16 , lo ,10
I2

Tabl-e 4.2 (cont)



Source

0433+29 700530
700601

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
L2
13
l_5

L7
20
2L

0531+21 700530
31

700601
2
3
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
L2
19
20
2L

No. Scans

12
L2
L2
11
L2
L2
13
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
L2
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
11
10
11
10
t_0

10
11

6
11

5
9

10
13
I

19
L4
11
15
r_0

13
7
5
9

1_0

19
13
L4
19
L4
15
16

7

L4
16
r_5

L4
L4
15

7

13
20

9
I
1
I
4
2
3
9
6
7
5
8
5
4
5
4
5
7

2
4
I
5
2
3
0
I
9
0
I
t
I
9
6
6

7.77
.86

4.79
2.40
1.35
3.15
2.23
2.68
3.2L
7.82
2,4L
5.L7
5.01
1.55
5.L2
3.91
L.64
3.47
7. 15
4,97
2.37
1.81
7.34
4.2L
2.36
4.44
4.25
6.76
1.18
3,74
6. 70

1.85
.53

1. 83
1.00

.72
1.01

.56
1.06

.95
1.53

.95
1.14
L.27
2.L6
1.40

29

55
1.47

.96
1. 70
1.36

.80
L.87
2.87
2.35

.79
1.09

N-S

N-S
N-S

N-S

N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S

L4

10
11
L4

L.64 N-S
N-S
N-S

NT{-SE
NI^f-SE
NTÙ-SE

NT{-SE
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S
N-S

N-S
N-S

NE-SI,f
N-S
N-S

'10
,10

1
3
3
1
I
3

18
10
10
10
I
10
8,
I
9
13
10

15

L2
77

80
o2
20
76

67 '13

9'9

a 2.27

1.39
2.73
2.46 t

*

+

Indfcates the half-perfod of sectLons of the pattern whfch
appear regular.

f{here no predo¡nfna¡rt dlrectfon ls lndicated the pattern !ü€rs raridom.

Halfnerlodst
(dn)

Predomlnant
Dlrectfør *rlns^hrllEAôLocal

TineDate

Table 4.2 (cont)
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Appendix I. Most of the data showing lange variations indicated a

pnedominantly trl-S movement which was implied by the natío Aô r'rns:Ah rms.

Sometimes however the dinections t^¡ene well away from N-S, and on

sevenal occasions even E-W motions $/ene obsenved. Titheridge (fgOg)

has nemanked that waves t¡ittì differ"ent velocities and dilrections

propagate in the ionosphere at aII times. Also Munno (lgSO) tras

notice<l that sometimes al'¡r"upt changes occun in the dinection of motion

of lange scale ionospheric inregulanities. Ënom our owr¡ clata the

azimuth of the obse:cvatíone bone no relation to the direc'l-ion of the

pnedominant nefnaction and r,¡e conclude that these obsenvations wene

p::obably caused by phcuomêñca süch as those mentj.oned by Munno and

Titheridge. A tange numben of plots showed a nougtr periodicity n,20 nin,

an<l on occasion very negulan patterns of motion, examples of'which are

shown ín Figunes 4.8(b) an¿ 4.8(c). The natune of the movements of the

sources, and also the diunn.el and seasonal variationsr suggest the

refiraction was due mainly to travelling ionosphe::ic distu::bances (TIDts)

which will- be diseussed in Section 4.2. The stat.istical data discussed

pnevi.ously suffened fnom a selection effect :reducing the maxlmum

magnitude of the measuned refnaction. This arose because the sounces,

fnom r¡hich intenplanetarv scintillation wene necordedr were not followed

f¡.om beam to beam when extnemes cf nefr.actÍon v,'ere pnesent, and a Iínit

of about + 5rarc was thus imposed on ttre declination values. 0n the

othen liand, when necor.ding a series of dnift scans care I¡I¿1s taken to

tnack the sour:ce thnough its complete excursion, nevealing an upPer
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l-imit of about L5t arc in declination. From the nate and magnitude of

the nefnaction, conclusions rnay be dnawn about the pnopenties of ttre

Ínnegularities causing the sounce displacements. Smaller va iations in

the position may be attnibuted to refnaction and scintill"ation of field

aligned irnegulanities in the ionosphere and also to ennors in the

r-eading of the chants.

4.2 IbavelLÍne lonosÞhenic Distunbances

Befone we begin nelating in deta-iÌ the observed nefnaction to the

str:ucture of the ionosphene, a description of the pr-openties of

tnavelring ionospheníc distunbances (ttots) will be given. Recal,ling

Chapter 1, where a sunvey of publications which wene specifically

concenned with ionosphenic nefnaction in nadio astronomy l¡as pnesented,

many authors found that the obsenved steady wedge nefnaction could be

explained in tenms of Iocal gradients within the ionosphene. Iloweven,

an ínnegulan and r"apid form of wedge refi:action, which did not pnoduce

the sarne smooth diunnal- variation, also existed. This forrn which was

obsenved to have a peniod of about 20 min, and was suggested to be the

nesult of TIDis is typieal of oun observations.

Basically thnee types of in::egulaníties may exist in the ionosphere.

In onden of incneasing size thene ar.e field aligned irnegulanities,

TfDrs and veny lange scale distunbances (Geor:ges, J.9OB) r^rhich have

honizontal- r¡avelengths of *iooO km and occun cluning magnetic stonms.



One of the pioneens in the study of TIDrs was l'lunro, at Sydney' Ii.

The analysis of 9 yeanrs vintual height r"econds using fixed fnequency

pulsed soundens at a number of diffenent sites has been published (Munr:o,

1958). These observations indicated the presence of fluctuations which

wene most common duning the day and caused variations rul-O% in the

eLectnon content at the peak of the ionosphere. The deduced di::ectional

infor.mation suggested the disturbances tnavell-ed to the NE in winten and

SE in summer. Nighttime inregul-ar.ities vrere sometimes obsenved with

cli.rections N',,f in v¡inten and Slü in summen. Speeds of about 13C m "u.-1
wene estimated. Heislen (1958, 1963) using swept fnequerrcy ionosondes

showed the distunbances vlere very conmon in winter duning the day with

a nontherly motion and speed of about l-60 m sec-I. Titheniclge vronkirig

iri New Zea.l-arrd has extensive.ì-y studied the pnoperties of TIDis for a

number of years (Titheridge, 1968a, I968b' l-969 and l-971) using both

Iow altitude moving satellites and geo-stationary såtellites. In

general, satellíte information is mone useful than ionosonde data which

is confined to the ionospher.e below the F-negion peak. Houreven, the use

of both enab.l-es the he-ri-ght of the disturbances to be measured (Tithenidge,

1969). Other wonk in the field, for example backscatter neasurements

(Tveten, 196I) and incohe:rent scatter-sounder reconds (Thome, 196+)t

suggest the pnesence of disturbances in the ionospher.e similan to those

found by Tithenidge.

The following discussion of TIDrs will thenefore be based mainly on
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the wonks cf Tithenidge because his results are most easily companed

with oun data and his diurnal and seasonal coverage is greaten than other

authons. The total- electron content of the ionosphene is constantly

changing by amounts nanging up to 1996 or. more. This is caused by

inregulanÍtiese olt more conr.ectly wavemotions in the ionosphene, having

a wide vaniation in síee, velocity and dinection of motíon. In genenal

the fluctuations ane more common at high latitudes (t 4OoS¡,

diminíshing napidly towands the equator'. Also they are most common

duning the daytime in winter. The irnegular.ities ar"e not field alÍgned

and, have a ventícal thickness of 0"4 of thej-n horizontal extent. They

appear as waves or- nipples in the ionosphere with fnonts extending oven

n1000 km. Thein observed peLniods st¡ow a shanp Ior.¡en limit of l5 min'

although other authors have found distunbances wíth peniods down to

3 min (Reddi and Rao' 1971) using phase-path techniques.

Tithenidge has been abl-e to distinguish sevena] classes of

i::r.egularities which appeau to have in some nespects distinctly diffenent

pnopenites. In genenaÌ, tliey can be divided equally into eithen

peniodic types wher:e the ionosphene shows a wave-Iike structune, or

non-peníodic when only an isolated incr:ease or deerease is observed in

the total electnon content.

The peniodic distunÌrances L¡ave siaes typically between 40-160 I<m¡

with perÍods of about 60 min down to 15 min. Thein occurnence is twice
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as corn¡Don dr:r'ing the summen and winter as comPared with the equinoxes'

In addition, Tithenidge observed twice as many events at 42os than at

34oS suggesting a stnong latítudinal dependence. A slight dqcnease in

the number. obsenved oven two yeans was beLieved to neflect the

increasing sunspot number: when the ionosphene became mone diqtunbed'

seni-diurnal variations peaking anound noon and midnight ane

obserrved, with ttre daytime inregularities more frequent in wínten and at

highe:: Iatitudes, and the nighttime in:regularities more fnequent in

summer and slightly mone common at lower latitudes. The change in total

content of the ionosphere is noughly pnopontional to the period (or size)

of the fluctuation.

Non-peniodíc on isoLated dÍsturbances displayed a simil-an

dependenee to the period.ie type except the number" observed at 34oS

peaked in winten onJ-y, and those obsenved at +2oS occurred most

frequently duning summeu. This is a manifestation of the diur"nal

vaniation showing less i:rr-egulanities duning summer nights at 34oS, and

during winter days at 42oS, compared with the periodic variety' The

isolated inregulanities may either be incneases on decneases in totaf

electnon content. Negative distgnbances show a tendency to occur near

0700, and may be localised decr:eases in the napid pnoduction of

ionosation just aften sunr:ise.
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A type of la::ge ionospheric distr¡rbance confined mainly to thê

topside ionosphene was also discovened; It occu¡rned between I0 a.m. -

I p.m. on about half the surnmer. nights and nanely in winten. The

distunbance was strongest at .Latitudes nonth of 40oS1 moving Nlf with a

veì-ocity ruI40 m s.c-I. The dunation of the distunbance llas 15-100 mln

I'ith no preferned value, Associated íncneases in total content of ru30%

and sornetimes up to 80eo wene obsenvecl, and since it was mainly a topside

effect thene must have been lange local changes in density by a facton

of 2 or more, Unl-ike the othen inregulanities which occull at all

ionosphenic heights this vaniety displayed a much stnongen solan cycfe

dependence, but with an incnease in the number of occurnences r¡ith

sunspot numtrer.

4.3 Companison with Results

Fnom the results we have tabulated.ì-n lable 4.1' fnom t\e drift

scan analysis, ne immediately notice a cor" elation with the TfDrs

discussed above. ['ir.st, as nentioned eanlien the movement was

pnedominantly N-S, on nore accur:ate1y the sounce movement followed a

pneferned dÍnection agneeing with a wave motion passing ac¡ross the line

of sight in a N-S dinection. Secondly, lange movements of the sources

we¡e most conmon duning daytime ín winten. Refnaction of a Lessen degree

was obsenved duríng the summer (Febnuany 1969) beÍng slightl.y greaten at

night. No lange nefnaction was obsenved duning the equinox period

(Septemben/October l-968), al-though the data wene recorderl close to 0600
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and 1700 local times corl?esPonding to minirna in the diu::r¡al variation of

occurnence of TIDf s. These effects l^¡ene supported by the vaníation of

Aô and Ah with loca] time shovm -i.n I'igur:es 4.6 and 4.7. These
nms rms

figur"es indicate an oecurnence of stnongly refracting innegulanities

during the daytime in winten, in agneement with Tither:idgers obsenvations.

The pattern traced by the source showed vanying degrees of

r"egulanity and in general the pnedoninant peniod associated with such

cases was about 20 min. Also a source dispJ.acenent of l-5-20r arc

appeaned to be an uPper limit to the refnaction, This v¡as of inte:'est

because it allowed limíts to be placed on the electnon density gradient

and the size of the ir:negulanity responsible, as we shall now descnibe.

Assume a pertu¡bation in the totaL content having a Gaussian

-*2.
crloss-section representerl by NI = lrlo exp G *ð r'where I'l is total-

o

content along a line of sight, No is the maximum value of the

pertunbation, x is the horj-zontal distance and xo the half width (at
7-

"--a¡ 
of the dístunbance. The angle of refnactÍon is given by the

following equatione

e2 dN
äx nadiansd = -----v .E m(r)-

o

whene = 7.g5 x 10-13 (t'tXS) at B0 MHz. TakÍng the maximum value

"t å* *3 ,r.,u a co'nesponding maximum varue for the refnaction,

No -\-- e - nacJ-ans.
X

o
o =7.95x10-13

m¿lx
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Substituting the obser:ved value 20| anc fon the maximum:refnaction we

find that,

Þ-=
x L,2 x 104 electrons cm-2/cm.

o

If the veJ-ocÍty of the tnavelling disturbance was 140 n "*"-I ' a typical

valuer then since the periocl of motíon wag q,20 min the rnaxi¡num

displacement of the sounce would be obsenved after 5 min on aften tlie

inregulaníty trad traveLled a distancn, *o = 4,2 x 105 cm = 42 ]crn. The

val-ue of the total el.ectnon content nequired to pnoduce the obsenved

nefiraction can now be calcurated giving' No = 5 x r0l0 electnons cm-2'

A diagnam illustnating this <listunbance is shown in Figune 4.9. The

electr.on content of the ionosphene at noon duning winten is typically

.r,1gl3 electnons.,n-2, so that a change in total- content of 0.59o would be

caused by an i::negularity 84 km in size, sufficient to pnodupe the

obser"ved ::efraction. At a gneater velocity we would nequire a langen

innegulanity and a correslrondingly langen change in total content. The

inregularity we have considerecl was llepresentative of typica.L large

disturbances in the ionosphere obsenvr:d at a latitude of about 3OoS.

Unless the velocity was much gneaten than the value used in the example

the changes in total electnon content wene small compared with those

obsenved by Tithenidge at a more southenly latitude. Thís suggests

that the magnitude of the TIDrs decneases rapidly towands the equator

which appees v¡ith the stnong latitude depencience found by Tithenidge.

A three dimensional ray tnacing technique v¡as used to simulate the
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effects of a moving ionospheríc dustunbance on the position of a nadio

source. Fo¡- simplicity a panabolic ionosphere was used with a thickness

of 200 km and a maxirnum density of lOtlelectrons.tn-3. Deviations in

the nay path were comPuted as the Íay passed thnough different cross-

sections of a thnee-dimensional Gaussian penturbation of width 100 km'

lengtir 200 kn, depth 60 kn and maximum density 1012 electrons cm-3' The

pattenns followed by these deviations were similan to sections of the

more laÉ;gular obse::ved patterns, suggestíng that the distunbances in thÊ

ionosphene ín these cases were also ver:y negulan" A compUted pattenn is

shown in Figu:re 4.10.

4.4 Conclusions

Discussed in Section I.5 were some of the attempts to correct

position measurenents of naclio source sunveys for ionosphenic

nefi:action. Howeven, only moderate success has been achieve,d clue to the

existence of a napidly vanying component whích at times has a magnitude

gneater thqan the steady wedge comPonent caused by the slowly varying

gnad,ients in the electnon <lensity of ttre ionosphene. Fnom appnoPriately

placed ionosondes it js possible to estimate apProximately these

aveuage gradients and thus allow for" the steady and slowly vanying

cornponents of nefnaction (the sphenical and wedge refnaction). The

vaLues denived from the íonosonde data ane usualì-y averaged oven about

one month to nemove the nandom component. This component however is

seen to have a magnitude of the same onder as the steady wedge
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Figure 4.J-0 Computed sounce movement based on a
theonetícaI model of a TID.
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refiraction and thenefore constítutes a major pnobJ-em when accunate

position neasurements at metre wavelengths ane nequined,. The degnee of

nefraction scales as À2,'r^rhene À is the obsenving wavelength, and

obviousJy high fnequency posÍtion measunements will not be affected to

the same extent as those at lowen fnequencies. For instance r^re

obsenved the fluctuations at 80 Ì'4Hz to be rul-Sranc (maximum), so that at

160 l-lFiz rve would expect vaniations of only 4ranc. Howeven, at 40 MHz

the magnitude woul-d be rl-o.

The spherical and steady wedge components can be estimated from a

knowledge of the ionospheníc panametens thnough íonosonde data. Howeven,

it appeans impossibl,e to comect, in p::actice, the effect of the napid

vaniations due to TID's, The only solutiorr is to avoid takíng accunate

positíon measurements at the times v¡hen distur:bances occun most

fneguently, that is duning the daytime in winter. This, of course, is

not alw.ays convenient; fon example, the C.S.I.R.O. nadiohel-ipgraph is

nonmalÌy used to obsenve sounces of nadiation on tire sun and is natunally

confined to daytime use. I,Ihen integnating these data over a peniocì of

time the r:efnaction would tend to bnoaden the irnage of such sounces.

In an ear-ly paper concerning movements of sources of nadiation on the

sun, llíld, sherÍdan and Neylan (1959) repo:rted a peniodic movement r2o

min and attnibuted the phenomenon to the effect of TIDrs in the

ionosphere.
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Sunveys of ra<lio sounces at metre waveleirgths such as those by

Mills, SIee and Hill (1958,1960,1961) at 80 I4Hz (MSH surveY), Bennett

(fggZ) at 178 MHz (nevised 3C sunvey) and Gov¡er, Scott and tlÍl-ls (fS6Z)

at l-78 MHz (4C sunvey) would also have suffered significantly fron

nefnaction effects and consequentJ-y some disagneement is found between

the diffenent position detenminations of the same rnadio sources.

At Culgoora the r"efnaction was obsenved to have an upper limit of

nl-S1anc rvhich indicated only small changes in the total electnon content

of the ionosphene were observed companed. to the changes seen by

TÍtheridge at a mone southenly latitude, We ther"efone conclude that the

latitude at which obsenvations ane taken is an irnportant consideratíon

as well as the local tirne and the season. l'nom the r¡ork of Tithenidge

TfDrs do not appear to have a large solan cycle dependence and vaniations

fnom yean to year would not be expected"
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CHAPTER 5

SOME ASPECTS OF INTERPL/INETARY SCTNTILLATION

5.1- Intnoduction

Interplanetany scintiLlation of smafl diameter nadio sourlces is the

result of phase deviations impose<ì on the wavefnont of the r.4diation

aften passing through ínnegulanities in the solan wind. These

innegulanities move outvrards from the sun causing the diffnaction

pattenn to sr^reep across the obser:ver situated on the Ea::th, with a

velocity equal to the pnojected velocity of the sol-ar r^rind at the point

of maximum scatte:ring. Usually the obsenver measunes the var-iations in

intensity of the received signal and if only a single aenial is used the

subsecluent analysis is based on the assumption that the spatial

chanactenistics of the pattenn remain unchanged over the dunation of

the observatÍon. Such is the case with the obser:vatíons we have made at

Culgoona and Pankes, N.S.l'f, Fnorn the neconded data it is possible to

compute the scintillation index, the powen spectrum, the auto-

connelation function and t}re intensity pnobabílity distribution.

Hot¿evenn only limited infonmation about the intenplanetary medium may be

gained unambiguously from this type of data, panticulanly if ::ecorded at

a single fnecluency. For instance the phase deviation 0o cannot be

ealculated and the detailed stnuctur.e of the innegularities such as the

pnojected velocity, síze and anisotnopy remain unknown. In fact only

large stnuctures within the medium may be analysed in any detail and
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even then supplementary data fnom botli heliocentric and Eanth-bound

spacecraft ane usually requined to consolid.ate ccnciusions.

fntenplaneta:ry scintill-ation fnom a single statíon is, however' very

useful fon investigating the angula:r stnucture of small diameter nadio

sources and is found to be a veny sensitive measuring device in this

:respect.

It is wel-l- known that inte:rplanetary scintiJ-.latiori constantl-y

exhibits mj.no:r <lay to day vaniationss but on occasion large incneases in

the scintill-ation indices of some sources are observed. If the indices

of a number of sources scattened unifonmty oven the celestial sphene a::e

constantly monitoned they ar^e usuallj' found to vary in a negqlan mannen

suggesting that, at times, distunl:ances pr:og::essively move P4st the lines

of sight to these sources. Recent studies of this phenomenon Ìrave

nevealed that the sudden incr:eases in scintillation ane due to

corotating str:eams and plasma blast waves elrana"Eing f::om active regions

on the sun (e"g. Dennison and ltriseman, 1968; Burnell" l-969; Wiseman

ancl Ðennisor:, 1972). In addition movcrments of sector boundanies have

been detected ín this way (Wiseman and Dennison, 1972; tlouminer" 1972).

Analysis of the June, l-970 data by lliseman (L972) r.evea.Ied th:ree Iarge

scale structunes within the inter"plarretany medium at the-' time of

cbservation, Ther:efore v,/e propose to díscuss these obsenvations ir¡ tenms

of the changes and features of the nower^ spectr'a and intensity

pnobabj.lity distnibutions and genenally discuss angulan diamete:r
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estimations fr.om the Culgoona data. This approach has been adopted

because the obsenved signal from a nadio source depends on both the

intrinsic source str.uctune and the propentíes of the scattering medium.

Duning June, I970 different scattening regimes existed as the enhanced

plasma stneams rnoved around the sun. Some powen spectra exhibited

changes in width as the scattening became dominated by the plasma

enhancements when they swept past the Ear.th.

The next obsenvations to Lre discussed concern three frequency data

obtained during thr:ee days in Januarv, 1968 at Pankes' N.S.tl. Reconds

at thio or more frequencies allow the nature of the scattening pnocess to

be deter.mined. That is, fnom the connel-ation of signals at different

fnequencies j-t is possibl-e to say whether the pnocess was duq eithen to

weak seatteníng when go < I on stnong scattering when óo t I 
"

Unfontunately duning this peniod ver:y littLe scintilLation was found on

the sources obse¡ved, althougìl one unusuaf change in the scintillation

index of 1938-15 was noticed. This event, which may have been r-elated to

an outburst of pÌasma fnom the sun, wi.J-l be discussed in rletail in

Section 5.4.

In the following Section 5.5, t.re retunn again to data obtained at

Culgoona, but neco::ded. during May, 1968. The pnocedune adopted fon the

analvsis is of intenest hene because we obtain, aften making certain

assumptionsn the cross-section of the tlvo-dimensional power spectnum.
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Lovelace et a1. (1970) was the first to use this approach to

interplanetary scintillation analysis and we wiII discuss in detail the

method and its applicability at our obsenving frequency.

Befone discussing any of the observed phenomena we v¡il-l- devote a

section to the methods of powen spectr:al analysis and the procedune used

in anal-lrsing oun own data" !'le analyse a tíme-dependent signal to

obtain a temponal power spectnum which is the pnojection of the two-

dimensional povren spectnum on to a pÌane panalle1 to the dinection of

motion of the innegula::íties" Afso r^re assume the signaL constitutes a

secon<l-order statíonary r:andorn pnocess and that temporal averages are

equivalent to spatial avenages. Physically this means that the

chanactenistícs of the d-iffr"actÍon pattenn moving acnoss the observer

nemain unchanged with tine, ünplying that the inreguLanities within the

diffi:acting medium maintain a constant distnibution and thene exists no

dispersion on random vaniations in their velocity.

5.2 D Ítat ectral Anal S1S

Sínce the data reconded at Pankes wene analysed using the discnete

Four:ien tnansform as descr.ibed in detait by Blackman and lukey (1958)'

and the Culgoona data wene analysed by the ::elativel-y new fast !'ourien

tnansfor.m (e.g. Cooley et aI", 1970), it is worth drawing a paraìlel

between the olcl and nev¡ methods and discussing some of the practical"

aspects of power spectral analysis.
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5.2.I The Old Method of Analysis

lle shalL considen a r"eaf stationary time series of N samples and

J-ength NAt, whene At is the íncnement between sarnples " Unrlen the o1d

methoC of power spectral analysis the finst step Ís to estimate the

auto-covariance functÍon (ACVF). This is echieved by calculating a

senies of mean J-agged products to a maxímum Ìag, M, whích is usually

chosen to be { 10e¿ of N, the length of the data, to maintairi

statistícal stability. The finst point of the ACVF is the vaniance of

the time ser.ies. By dividing the function by the variancee ora in other

wonds by nonmalísing the function to unity at zero lag, we have the

auto-comelation function (ACF). The r¡ridth of these functions specifies

the pr:edominant scale or: wavelength within the time ser"ies. Fnom the

auto-covariance function the powen spectrum is computed by a cosine

Ì-our:ien tnansform whích is appr:opriate in this case whene the functions

concerned are even. The spae-ing of the spectral estitnates, or-

elementany fnequency bands, i" Zha, the recipnocal of the ful1 hlidth of

the ACVF 
"

5.2.2 The Nyquist Fr.ecuency and Aliasing

In both methods of analysis estimates can be calculated only to the

ìtryquist fnequency fr, which is one half the sampling nate of the data and

in this "u"u i" 7l¡. If por¡en exists beyond f*, then during analysis it

becomes folded acnoss this frequency into the main spectrum. Duning an

experiment one must ti-rerefo::e ensure that -the sampling nate is adequate
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fon the signal being recorded other.wise ttie results may be nendered

useless by a J-ange amount of powen being a.liaaed i¡rto thc spectrum. The

fnectruencies at whích the alíases occun ane defined by the eguation

f = 2nf', I fo, wher:e n is an intege:: and fo the fi:equeney lying outside

the Nyquíst frequency, fr. The pninciple aliases occur Ín the range

- fN -. f -< fN' although othen aliased fnequencies falling outside this

nange ane again folded back into the spectnum, but with neduÇed po\^/er.

It is thenefore obvi.ous that a ver-y strong component of the signal

outside thr: Nyqu-ist fnequency could p::oduce a number" of spunious peaks

of vanying heights withjn tLre main spectnum.

5.2.3 The Shape of the Spectnal- Estimates

Since the ser.ies we have considened is finite in length the

elementany fi:equency bands consj-st of not single lines but avenages over

neighbouring fnequencies centned about these lines. The envelope of the

adjacent fnecluencíes in this case is given by ell#ff#^9, the finst

zeros of which occur "t-2fu¡ froin eithen sid.e of the centr:e. Therefone,

the::e exists a cer-Eain amount of overlap between adjacent bands which

have a spaci.ng .t -rfi¡" Bec¿ruse tirn $ï: function has relatively large

sidelobes, significant leakage rnill r.esult fnom tlie ove::lap of the

el-ementary frequency bands and if the spectnum vanies napidly with

fr^r:quency this leakage may dominate and distont the spec-trum. ThÍs

effect may be r"educed if we can replace the function with one having

smallen sj-del-obes. The enveJ-ope of the fnequencies centned anound an
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el-ementary f:requency Ì.rand is defined by tl're Fourien tr:ansfonm of the

funct-ion with wh.ich the ACVI'is multiplied. This function is called the

tlag wi-ndowtand so fan in our example it has been simply a square

functicn. ff , hor¿ever, the ACVF was muJ-tiplied by a t::ianguJ-ar: function

the shape of the el-ementary f-requency bands l'¡oul-d be given by

sín (rfMAt)-- lïffíAt
2
, as shown ín Figure 5"1. Obviously the sidelobes of this

spectnal estimate ane sign-ificantty reduced compar"ed to the case v¡hen no

lag wiridow was used, thus reducing leakage but simul-taneously incneasing

the equivalent v,¡idths of thre ba¡rds by nearly a factor of 2 and hence

increasíng their stability. Also tt¡e finst zetìos occuu r- #*, and to

obtain al-most :independent eotimates the powel. spectnum vafues at
'I

interva-ls of ilfu must be taken. Blackman and Tukey (-l-958) define this,
Inather than.2:r-¡¡, as the nesolution of the spectrum. A window of the

type just descnibed ís called a Bartl,ett winCow. The llamrning and Flanning

window are two othe:rs which are commonly useC having a similan effect on

the leakage and stability as the Bantlett window. One must" holvever, be

cautious in using these v¡ir¡do'nrs l:ecau.se a fu¡rction with srnal-Ì inítial-

sidelobes may stiJ-I have significant sidel-obes at a large inter.val- fi:om

the cent::al fnequency and hence the leakage pnoblem woufd stiLl- exist.

In pnactíce thene is no best'function for this punpose and one fonm may

remove leakage at lorrg range by iraving sidelol¡es which taper off o_uickly,

(".g. the Hanning window), ano another fonm may remove leakage at short

range by hav-r'-ng small initial sidelobes with less tapen (e.g. the

Ilirnming r"rindotr). f\nother equivalent method of appJ-ying the r'¡indoi+ is to
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convolve the power spectrum genenated without a lag window, called the

lraw por+en spectrumt, vrith the Founjen t::ansform of the lag window

called the connesponding tspectral windowt. lle can therefore impnove the

naw spectrum by the use of a lag on spectnal window which has the

effect of neducing leakage between estimates and aLso incr"easing their

stability.

5.2.4 the Fast Fourien lbansform

The fast Four.ien tnansform (FfT) which we will now discuss

actually evol-ved nean the beginning of the century but an algo::ithm r*as

not developed until 1965, by Cooley and'fukey. Penhaps the neason fon

this was that l-erge computations involving Fowier tnansforrns were not

envisaged until the advent of la::ge computers in the last decade.

FIowever, the pr.ocedune has opened up new avenues in data analysis

panticularly whene lange nurnbens of For:r'ien transformatiorls are

invol-ved. The number: of anithmetic openations nequined to perform a FFT

is given bV IlNr, whene ìtr ís the number of points in the senies and N,

the sum of its factor-s. Thus if N = 2K, whene K is an integen, then the

coml>utationaL effort is given by 2N1og, ltf. The old method of

calculating the discnete Fou:rier transfonm nequined N2 operations and

obviously j.f N is Ìange then an enormous time saving ís achieved by using

the FFT. For instance, takÍng N = L024 the time facton involved is

about 50" Since the paper by Cooley and T\rkey (1965) numenous

algorithms have been cieveloped, in panticul-an the mixed ra<lix algonithm
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wnitten by Singl-eton (l-969), which was used fon the analysis of the

Culgoona inter.planetary scintilLation data. This algonithm efficierrtly

openates on factons other than 2 enabling a widen nange of sarnple numbers

instead of being nestricted to 2K.

To estimate the por4?er sDectrum and auto-covat-iance function of a

ser.íes using the FI'T, the r.eal and imaginary l-oulsier coeffícients of the

time senies are computed dinectly, instead of calcuJating mean lagged

products as befor.e. The squalre of the modulus of these values then gives

the el-ementany polrelr spectrum estimates. Anothen application of the FFT

then cornputes the ACVF. It is quite nemarkable that the ACVF denived in

this way, via the powen spectnum" is obtained with much less computing

effont than if j.t were calcul-ated direct-ly from mean lagged pnoducts.

5.2.5 Ttre Shape of the Spectnal Estímates

Again vre must connect the elementary spectr:al estimates fon Leakage

but in this case, without connection, they have the shape of

sin (nfNAt )l 2
Corrections must thenefore be applied to the Four"iernfNAt )

coefficients by convolving them with a spectral window, o:: by multipJ-ying

the data with the connesponding rdata windowr, in a way wimilan to the

multiplication of the ACVF by a l.ag window. The windows used in the FFT

case are thre same as those mentioned in connection wi-th the ol-d method

of analysis and desc:ribed by Blackman and Tukey (1958), Linear

¡¡odification of spectral estimates is the tenm applied to the pnocedune
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we have just describecl , whe:reas quad.ratic modification ¡"-s appl-ied to the

previous procedure. Sfoane (fgOg) has given detaits of the diffenences

between the two metho<ls by comparing the expectation values and

variances of the spectnal estÍmates in each case.

4..; well as being much fastetîo the FFT method opens up a variety of

approaches to spectral- analysis depending on the nature of t|¡e original

data arrd the type of spectrum expected. For instance, the resolution of

the spectrum and the shape of the estimates via the o1d method was

deterrnined basically by the maxirnum lag chosen fon the auto-covaniance

function. On p:.ocessing a series using the FFT mettrod vanious shapes of

spectnal estimates may be achieved. If we transform the N points

dírectly ancl compute the efementany spectnal estimatss, Pj, (i = 1, 2...

¡¡,) it js found that (fon Gaussian data) the vaníarrce van(Pi)= Pi2.

Therefone this forn of spectnum is veny unstable but the spacing of

estimates is only $-" wfr.oeas the spac,ing obtained fnom the old netLrod

I

"." -¿fo¡" To obtain equivalent stability the widths of the estimates i-n

both cases must be roughly the same and we must averege the elementary

estimatcs of the unstal¡le spectrum over- about ft'aajacent frequency

bands. lioweven, the shape of this estimate wouJd be alnost scluane if
l\l

åk "U, vihile the shape of the othen type of estimate is given by

sin (2nfMAt)
==ffi##, or by a similan fonm .efter correcti.ng for reakage.

I'igune 5.2 illustnates the different shapes of estimates fon the

different methods of anallrsis " One ca.n actually obtain the nequi:rc'd
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width fnom the onset by dÍviding the data into (say) K equal sections

each of length 2['f , computing the Dol{er spectnum of each and avenaging

the K nesuLts. This also gives the nequined stabílity, al-though the

shape of the estimates are of the for.m
sin ( 2nff+At )l 2

rathen than2nfl4At )

approximately squane as men'tioned before. By splitting up long alrreys

in this way it is possible to compute the power spectnum of a se:-ies wíth

inclefiníte leng'cir utilising a very sma1l amount of computer storage.

Other possibiì-ities immediately corne to mind, for instance, the data may

be split into K sections of length L and the power spectnum qf each

calculated. Then i ad jacent fnequency bands of the mean roor^rer spectnurn

ane averaged. The selection of the me-thod of anafysis and the final

for"m of the spectr.al estimates is based partj-ally on computing

convenience and pantiaIly on the type of data involved.

5.2.e, FiJ-ter"ing

Fil-ter:íng of spectra becomes cxtnemely simple I\'hen computing powen

spectna via the FFT and is acLrieved sirnply, by setting the u¡:uranted

fnequency bands to zeno. The rernarkable aspect of this procedure is its

simplicity. and the fact that thene exist none of the pnoblems which

ane assocÍated ¡¡ith the old method of analysis. To filten the powen

spectnum using the old method the data must Ì-¡e convolved with a function

v¡hose spectl"um nepnesents the filten being applied to the power spectnum.

However, because of the finite J-ength of the data function the filten

tends to oscíIlate on rringr, thus affecting fnequencies adjacent to
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the filtenecL sec'tion as shown in Figure 5.3. A filten which is the

easiest to apply and the most economical to use is achieved by taking a

running mean over the data. The shape of -tl¡i'.s filten is of the fonrn

,sin x.2 ..(-1}-a) which is a lange departune from the approximately square filte::

achieved when using the FFT method of analysis. By using a tepenêd

function instead of the ::unning mean sidelobes of the filten ean be

neduced but the convolution becomes mone complex. The best r:esuft is

achieved by convolving a -q}!-l: fur,ction ,r¡Íth the ciata to pnoduc.e a sr{uare

filten'n'ith slight ringing depending on the total width of the funct-ion.

llhen onJ-y low frequencies ane nemoved using a nalrroüt high pass filter, a

significant amount of data is w.rstecl because it must be convolved wittr a

veny wide function

If data is neouinecl -in the f-ilter:ed fonm the appnopniate real and

imaginary Fournj-en coeffícients al.e set to zer"o and a reverse tr:ansfonm is

applied. Unfortunately this is equivalent to a circulan convolution of

the data',uith a 9in {' function, and the end sections become
x

contaninated by each other.. Thís can be ovencome b;r appending zenos to

the beginning ancl end of the data until the numben of points has doubled.

A sÍmiIar" effect is found when conputing the ACF.

I,üe spoke of the nestniction imposed on FFT tnansfor:matiorrs by the

nequirement that the rrumbe:: of points must be a pnoduct of factons. If

the data is not the connect 1en¡¡th it is acceptable to append zenos to the
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end until- the cor:nect length is achieved" Although this does not change

the width of the elenentary polrer spectral estj.mates it does incnease

the numben of estimates between 0 and f, the Nyquist fnequency" Hence,

the zeno values of the elementary fnequeney bands may no longer lie at

the centr"es of these functions. If a stabl-e estimate is calculated by

averaging adjacent elementar"y estimates, then in this case the

r.esultant fnequency band may initially fal-l off rnone rapidly than the

fonm computed without appending zenos and also the r:ipple woufd be l-ess

as ill.ustratecì in Fi.gune 5.4,

5.2,7 Fur:then Aspects of Linear l"lodif-ication

It is of interest to look. in more rletail at the effect of diffenent

data windows used in conjunction with the FI'T method of powen spectnal-

analysis. If the signal consists of a stationary r.andom pnocess with a

(theonetical) Gaussian powen spectrum, then the result of computing the

squaned modulus of the Fou:¡j-en coefficients wÍIt be an approximation to

the theoretical power spect::um. Buckley (pnivate communication) has

investigated the effects of the diffenent windows, finding that at som.e

stage leakage becomes pnedorninant Ín aIl cases and causes the spectnum

to devíate fnom the theoretical- cunve. The wonst case occuns v¡ith no

data window at all when the spectrum begins to deviate at a power level

about two decades befow the main peak. The best results are obtained

using the Bartlett and Hannirig windows which allow the spectnum to

foll-ow the theoretical- curve fon about five decades. The tails on the
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spectra, plloduced by the different data windows" settle down to constant

power-Iaw var"iations with fr.equency. For instance the absence of a data

wÍndow pnoduces a tail vanying as f-2-, and. the Bantlet't snd Hanning

windor,¡s respectively pnoduce tail,s varying as f -\ and f -6 " If the

spectnum of the data fel-l- off more rapidly than a Gaussian tt¡e

deviations of the calculated powen spectra would occur at híghen por¡er

levels. Buckley also found that the second point of the computed

powen spectnum usually possessed a spunious conponent due to leakage

through íts sidelobe of the zer.o fnequency vafue which depended on the

mean val-ue of the data.

5.2.8 The Auto-cova::iance Functions

The auto-covaniance function is the Fourien tnansfonm of the

pobrer spectrum and the:refone should be <liscussed in some detail. There

is a diffenence between the ACVF der,ived fnom meaned J-agged products and

the function derived by the FFT metkrod" This difference, howeven, is

not lar.ge provided the length of data is much gr:eaten than the

correlation tengthl a condition which j-s usually met. The dífference

occurss btlcâuse the r"esuft via the FFT is equ-iva.lent to a constant

length circula¡' summation of pnoducts, wher:eas with the result using

the old nethod the length of tile summation <lecneases with incneasing

lag. It is in fact possible to force the two fonms to be equivalent by

appending N zenos to the N data points before pnocessing with the l'FT.

This of counse doubles the number of freqrrency bands.
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5.2.9 Anal\'sis cf Scintilfa'tíon

\nle ane now in a positiorr to dis,:uss in rl,otail the methods whiclt

were used to analYse the data:reconded dunj-r'r.g June, 1970 at Culgoona"

Fr:om the appropniate square-Iaw detectorl of the radioheliognaph the

signal was fed into an anaJogue to digital conve:rtor and the¡r written on

to magnetic tape at the rate Df 32 samples s"c-]. A time constant of

0.05 sec was used. Fach block on the tape consisted of about 2815 data

samples and I'regan with an j-dentifien containing the block nun¡ber. The

total time taken to recor:d the data and an inter-record gaP was 90 sec.

A computen programme was tleveloped in conjunction }¡ith M. !ùiseman

fo:: the punpose of deco<ling and analysing the scintillation data to

obtaÍn the power spectnum, autocornelation function and intensity

p::obability distnibution. Each necord' or bLock of information' was

read by the computen and. analysed before continuing with the next record.

The sampJ-e values were ï'epnesented by four digits, the finst defining a

facton of eitlie¡. 1, I on 64 which, when mul-tiplied by the number

represented by the nemaíning thnee Cigi.ts gave the r:econded value.

Before each tape vras analysed the cornesponding pen recordings of

the scintill-ation were closely examined, not.ing blocks or pants of

1 S". Section 2.4 for a descr,Ì-ption of the necording procedune and the

method of sefecting the coIlÏìect squane-law detecton output "
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blocks containing bad data due to solan activity or othen interfe::ence "

Du::ing pnocessing these necor:ds we::e bypassecl or the bacì poìnts nenloved.

I"ightning spikes often contaminated the data and because of their'

napid nise wer.e easíly detected during analysís by searching fon sudden

increases :'-n the signal leve.l- " The spikes i¡¡ere removed and neplaced by

intenpolation between existing data o¡r either sicle.

With a sampling r-ate of 32 samples sec I, and an RC tinte constant

of 0.05 sec, it v,;as found that powen from 50 Hz hum appnoximately equal

to the scintillation power h'as al-iased into the spectnum appeaning as a

lar.ge peak at 13.5 l-lz. The sampling rate v¡as in fact higher than

necessery since the scintill-ation spectnal widths were tuI Hz whereas

the l{ycluist fnecluency r¡ras lG Hz. Therefore to reduce comput.i-ng time

ever:y founth point of the data was selected b:ringing the Nyquist

fnequency down to 4 Hz '¡hich was still- in excess of the spectral widths.

Selecting one quarter. of the data in tiris way would have introduced

otlrer aliases. thetefore pnion to this process the data sampled at 32

samples ""c-I vrer:e filtened by convol,ving with an B poínt running mean'

thus decneasi-ng and ::emoving por,len at fnequencies greaten than 4 Hz.

This convolution rvith a squane function of rvidth $ ".. nas equivalent

to multiplying the poner" spectrum by a firnction given by
2

32
7, which has the first zeno at = 4.6 Hz. The magnitude

of the sidelobes of this function faI1 off at the nate of f-2 and the
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only signifj-cant power aJiased into the spectrum was be'tween 4 and 9 Hz

as shown in Figune 5.5i also the effect of the 50 Hz hum was practically

eliminated. Aft-er the powe:: spectrum was caleulated the estimates wene

connected to allow for the effect of the filten.

The numben of points in the modified data at this stage was one

quanten on less tlian in the onigina.l- block. It was consídered most

useful to cornpute a1I the power" spectna with equal nesolution enabling

then to be integnated simply, to gain betten statj.stical stability in the

spectnal estimates. To achieve this, 768 samples rdere chosen fon

processing. If the data were shorter than thre nequired length zeros

wene appended to make up the conrect number.

Since data vaLues ane real quanti'ties and the fast Fourien

algor:ithm (Singleton, 1969) was designed to accept complex series, the

choice was either to place aI1 the data values in the neal aruay an<ì

set the imaginany arnay to zero, or to dívide the data into two equal

parts placi.ng them into the ::ea1 and imaginary arnays respectively. this

second method r,¡as used sÍnce it reduced the execution time of the

Fou:rien trànsform by a facton of two. Howeven, the result was not ín the

final fonm after applying the FFT and one fu::ther step r^ras necessary to

obtain the neal and imaginany Fourien coefficients of each of the two

halves of the oniginal aruay. By computing the squane of the modulus

of the tr^ro sets of coefficients and adding thern f::equency by fnequency
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the final por¡relt spectrum was obtained.

l,fost of the data tended to drift vrith peniods ru20 sec on greater

and the first five points of the powen spectrum (-< 0.09 Hz) wene ignoned.

To obtain betten stability in the final estimates the elementary

estimates wene averaged in grroups of fou¡: to pnoduce the power spectnum

in the final form.

The auto-covariance function t,ras calculated by applying the FFT to

the filtered (but not averaged) powen spectnum. AIso the oniginal data

were rlequined in the filtered fonm to calcuLate the intensity

pnobabilÍty distnibution and its sker¡r¡ess. The two sets of Fcunien

coefficients rnrere filter^ed in a similar manner to the pohrer speetr:um

and we:.e then combined into two arnays which v¡ere tnansformed in

revense to obtaÍn the oniginal data in a filtened fonm.

The unsmoothed ve:rsion of each powen spectr.um up to the Nyquist

frequency was written on to magnetic tape for funthe:r analysÍs which

will be discussed in Section 5.3. It r.¡as found that diffenent data

windows had little effect on the shapes of the por^ren spectra which often

tended to devel-op tails at about 2-3 decades bel-ow the main peak, This

suggested that all the spectra tended to fall off at a fasten nate than

a Gaussian spectrum. The tail, hovrever, was not a nuisance in any way

because it usually began at fnequencies >- I Hz. A noise spike also
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occurned at thís fnequency due to beam-phasing pulses of the radio-

heliognaph occur:ning at one second iritenvals. Therefone the phape of

ttre spectrum l^ras affected at fnec¡uencies nean 1Hz, and detaiJ-s of the

spectra werìe usually cal-culated using the section befow ¡,0.6 Hzu thus

avoiding both the spur-ious J- Hz peak and the leakage tail-.

5.3 Intenplanetary Scintillation at 80 I'fllz

5. 3.1 General Consirie:rations

Fnom the large amount of data necorded at Culgoora many aspects of

interplanetary scintillation mig,'rt be investigated " The main aim of the

obsenving sessions has been the study of variations in scintil-la'tion

indices of selected sources cven a per.iod of 2O-25 days, allowing the

mapping of lange structunes within the interplanetar:y nedium (Wiseman,

L972). Funthen investigation yields estimates of intninsic sounce sizes

and a bette:: understanding of the distnibution of irnegularities causing

the scattening. It is v¡ith this latten aspect that the author: has been

concer-ned, and in this section we cli.scuss attempts to extract this type

of ínformation fr.om -lhe data necorded at Culgoora drr:ring June, 1970.

Simul-taneously incl-uded wilJ. be comments on the Ìimitations of the data

and some suggested i-mprovements.

Examination of power spectr-a generated in tire manner described ín

Section 5.2 neveal the pnesence of extnaneous peaks which consistently

appear at varying heights within the spectnum causing at times some
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doubt as to its tnue shape. It is believed these ane aliases of the

hanmonics r)r" the pnominent I Hz peak mentioned previously and which was

caused by the beam-tnackíng putses. 0n stnong sources such as 1226 + 02

(SCZZZ), tirey are visible on the scintill-ation r.ecord as a se::ies of

spikes oceunning every second and fon cases i^¡hen the scintillation was

weal< tl:ey pnoduced significant peaks in the por^rer spectna. Other

switchÍng pulses within the naCiohel-iognaph possibly had effects on the

neconds, pnoducing minon peaks at othe:: fnequencies in the powen spectnum.

The degree to v¡hich tlre signal was affected by pulses depended. di:rectly

on the total powen of the received signal.. Thus a stnongly

scintillating but weak sou:rce v¡ould pr:oduce a ?cleanenr powen spectnum

than a st:{'onger source" Afso, the galactic contributÍon to the signal

must be conside::ed since it is included in tÌre total tr)ower r:eceived by

the r.adioheliognaph. There was" ther:efone, a definite instrumental

effect wirich couLd not be avoÌded, which rdas a pnoduct of the actual

design of the sys'tem. Fur"thermone, J:oing a totaL-power system ttre

signal tended to dnift due to both instnumental and ionospheníc

scíntillation effects. In makingg these remarks about the nadioheliognaph

it must be ::emenibened that we are referning to ver"y low signal levels in

companison to the signal levels from the srrn i at r.¡hich the instnument

normally operates. These comments therefore ane not designed to degnade

the system, but are to point out the limitations r¡hen used for this type

of work"
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The <irift in the signals produced large pcaks at .Low fneguency rn

most of the power spectra and the fuequencies up to 0.1- Fiz v¡erc

ther:efor"e ignoned. Unfontunately at 80 MHz the widths of the

scintillation poweu spectna, except under unusual conditions' llere

0.3 - 0,4 llz (at e-t) and the fíIter. thenefoï.e removed 2O-25eo of the

estfunates making the caÌcul-ation of spectral, widths somewhat inaccunate.

Another pnoblem encountened was assoc.iated with the statÍstícal

stabjlity of the spectral estirnates. Because of limited reconding tímes

for each sout?ce the stability of these estjrtates was' at the best, only

five times better than fon a single block. This entailed an average

over.25 bloclcs on 36 min of data. Reconds of this length, fi:om a single

obsenvation, I{ere taken only on uare occasions and in the main the

spectna consisted of aver.ages over 4-10 blocks each of length 90 sec.

Most of the spectra v¡ere therefor"e not veny stabfe. Other aUthons

wonking at higher fi:equencies (e..g. Cohen et aI., 1967) have neconded

data for about 5 min and. successful\/ obtained angu-Lar diameter'

information. Their scintillation nate wasl howeven, much faster" than our

nate because they we:re obsenving thnough smallen scale structule cfoser

to the sun.

Data fnom other Culgoora obsenving sessions l^Iere even mone Iimited

and it was thenefore decided to investigate angulan diameten

measunenents using only the ::ecor:ds from June, 1970.
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5.3.2 The Power Speetnum

The process of obtaining wídths (on sguane-noot seÇond moments) f2,

of the povrer spectua involved seve:ral steps. Fi:rst' the single block

spectr:a denived fnom observations both on-sounce and off-source were

avenaged for each obsenvation of a sounce on each day. The avenaged

noise on off'sounce spectna were then subtnacted fnom the averaged

on-soupce spectna, leaving the spectra cornesponding to sciniilLation

alone" Each scintillation spectl.un, whích waô an avenage oven all

recor"ds of an observatí.on, was examined fo:r statistical stabj.lÍty and

eithen discandcd on r:etained for fu:rthe:: pnocessing. Since the nms

deviations of the spectral estimates are proportional to the va.Iues of

the stimates, logarithms of the estimates wer:e calculated. In this fonm

they have a constant nms deviation and models may be fitted simply to

the points. A log-Gaussian modeJ was chosen and fitted by the method of

least squares to a nange of points withín the power spectrum'

delineated by the low fueguency filter and the highe:r f:requency noise

peaks. On veny few occasions were the spectna suitable to more than

0.5 Hz and usually the maximum useful l-imit was 0.35 - 0.4 Hz.

Examples of spectna and thein conresponding Gaussian rnodels a::e shown

in Figune 5.6. The width of the Gaussian model- was then taken as the

wicith of the actual spectnum. To obtain angular diameter information

from these widths the appnoach adopted by Cohen et aI., (fg6Z) which

assumes a ci¡cular Gaussian source. This places an upPer limit on the

diameten rp, according to the nefatj.on rl 
" il2þ" radians, whene u is

2
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the velocity of the dj.ff:raction Pattern across the observer and z rs

the distance from the diffi:acting screen'

Itwasfoundthatf,variedconsidenablydu:ringtheobsenving

session due to the motion of three prasma streams shown in Figure 5 '7 '

(ÛIiseman , Ig72). The changes in f, noughly cornelated with the changes

in the natune of the scattering as the str.eams swept past the Earth'

Thismeantthatthevelocityuwasunknown,andinadditionzvanied

eonsiderably nathen than being equat to the distance from the Ea¡th

alongthelineofsiglrttoitsclosestappnoachtothesun.Conditions

therefo::e var.ied fnom nor:mal scatter:ing in the undistunbed mediumt to

scatter.ing by a stream in which the eanth was often ernbedded ' under

these cir:cumstances of such a distur:bed mediurn the data appqa::ed

unsuitable for angular diameter measurements and' calculated estimates

varied fnom ryo.3rr arc to ruI.Or? arc (depending on the values taken fon u

and z) fon sounces vrhose angrlar diameters wene known to be less than

O.I - 0.3t1 arc (Cohen et aI', 1967', L-ittle and Hewish' 1968)' Thus

almost all estimates of rfr were appanently a factot of 2 on 3 too large'

Table 5.I lists values of tire calculated diametens for t!rc:t sounces

without takíng into account the possÍble positions of the scattening

negions. A distance of I A.U" and a velocity of 350 km sec-l wene used

in the calculatíon. If the stneams v¡ere taken into account as dominant

regions of scatte::ing we would expect u to increase rathen than decnease

and z would generally decrease creating even largen values of Û' 0n
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examination of all pnevious power sT¡ectna fnom Culgoora observations,

simila:: spectnal rvidths f, have been obtained. l^le tiie¡efore question

the val-idity of the expnession fon rj'r at our fnequency of 80 l'{Hz' The

fonmul-a is based on a thin, weakl¡l scattering screen and we pnopose that

at 80 MHz the thin scneen assumption is no longer val-id leading to

enroneous values fon the angular diameten estimates.

We ccnclucle thate apart from the possible breakdown of the formula,

unclen the conditions of an active intenplanetany medium the values of f,

coul-cl be unreliable (since u and z may vany) giving misleading nesults

for rþ. The coverage of sounces duning our observations hlas not ver-y

satísfactony since for the one monthrs data analysed only 6

scinti-llating souncès were suitabJ-y situated fon angulan stnr¡ctune

detenminations in the range ^,+ 600 fnom the sun. The angulan diameten

formula is not valid when the earth is contained withín the scattering

r"egion as hras the case for the nemaining scintill-ating sounces. Tl¡e

detailed shape of the por^Ier spectr:a nemains c'pen to question because of

the detnimental effects rnentioned pneviously. Othen authons have

obsenved powelr laL'tails on thein spectra (Lovelace et a1.' 1970), but

in our" case such tail-s if pnesent ane contaminated by the I Hz peak.

5. 3.3 The Intensj.tv ProbabiLity Distrjbution

Close examination of probability distr:ibutions of the

scintillation from nadio sounces might be expected to yield some
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information about angUlar diamete::s of sorlrces. For instance very

strong scin'tillation of a small diameten sìource would producq a skewed

distnibutíon whereas the d.istnibutÍon of scintíllation fuom 4 nea:rby

source of greater angular diarneten would not be sl<ewed to the same

extent even though the same phase deviations would have been inposed on

the wavefnont. This is caused by the smearing effect of the largen

diameter: of the soulrce. The scintill-.atíon in such a case is the sum of

the signals fr-om all par"ts of the sounce, with the result that the

obser.verf scíntillation is bl-ur:r"ecl " and by ttre central l-imit theneom the

pnobability distr"ibution tends towands a Gaussian shape. No soul:ces

wer^e suitabte (that is, sufficiently closc to the sun) fcn

investigating this appnoach and the statistical stability of ttre

distr.ibutions in most cases was not sufficient.

The results of these investigations of the povlelr spectra and

intensity probability distnibutions have demonstrated that the

intenpla-netany scintil-l-ation data in the fonm reconCed at Culgoora was

not in general suitable fon detailed analysis although the results

suggest a b::eakdown of the formu.l-a used for estimating angulan stnuctune"

The instnumental effects cannot be overcome but long records (n30 min)

wor¡Id pnovide betten statj.stics" Also necor-ds of this length taken while

the -intenplanetar:y medium was stabl-e should all-ow bette} estimates of

the source diamete:rs provided the question concerning the validity of

the formula for rf could be nesofved.
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5.4 Observations at Parkes

5.4.I Analysis of Data

As descnibed in Section 2.6 simultaneous obsenvations at 150, 600

and 1410 MHz wer.e made at Pankes, N.S.!,I. dur"ing Janua:ry 19th to 2lst,

1963. The numben of diffe::ent sounces observed duning the thnee days

was 56 but possible interplanetany scintil-l-ation occunr"ed on only 14 of

these. Howeven, aften detailed analysis no significant scintillation

occunned on any of tlie sources except 1938-15 which scintill-ated at

600 MI{z on a1f thnee days and possibly at l-50 l4llz on the 20th. This

latter effect may have been due partially to sol-a:: activity incneasing

the backgnound noise duning the observation because the sun was active

at this fnequency on thc following day. Howeven, we shall assume that

the íncnease y¿as genuíne and we shall attempt to explain the cause of

the event on this basis.

The infonmation was llecorded on paper' char"ts anci when

scintil-lation appea::ed to be pnesent records of 4-8 nin, both on and off

the sour.cee hret:e punched on paper tape at 6 samples see-I. The digital

data wene analysed using the method desc::íbed by Blackman and Tukey (1958).

In most cases the sign.:I dnifted significantly necessitating the use of

a high-pass filten. This was achieved by convolving the data with a

sÍn x._-- function having a spacÍng of l-00 data points on 8.2 sec betweenx

the finst zeros, and a total length of l-6.4 seconds. This removed low

fnequency powen up to n,0.1 Hz. The autoconnelation function was
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calculated to a lag of 30 poi-nts and the corresponding spacing of the

power spectral estimates was 0.098 Hz.

From the charts the intensÍty probability distributions were

estimated using a method descnibed by Ortraug (1965). The method involved

seleeting a section of scintillation and dividÍng the intensity

variation into a senies of equally spaced ievels. The number: of

cnoss*overs encountered at eaeh leve1 was counted and a plot of these

numbe::s against the ar"bitrarîJ¡ intensity levels ::epnesented the

pnobabÍIity distr:ibution for the selected section of data. The widths

of the distributions nepnesented the nms deviation of the :reconded

signals. By subtracting the off-scurce distnibution f.non that of the

on-sounce signal the rms deviation of the scíntillation was found which,

when divided by the sounce heiglrt, gave the scintiLlation índex.

5.4.2 Results and fnterpnetatíon

Usually intenplanetary scintillation at trvo or mo:re frequencies

pnovides useful infonmation about the nature of the scattening within

the medium from the degree of cornelation between the obsenved signals.

Under conditiorrs of weak scattering and when the observer is situated

beyond the Fnesnel distance of the innegular.ities, the scales of the

patter-ns oven the gnound are the same. The seintillatíon index m, is

propontional to the observing wavelangth, À, and the nadio of indices at

two wavelengths is equal to the natio of the wavelengths, m - l.
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Vlithin the Fnesnel zone, howevet-¡ il * À2 thus allowing limíts to be

placed on the distance fr.om the scattenj.ng region by companing the ratio

of indices to the natio of the wavelengths. lf the scatteri4g l{ere

str"ong in both cases the indices woufd be nean unity. However, if

condítions allowe<l stnong scattering at only the low fnequency while

the hígh fnerluency signal exhibited weak scattering, the natio of the

indices would deviate fnom the À on À2 dependences and it would then be

possibJ-e to estimate ttre <listance fnom the sun at which multiple

scat'tering began to dominate.

The cnoss-conrelation of signals at diffenent fnequencies may also

yield information about the natune of the scattening ::egÍon. If at the

higher fi:ec¡uency the observett h/as in the Fnesnel zone while r:emaining

in the Fraunhofen or fan-zone at the lot,¡en frequency, the scales of the

two diffr.action patterns would be diffenent and correlation between

signals neduced. Tn genenal , if the scattening wene I^Ieak the upper

limit for. good connelatior¡ between scintil"lation obsenved at

freguencies f and f + Af is gì.ven by the r:elation (Budden, 1965)

Af 2ra2 !Ì- - -,- r '
? " =-#-, vrhene a represerrts the ir:regulanity scale' À the radio

wavelength and z the distance from the scatter"ing negion. Unden

conditions of stnong scattening the connel-ation depends a.Iso on the

phase deviation 0o and we ìiave (Salpeten, 1.9671 åå t * Thenefone,f ,ÀQo'

Iet us estinate whether a co::nelation would be expected between

scintillati-on at l-50 iviliz and 600 MHz and between 600 MHz and 1410 MHz,
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by inse:rting into the u'eak scatte¡'ing re-l-at-í-on the followÍng values fon

the parameters,

a=I00km

À = 200 cm (fo:r the finst pain of fnequencies)

z=1/i.U. =1.5x108km.

The numericar vaÌue of the expression is 0 .22 but f- n"t a value of

3 indicating that little cornelation woul<l be obsenved in this case'

Evaluating the expression fon the other pair of frequencies, taking

À = 50 cm, we obtain a value 0.84. However. f- = f .35 and onty sf iglrt

eorrelation would be expected. If the scatter'Ìng hrere Strong Ôo t lt

the differences would be even gneater. IJence little infonmation could

be gained bV cross-cornelating signalB at our observing frequencies

because the change from weak to stnong scattcring would not be detectable

at such low correlation values.

i{ith th: frceuencics usecL" how*:v,:rl ., tlr<' possibility of obsr:rvj-ng

scintillation simuftaneousfy at three or even tlvo of these

f::equencies would be r"emote because eithen the sounce woulcl be too fa:r

fnom the sun for the high fnequency, ancl we would be obser:ving well

within the Fnesnel negion before amplitude vaniations h.rd deveJ-oped, on

too close to the sun for the lolr fneguency when the intrinsic source

size has the effect of bl.unning the scintillation until it becomes

unobsenvab.Ie.
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Unden the conditions of the interplarretany medium duning the l9th

to the 21st January, 1968 significant scintj,llatj-on was observed on only

one source, 1938-15 and only at one fnequency, 600 ttiHz" This. suggests

that the intenplanetary medium was very quiet dur:ing this peniod

panticulanly since sounces wene obsenved at solan elongations r:anging

fr.om T,Bo to g0o and rve obta:'-ned only extnemely weak scintillation in

most cases. Some of the sources had angular diameter.s lar:ge enough to

pnevent the scíntill-ation being observed above the background noíse'

thus partially accountíng for the lack of data. The scintill-ation index

for l-938-15 on tiie thnee rlays was about 0.2 at 600 IIHz. On the second

day, the 20tt¡ January, the ll¡O l"lllz signal appeaned to be scintiJ-Iating

although the incr^ease was small and may liave l¡een partially 4ue to an

increase in the backgnounC noise mentioned pneviously. The index

calculated fo:: this occasion was < 0'1" Figur:e 5.8 shows the sun and

1938-l-5 pnojected onto the celestial sphene" Also ill-ustnated in tlie

figur:e is the position of a necunrent actíve region on the sun, McMath

plage 9153, which may have been ::elated to the obsenved change in

scint:'.J-tation. The negion was situated on the westenn limb of the sun at

N25-30o on 20-2Lst January and a class 2ìl flane v,ras reported at 0l-15 UT

on 20th.

'Io explain an incnease in tTie scintillation index at I50 MHz

without changíng the signal- at 600 ì4Hz v¡e require a decrease in the size

of iz.neguta::ities to an extent that the scintíIlatÍon at 150 lvlHz was no
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Ionger. blunr-errL by the angula:r size effect. In addition, the variation

in the eLectron density of the ir:regularities must remain unchanged thus

causing no effect on the higher frequency signa1., whÍch we asÈume I^Ias

not affected by the angular" size of the aource. This explanation is

offened to account fon the obser:vations which coufd have :resulted fnom

a genuine change in the structune of the inter:pÌanetary rnedium nean the

line of sight to 1938-15. LÏoweven, we state again that the 150 MHz

observations hrere at times contaminated by sol-an activitv especially

during January 2l-st. The true explariation of the event ther"efone

remains open to cluestion.

5 .5 Bessel-lian Power: Spectnal Analysis

5 " 5.1- Introduction

Observations of intenplanetany scintillation at a single site

yields only the temporal auto*corre.lation functionr p(t), of the

receíved. signal which depends on both the spatial structune and

velocities of the innegulanities within the diffnacting medium. Hence,

a change in width of p(t) nay be due to a change in velocity on a change

in scale on a combination of both" Lovelace et aI' (f970) pointed out

that under centain conditions the observed powelr spectnum might develop

a mod.ulation from wirich the vel.ocity of the dnifting pattern (and hence

the sol-ar. wind) could be Cetermined, Mone recently Rufenach (1971) has

applied the same approach to ionospheric scintiltations and to some

intenpla-netany scintillation data "
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5 " 5 " 2 Theor<,.t-í-eal Considerations

obsenvecl. For the intenmediate case when z { zo) PI

Conside:: the case of a thin' vrr:akl y se.alterìing medium situated at a

d.istance z from the observen. The two-dimensional intensity pohTen

spect::um of the neceived signal of wavelength À can be appnoximated

(Budden 1965; Salpeten, 1967) 1¡Y

,ï (q*, nu) = 4 PO (q*, h) "i-nz[ffi n' ],
whene ç and ey.o* spatial frequencies, Q2 = 9*'* Qy and P, is'Eire

phase function of the vrave on eme::ging from the diffnacting layer.

Therefone p, is simply P* modulated by a sin2 tenm. The numþer of

minima (or" zeros) depends on the values of À and z. For example, for- a

given fonm of P* and incnease in À cn z causes the zeros to ¡nove to

higher frequencies. Considening the limiting cases of eitber" z 11 zot

. 2ra2where zo = !i!--- is the Fnesnel- distance of the scattening negion

containing inregula.nities of pnedomina¡rt scale a, and z >) zo, then in

the former case '\z -2'2PI = PO (ffi r") and no modu.Iation is obse::ved, whilst

in the latte:: case the sin2 term oscillates rapidly and can be neplaced

by its mean varue of lz so that Pt * PO and again the moduration is not

is modulated by a

f2Tr .

/ X^ tt cieflnec asfunction whose argument is given by
[+J', 

wher:e qu' =

the Fresnel filtening fnequcncy. Tire nodulation is observed only when

the distance z from the scattering regíon is less than the Fnesnel

di.stance.
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The spatÍal power spectrurn P(C*, gU) is related via a two-

dimensional Founien tnansform to the spatial auto-cornel'atíon function,

R(n , r ). If the scíntillation were rnonitoned using three or monex' y

spaced antènnas R could be observed dinectly. Ïn the case of recondings

taken using a single antenna this is, of counse, not possible. In this

case if the i::r-egulanities possessed a unique velocity u, p(t) the

temponal one-dimensional auto-co::relation function woul-d be stationany

with nespect to time and would nepnesent a cross-section, 9(n = ut) of

tlre two-dimensional auto-cornelation function, where oz = r*2 + r'z, in

the direction of motion of the inregular j.ties. If hre now assume R and

hence P to be approximately ci::culanly s5,nnmetnic, imptying nean isotnopic

scatter.ing in the intenplanetary medium (a neasonable app::oximatj.on

sj.nee the elongation of the innegulaníties has been measuned to be n,2:I

on less (Dennison and l{ewish,1967)), then P and R can be expnessed as

functíons of single variables q and r, and in pa::ticu.Iar p(r") = R(n).

The nelation between P and p is given by the Bessel transfonm

p(q) Ì
2n

f*
I u (qn) o(n) r dr.to
Jo

Since r = ut and q. is related to the tempo:ra1 fr"ec¡ency by the relation
2nf ' l*

q = {i, then P (f) =fi- I Jo (2nft) p(t) t at. Tl're normal method of

spectnal analysis ini¿olvc:s ¿L one-dimensional- Fourier. tz.ansform of p(t) to

obtairi.r tL:.nÐoral oowen scectr"ullr Pt(f) whene

P1(f) = P(
2rfñ=-n

\ ut=y

æ

-(Ð

) dv.

This is the pr.ojection of the two-dirnensional porrer spectrum onto the
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ventical plane al-ong the x-axis" here r^epresenting the direction of

motion of the diffi:action pattenn. The integration has the effect of

tfilling inr the modulation pnoduced by the sinz term. lüe therefone have

unden very specialised conditions a means of obtaining the two-

dimensional powen spectnum fnom the one-dimensional auto-conrelation

function received at a single site.

The minima occur when q2L!z= nn (n =' +1r

-uf = --i- y'nu and if z the distance to the
ñz

0, 1, 2.,.), that is when

scattering negion is known then

the pr:ojected velocity u of the inregulanitíes can be estimated.

A mone nealistic case is for an extended medium of thickness L

(Sa1peter, 1967) in which case the observed intensity power spectnum is

given by

er(e) = 2pr(c) [t - ,#þ) sin (# nt) cos2 tffi otl] ,

which obvíously does not have minima extending down to zero. V{hen

L << zo this equation reduces to the thin screen appnoximation discussed

above, but if L > z
-4naPProachfls ÍÀ'.

then the oscillations napidly die out as q2
o

lrtre now propose to examine the dependence of the theonetical spectra

on the panametens of the screen. To il-lustrate the effect of vanying

the distance z and thickness L of the screerì, spectna at B0 l,lHz have been
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computed and are shown in Figune 5.9. As the screen is,rppnoached the

minima move to highen frequencies and becorne more difficult tg obser:ve.

As tÌre thickness is inc::eased the minima become smeaned out at lowe:r

fnequencies. The effect of the shape of the phase function P* is a.l-so

evident" It can be se.en f::om Figure 5.9 that the r:apid faLl-off of the

Gaussian form of P*i companed to the powe:: Iaw fonm, <liminishes the

visibility of the fninges. In both cases an irnegularity scale of 200 lcm

was used because at tì0 lvfllz tiie weak scatteníng coudition is applicable

only at solan elongations > 30c wlier:e tlie scale r¡oulrl be of this o::den.

The exact value of thi: scaLe was not Í-mpontant fon the above

il-l-ustr.ation, and a r"eduction in the value would decnease the slopes of

the cornputed spectr:a. Also fnom Figure 5.9 we notice that unden ideal

conditions of constant irr.egulan:'-ty scal-e and vefocity only three minima

at the most ane visibÌe at 80 iifFiz, If the vaniation of the pnojected

velocity along the line of sight and the effects of velocity dispersion

had been included in the calculation üre wc¡uld expect the visibility to be

even less. lle shall- now considen these two effects.

To asses the fj-nst effect, which is purely geometrical, wc assumed

the scattening was ve;ry v¡eak and divided the nedium into a ser:ies of

thin scneens (L.. "o) along the line of sight. The-theoi:etical powen

spectrum of each screen lüas calculated, These were tTierr added with a

weightirrg facton pr:opontional to the scatter:íng Power of the medium

(n-4, where r- ís the distance fnom the sun). A Gaussían phase function
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was used. having a wídth dependent on the scale a, of the inregulanities'

Values for a were taken fnom Readhead (L972) an<1 vary from n'tO Ì<rn at

n = O"l- A.U. to N22O km at :¡ = 1 A"U. The results ane shown in Figure

5.IO from which it is appanent that the modulation is blurned napidly

fon elongations Þ 35o. This napid onset of l¡lurning is the fesult of

both the geornetrical velocity effect and also the increase in scale

which steepens the spectra. It is also clear fnom Figure 5.1-0 that at

largen elongations the neduction of the apparent (integnated) velocity

causes the minima to move to highen spatial frequencies. Because the

weak scatte::ing conditions ane violated at 80 MHz fon elongations > 30o'

we have calculated tire spectna fon a wavelength of 10 cm (3 GHz). To

adjust to anothen (l-orrgen) wavelength say Àrr the spatial frequency

scare must be multiplied bv Æ ' v¡hene À' is expnessed in cm'
/nt 

- r-

The second effect which might blur the fninges is the pnesence of a

range of velocities at a fixed distance z. This effect is shol^Ir: in

Figune 5.II (solid line), where a random velocity field of 350 t 25 km

sec-l has been intnoduced. The power spectra usÍng the tl'rin screen

approximation were calculated fon ve-loci'lj.es at 1 km sec-I j.nter-va.1.s and

then aver.aged, An irnegulai:ity scale of 200 km and a distance of I A.U.

were usecl as well as a Gaussi.ln phase function. The broken curve in

Figune 5.11 illustrates the effect of nesolution on the fine stnuctune

of the pov¡er spectnum when only one velocity component is p::esent (350 km

"""*I). All tire minima shou.ld. theonetically extend to zeno but points
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werae plotted. at fnequency intervals eq-ual to the lnterval-s used in

estirnating the Bessel power spectra of the Culgpona data. I-t is seen

that the depth of the minima ane affected and after n'I.3 Hz they are no

Ionger r:esolved, The solid line was a.Iso drawn thnough points separated

by the same intenval and therefone is subjected to smoothing by the

finite resolution as well as to srnoothing by the nandom velocity field.

In summanising the theoretical investigation it appeans that unden

no¡mal conditions it is unlikely that minj.ma in eithen the Fourielr or1

Bessel tr:ansfonms would be obsenved at 80 tlllz. If the stnict

assumptions of v,¡eak isotnopic scatte:ring are::elaxed we expeet even less

chance of observing fringes. The nequirement fo:: v¡eak scattering

Iimits the observations to etongations greater than ¡,30o. This

introduces a geometnical velocity effect and an increase in effective

i::regularity scale which steepens the spectra making minima less visible.

AIso, of counse, the scneen cannot be corisidened as thin at these

elongations. With all these factons in mínd we can say conclusively

that under normal conditions the minima woufd be blunned conpletely.

The one-dimensional power spectra derived fi:om the neal data narely

sl1owed. any indication of a fow f:requency dip, suggesting that the blunrÍng

is actually complete as predicted and only under special cincumstances

would positive nesults be obtained.

It is of intenest to consid.er the ¡esufts of Lovelace at af. (1970)
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in the light of oun present inves'iigation. Records of 3 min duration at

430 MHz we::e anal-ysed and the Founien and Bessel tnansfo:rms showed

intenpnetable minima on two occasions. At the small elongatfons of I2o

anð, 22.50 there would be veny líttle l-ine of sight smeaning of the

fninges as seen in Figur:e 5.10. Velocity dispension has been observed

to pensist out to eJ-ongations of n8o (Ekens and Little, I97I) and

ther.efone would not have affected, to a gneat extent, the scintillation

observed by Lovelace et aI. At highen firequencies (n1 GHz) this effect

mav be a pnoblem, and fringes in the spectra of obsenvations made close

to the sun (.80) coul-d be blunnecl. Obsenving fnequencies near 500 MHz

the::efore appear to be the best choice if this method of analysis ís to

be employed.

5.5.3 Analysis of Culgoora Data

Oven the past three yeans a large amount of sc-intitlation data has

been collected fnom obser:vations usíng the nadioheliognaph at Culgoona.

No intensity spectra $ielle obsenved to show dips at low frequencies

except duning 28th May,1968 (Dennison and l{isemanr 1968) on the sounce

0134 + 32. This was intenpreted as evídence for the pnoximity of the

scattening region whÍch was, in fact, the leading edge of a conotating

plasna stneam passing across the earth. The pnoximity of the negion

br:ought the ea::th into the Fresnel scattening region so that thene vùas a

possibility of obsenving fninges in the Bessel I)ransform o:: if they were

deep enough, in the normal I'ounier tnansfonm. The over:a.l-l l^¡idth of the
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str:eam was estj-mated at ,to.5 A.U. but on examÍnation of Eanth-

satel-lite d¿r-ta the stneam was found to be subdivided into three nanroller

plasma enhancements and it was the finst of these which cneated the

requined conditions. 0n the following day when the eanth became embedded

in the str-eam the scintiltation index was g:reate:: but no low fnequency

dips wene obsenved.

Othen attempts have been made to estimate the scneen parameters

fr.om these data by fitting a theonetical projected spectrum to the

obsenved Founier powen spectr"um (Go11ey, I97l-). Howeven, only

appnoximate val-ues could be obtained in this way because the variance of

the spectnal estirnates a.l-fowed a wide nange fon the der.Íved scneen

panametens. A typical Fou:rien powen spectrum is shor.n in Figune 5.I3

whene it can be seen that only the finst low fnequency dip is clear:ly

visible. The forrn of this spectnum allowed the screen tc be placed

approximately at a distance of 0.I A.U. fuom the Eanth.

In order to i.npnove the r"esolution of the minima an attempt was

made to compute the Bessel tr.ansform of the data. Whereas Lovelace et

al-. (1970) used the nonmal Bessel tnansfonm (or rathe:: its pnewhitened

for"m), it pnoved more convenient fnom the point of view of

computational simplicity to use a sec (0) tnansfonm of Pr, the Founier

por^ier spectnum, gíven by
1T

P(f) = #l: Pr (f sec 0) d0.
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The sec 0 tnansfonm, P(f), has been shown to be equivalent to the Bessel

t::ansfor.m by Buckley (pr:ivate communication). Sevenal necon{s of

0134 + 32 were analysed in this manner and although low fnequency dips

were found in the Fou::ier. spectra of these data, a significant incnease

in nesol-ution using the sec O tnansfonm was found only in the case of

cne record when a 6 dependent series of minima bias reveal-ed. This is

shown in Figu:re 5.1-2 whene, apant fnom the low fnequency dip (n = 0),

thnee on possibly four minima can be seen. After" ¡,I.4 Hz the spectnum

becomes statisticaJ-ly unstable. Taking the distance of the Fcneen

z = O. 1 4.U., ê velocity of 3I5 }rn sec-l was denived in agreement with

spacecnaft measurements at that time. The minina in the spectna wene

not As pnonounced as those in the spectna derived by Lovelace et aI. ,

pnobably due to the shape of the innegulanitíes in the stream. Ev:'-dence

for this conclucion came fi:orn Gol-ley (1971), who when fitting the

theonetical- projected spectna to the actual spectnum found that an

Jrregulaníty scale of 500 km was nequined suggesting a more elongated

structune within the st::eam comPaned to the nonmal scale in the

intenplanetany medium of n,250 ]<m. The velocity denived by Golley was

330 km "".-I in close agneement with the Bessel transform nesults.

Recent detaiLed analysis of scintill-ation data obtained duning June

1969 has nevealed spectna with even more pronc¡unced dips at low

frequencies than the 0134 + 32 (t968) spectna (!Íiseman, L972). These

obser:vations have also been associated with the proximity of a conotating
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Str.eam to the eanth. However, the speetna were not brought to the

notice of r-he author in time for their incLusion in this

dissentation.
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CHAPTER 6

THE ADEI.,AIDE PRO.IECT

6.1 Intnoduction

fn the pnevious chapten we hniefly discussed the limitations of

intenplanetary scintillation for cbtaining detaile<l infonnation about

the intenplanetany medium. For instance, the main ::estniction concenned

the measurement of parametens such as the size, velocity and dinection

of motion of the inregularities within the diffnaction Pattern obsenved

at the Ëanth. This rest::iction auose because most intenplaneta::y

scintillation is ¡econded at only a single site thus being unable to

pnovide estimates for these Parameters. Tn situ measurements via

spacecr"aft provide another. means of investigating the pnoperties of the

interplanetary nedium by determining the magnetic field structure and the

pnoton (and mone reeently electnon) densities. Howeve::, these

measuuements are :rel-ated to ve::y lange-scale stnuctures within the

medium wheneas intenpJ-anetany scintil-lation yíelds infonmation on a

much smal-Ier scale (10 - 250 km). Afso, spacecrlaft are confined to the

ecliptic plane and to a distance of about t A.U. firom the sun. This

does not apply to observations of intenplanetar.y scintillation thus

allowing investigations at all heliocentr.ic distances ancl latitudes. To

establistr the pneviously mentioned par.ametens and hence gain a betten

undenstand.ing of the scattening prlocesses occunrÍng in the medíum we must

ohrseuv€ intenplanetary scintillation not at one neceiving site but at
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three or mor.e spaced sites.

Pnevious wo:rk of this natune (Dennison and Hewish, I9e,7 ) has been

based large]-y on obsenvations of the source 0I3+ + 32 (or" 3C48) and has

given infonmation on these Parameters to within 0.35 A.U. of the sun.

Obsenvations of othen sources a::e therefor.e needed to obtain a gneater

coverage of the scattering medium and it was proposed to set up a

pnoject nean Adelaide as a development of this previous wor"k. The

authonis par:t in this project was mainly constructional-, but valuable

pnactical expenience in the design and const::uction of a radio-

astnonomy anray and necciving equipment was gained.

6 .2 SpecÍ-f ications

6.2.1 The Spacing of the Sites

In clesigning a spaced neceiver arräy the first consideration is the

spacing between the neceiving sítes. Information about the vel-ocity and

scale of the diff:raction pattenn is obtained fnom the conreiation and

time clelays between scintillation reconds at the thnee sites. The

techniques of conr.elation analysis ane descr:ibed by Bniggs (1968a,

1968b). As the spacing incneases between the ::eceiving sites the time

delay incneases alld the connelation between signals decreases. Since

the shape of the auto-correlation function of intenplanetany

scintil-lation is almost Gaussian both too high and too l-ow vaLues for

the conneLation must be avoided if accurate r:esults at?e to be obtained.
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The optinum spacing is thenefore the d.istance when tlre auto-correlation

function has fallen to about one hal-f. Pnevious wonk in the negion

0.3S - I.0 A.U" fi:om the sun has shown that fon the obsenved. diffraction

pattern the scale L (to 
"-l¡ 

nI00 - 2OO km and the velocíty V ¡\'300 -

500 icm "u"-1" Figune 6.1 shows the expected conrefatíon values and time

delays between scintillation observed at sites sepanated by distances

up to 200 lçm" The optimum spacing would be about l-00 km yielding

correlation vel-ues in the range 0.35 - 0.75 and iime del-ays of 0'2 - 0'3

sec.

The location of the main neconding station on base-station was at

the Buckland Pank fíeld station already in use fon ionospheric work and

situated about 38 km nonth of Adelaide. Sites for the two othen stations

r^reïae nean Bunra and Kadina as shol^In in Figure 6.2.

6'2'2 The choice of Fnequencies

The nature of the scatte:ring plrocess plays an :'-mpo::tant rol-e in the

choice of a suitable obsenving frequency. For example when 4o, the ::ms

phase deviation is less than one radian, the obsenved parameters of the

diff::actiorr oattern can be re.l-ated in a simple way to the panametens of

the medium. Hor¡¡evenr l¡Ihen 0o r I multiple scatter:ing occuns and the

r.elation becolnes more complicated, involving the magnitude of the phase

deviation 0o. Both $o and the scintillation index ane invensely

propontionaf to the frequency and decnease with radial distance fnom the
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sun. Thus at BO MHz it has been shown that stnong scattering occuns at

d.istances ..< 0.3 A.U. (Hewish and Symonds, 1969) so that to investigate

negions closer to the sun, unden weak scattering conditior¡se a higher"

f:requency wouLd be needed. At a much higher f::equency of tul GHz the

obsenvations would be nestnicted to only a small- region close to the sun

due to the neduction of scintillation funther out. Tirenefore metre

wavelengths appeaned to be the most useful for investigations at hel-io-

centnic d.istauces ^,0,1 - 1.0 A.U. Two fnequencies wene actually chosen

in the nange lOO - 300 MHz with the object of observing both signals

simul-taneously. Observation at two fnequencies not only enabfes a wider

coverage of the interplanetany medium but also pr:ovídes a more complete

description of the scatter:ing pl'ocess. For example, the hel-iocentnic

distance at which the scattening changes fnom beíng weak to þeing strong

can in pninciple be estabfished fnom the ratio of the scinti.ll-ation

indices and also fi:om the cornelation between the two signals. At some

panticular dístance the scattening would be weak at the high frequency

and stnong at the lowen fi:equency and the pnedominant scales of the

diffnaction pattenns would be respectiveJ-y a and F " , where a is the
ço

scale of the innegularities in the inte:rplanetany medium and 0o is the

rms phase deviation. Fnom the ::atio of the scales ít would thenefone be

possible to estimate the nms phase deviation 0o.

To ensune fr"eedom fnom interfe::ence the final choice of

frequencies was made in consultation with the Postmasten-Genenalrs
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Depantment and the frequencies al-focated r¡ene fll.5 MI'lz and 235.9 MHz

with bandwidths of I MHz anð. 2 !f!{z :respectively.

6,2,3 Collecting Anea and Noise Conside::ations

At metne vravelengths it is possíbIe by caneful design of the

receiving equipment to ensune that the main contnibutj.on to the system

noise comes fnom the galactic backgnourid. At l-11.5 MHz the backgnound

tempenatu::e j-s tu500oK ine::easing to 40O0oK "t the Galactic centre

(tbaus, 1966)" At 235.9 HHz the co::::esponding temperatunes alre n'l00oK

and nl000oK. Slrce the sounces to be obsenved lie well away fnom the

galactic cent::e, and. assuning the :receiver noise contnibution is î'3O0oK,

hie may then assume typical system noise tempenatuo"", T"yr, of g00oK and

500oK at Lll.5 and. 235.9 MHz respectively.

ÍIe now wish to cafculate the antenna colleeting anea requined to

necord at least tr^¡o or thnee of the strongest scíntillating sources.

Based on 80 MHz ol¡servatíons at Culgoora, Table 6.I .iists the stnongest

scintill-ating sources available and it is seen that foun of tl:ese have

fluxes gr:eatc:r than 50 flux units (50 x l-0-26 Vftn-2 Hz-I) ut 11I.5 Mlì2.

For a phase switctring receiven the minimum detectable noise

tempenatune AT, when the sigual to noise natio N = 1, is given by

( loaus, 1966 ) ,

2T
¡1 = --ff-,ß,



Source
(Parkes Catalogue No. )

1226+02

1416+06

0524-05

L309-22

2313+03

f938-15

0758+14

Flux Units
srtt. s

90

90

85

50

40

35

30

Tabl-e 6.1
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lrhene t is the reconding time constant and F the bandwidth of the

receiver.. The antenna temperatune TO, pnoduced by a sounce of fLux S is

given by,

whene k is Boltzmannrs constant and the factor 2 is due to the fact that

only one component of polarisation is neconded. Cornbining the above two

equations we find that the collecting area requined 'Eo pr:oduee a signal
To

to noise natio N, whene N = -#, ís given,
¿lr

4KNT
o_ = sYS_

s/ßî
Substituting values into this equation we find for a neceiving

o
fnequency of L11.5 MHz with a system temperaturu t"y" = 800 K,

bandwidth ß = I MHz and time constant r = 0.1 see, the nequiped

collecting alrea to necond a 50 flux unit sounce with a signal to noise

natio of 5:I is ru1400 m2. At 235.9 MHz a slightly smallen collecting

area is necluired fo:: the same sounce.

6.3 The Antenna Desisn

To obtain the ::equined coll,ecting anea which is nearly half that of

the 2I0 ft radio-telescope at Pankes, N.S.W. (physical collecting area

^,b600 m2), the only possibilitv in víew of limiteci finances r^ias to build

a transit-type inst::ument. E-W corner: r:eflectons were chosen in

pnefenence to flat neflector. sclteens, to r:educe the beam-width in the

N-S direction. Within each reflector: trvo dipote arlnays l¡¡erae constructed,

T=.A
SA
ñ'
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one at each observing fr.equency.

Cornen r:eflectons containing dipole active elements have been

studied in detail by Cottony and Wilson (fgSS) and lfilson and Cottony

(1960). The panamete::s for the fínal design of the corner reflectons

we::e obtained from these empirical studies and were chosen fsn a minimum

N-S sidelobe nesponse with maximum gain. The final design, illustrated

in Figu:re 6"3, had a ?cornenf angle O = 85o, I^Iidth of sides I^l = 12 ft

= 3), at 235"9 MHz, and dipole distances from the apex S = 0.33À and 0.4À

at l-l-1.5 MHz and 235.9 itfHz nespectively. The length of the corneïr

r.eflectons v{as chosen to be 250 n giving a physícaL col-Iecting anea of

about l-400 m2. Since 1969 eight such antennas have been constnuctecl,

two at each of the outstations and four: at the base-station, Buckland

Park. The sepanation between adjacent conner neflectons was equal to

3tr at 111.5 MHz. In Figure 6.4 the arnays at Buckfand Pa::k ane shorn'n.

The spacing between the wír.es of the neflecton screens rlas s |" .a af.u

highest frequency to obtain ::easonably efficient neflection with a

fuont-to-back natio à, 20 dB (Ìtil-son and, Cottony, 1960). Full-wave dipoles

wer"e used whose high impedance allowed groups of 10 - 12 to þe fed in

paralle1 thnough open-wire feedens with character.istic ímpedances of

300Sì. This was acÌ¡ieved by constnucting an open-wire feeden along the

total length of the aerial and isolating each gnoup of 10-l-2 dipoles by

I
ç shonts at each end of the gnoup. The feeden and the connected dipoles

can be plainly seen in the photograph. To achíeve equal path lengths to
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Fi¡ure 6..3 The corner refJecto¡ antenna
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the r.eceive:r fnom each part of the cornell refl-ector a ?Christmas tneer

feed system was used as illust::ated in Figure 6.5'

The impedance of each gnoup of l-0 on 12 dipoles i,1s measured using

a VIIF bridge and matched to anothen 300Q open-line feeden ',"i,'g " f

shorted str¡b tnansfonmen. Before transfonmation the impedance measured

was typically (70 + j7o)f¿, the lange reactance being due to the

inte:raction between the two different fnequency arlrays. Stub matching

neduced the bandwidth of the annays but measunements indicated that the

standing-wave r.atio remaíned < 2 oven a 1% bandwidth anound each of the

observing fnequencies and this was within the nequíred specifications'

Finally, the feeders were connected by tbalunsf (balanced to

unbafanced transformens) to two coaxial cables taking the signal fnom

each half of the corner r"eflecton to the neceiver.

As seen in Figure 6.5 each connela neflecton was openated as an

intenferometen, one half being phase-switched against the other to remove

the galactic contribution to the signal (Ryle' 1952). A typieal tnansit

recond of a nadio source is shown in Figu:re 6.6. The beamwidttr (to

half powen) in decl-ination of each cornen nefl-ecto:: was tu40o. Since the

pnoject was designed fon the study of interplanetany seintillation, most

of the sounces for" obsenvation would l-ie in the deelination r:ange t 20

anound. the ecliptic. Therefone the conner reflectons wene constr:ucted

such that the beam pointed towa::d.s 0o in decl-ination and the 40o

o
t
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beamwidth allowed. observations of sources 2Oo on eithet sirle. However

when the fou:: aenials at Bucklan<l Pa:rk wene combined responses at eveny

20o in decl-ination wene obtained (at 111.5 MHz), each rlesponse having a

full width at half por^ret? of n,so. By combining the aenials j-n diffenent

phase nel-ationships it was possibl-e to move the beams in declination

ove:: the 40o envelope of a single cornera nefl-ecton. A phasing device

based on the use of the thybnid ningr (Smittr 1961) r^ras constnucted to

enable four" beam positions in declination to be available fon

simultaneous necording. A Schematic diagram of the phasing device used

at l-1I.5 MHz is shown in Figune 6.7, and in Figur-e 6.8 are iJlustrated

the r.esulting beam pattenns. As mentioned above, responses occutl eveny

20o and the beams labelled tlr in the figune are the nesul-t of

connectíng the fou¡ cornen nefJectons in phase. Beams numbered t2r ane

produced by pnogressively intnoducing path differences of I into tir"

feed lines of adjacent aerials. The nemaining beams r3t and f4r nesult

from intnoducing progreesive path diffenences of I ana p 
"""p""tively.

Ail- the beams ill-ustnated ar:e contained in the declination response of

the main lobe (49o full- width at half povÍer) of the individual cornen

reflecto:rs. The same pninciple was used in constnucting phasing devices

at the higher frequency.

To enable simul-taneous obsenvatíon of a source at aII thr"ee

stations it was necessarv to build the annays at each of the outstations

slíghtly offset fnom the E-l,I dinection. This offset depended on the
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Iongitude diffenence to the base station.

6.4 The Receivers

As mentioned in the p:revious section a phase-switched neceivíng

system was chosen in onden to avoid the galactic contribution to the

final neceiver: output. The principte of the phase-switched neceiver is

well known and illustrated in Figure 6.9. The sígnals fnom the East and

llest halves of the antenna arrays ane co¡nbined at the input to the

neceiven by a hybnid to gíve independent in-phase and out-of-phase

signals. These combined signals ane then altennately connected to the

conventen using diode swítches openating at 385 Hz. A signal received'

from a radio source gives r:ise to a square-wave component at the outPut

of the detector. By nevensj-ng the phase of this square wave in the

demodulator operating synchronously with the phase switch, a DC output

is obtained which is propontionaÌ to the flux of the nadio source'

Unconnelated galactic noise does not contribute to the output.

Much assistance in the neceiven development was received fno¡n the

Depa::tment of Electnical Engineening at sydney unÍvensity. In panticular

the synchronous demodulator, which constÍtutes the most inpontant pant

of the r.eceiver, followed elosely a design of the Sydney grouP (Fnater,

1965). A featune of the demodulato:: is the provision fon integrating

synchnonously befone demodulation which produces a d]mamic range

practical-Iy independent of tbe amount of noise present at the input '
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The opetation of the individual sections of the ::eceiven will- be

descr.ibed only bniefly hene and the circuits ane included in Appendix II.

The conventer sectioir as illustr.ated in the block di.agr'am consísted of a

modenately low-noise pneamplifíen (noise tempenature tu1000oK at 111.5 MHz),

e::ystal local- osciLlator and mixer all built into a single brass box

paving careful attention to shielding and RF bypassíng of the iJC supply

lines. At 111.5 MHz, the fnequency of BI.5 MHz fi:om the cnystal

osciltator was injected dinectly, whilst at 235.9 MFIz it was necessary

to tniple the fnequency of a 68.63 MHz cnystal oscillaton to obtain the

nequired 205.9 lltlz signal. The gain of the conventer was 20 dB with

bandwidttrs of 1,0 and 5 MHz at the lclw and high frequencies

nespectively. The intermediate frequency amplifien having a gain of

65 dB, consisted of thr"ee stagger-tuned cascode pains with the dampÍng

on each stage being adjusted to give an ovenal-I flat response centned on

30 MHz with the ::equined 3 dB bandwidth of I on 2 NlHz at the two

fi:equencies.

The operation of the phase switch made use of a p:rinciple which

has successfully been applied at fr.equencies in the GHz uange (Landecken

and Wielebinsky, f970). Diodes are used to afternately sho::t and open

one end of " |.Ìength of coaxial cable, the other: being connected to the

signal path as shor¡n in Figr.r'e 6.9. In the onÍginal design gold-bonded

ger.manium diodes (0447) we::e used nesulting in a nejection of about 30 dB

of non-conr-elated input signals. As a futune clevelopment it j.s possible
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that PIltr d-î ccJes may be used to achieve a higher::rejection p.,¿r'ticul-arly

useful- at the higher. obsenving fnequency. The squaue wave generator" used

'Ec' control the phase switch and synchronous integnaton/demod.';llaton was a

multi-vibra-tor with the output fnequency car:efully set awa¡r fnom

harmc¡nics of the 50 liz powe]r supply l-ine.

To achieve the r"equined lov¡-noise chanactcristics mentioned eanlier

in the chapter and af so to overcome the cabl-e l-oss to the nece:lvers e

pneamplifiens wene installed at the feed points fcn cach half of each

conner nefl-ector. The preamplifiers used gcrmanium tnansistor-s GM290

in a simple cascorle-pair arrangement and nesulted in noise temperatures

of "\,50ooK and'v7cOoK at l-1I.5 MI{z and 235'9 MHz respectively. The

higher fr"equerrcy figwe does not meet the specificatj-on laíd down

eanlier and at the time of wr"iting development is taking place to reduce

this figune to tu3QOoK by using moue recently devetoped tnansistors.

The ovenall gain of the pneamplifiens after aflowing for attenuation by

the cable,s r^ras about t0 dB r.vhích was sufficient to make them the

detenrnining factor in the overa.l-l neceiver: noise figure.

In the finat :receiver" design automatic gain control was not

included but a dynamic range of 't,30 dB was achieved and was sufficient

fon the type of obsenvations. A switched attenuato::, nanging fnom 3 to

33 dB in 3 dB steps, was al-sr¡ included in the ínput to the intermediate

fnequency amplifier. The final DC output level was raised to about 2



volts, requ-r:.r,ed by the pen recordens, with a single cipenation,:l

amplifier'. A photognaph of the receiv..:r' is shown in Figrrne 6.10,

'ronventer and IF amplifien ane shown sepanateJ-y in Figrn"e 6.1-i.

l.e/ì .

and the

6.5 Pnogness and Futune Development

At the time of w:rÍting, observations have been canried out at the

low fnequency (11-l-.5 MHz) and tests ane being carnied out at the high

fnequency (ZgS.9 lvlHz). A-lso radio links are beíng instatl-ed between

Buckland Pank and the outstations to tnansmit the si¡-;nals back from the

two outstations aì-lowing simul-taneous rec.ording of the three signals.

As wel-l- as studyíng the solar v¡índ via the pai.ametens of the

intensity diffnaction pattern it is also hoped that the pnoject will

clevelop to a stage where phase infonmation might be obtained by openatíng

pairs of stations as longl-baseline inter:fencmeter:s. Fluctuations in the

interfenence fninge positions wil-I give a measune of the phase difference

A{ between each pain, at a sarnpling ra.te determined by the fninge

frequency as a nadio source moves across the l-obes of the intenfenometer.

Fon a sepanation of 100 km and an obse:rving frequency tu200 Mtlz this

sampling intenval would be about 0.2 sec. If the scafe of the phase

diffnaction pattenn is companable with that of the intensity pattern,

that ís about 400 km between maxima in the pattenn, the sampling nate

shoulcl be sufficj-ent to allow the phase fluctuations to be folLowed. The

record would consist of an oscillating signal on fninge pattenn as the
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source movcd -i.n and out of the inter-fenomete:: l-obes. By estimating the

deviation of the necon<led fninges fnom the known fninge positions a

measune of AS is obtained. From this infc¡rmatiôn the parametens of the

phase diffnaction patter:n may be obtained. By neconding botþ intensity

and phase info::mation simuftaneously, the complex amplitude of the

diffnaction pattern moving across the annay may be deduced. The auto-

co::relation function of this pattenn is refated dínectly to the auto-

cornelation function of the wave-frc'nt on emerging fnom the scattening

negion and remains unchanged with distance fi:om the region. Also by

companing¡ the scal-es of the amplitude and phase patterns it shoul-d be

possible to deduce the extent to whích the initial phase deviations

have Cevelcped into amplitude deviatíons on moving ar.¡ay fi:om the

scattening negion. Only limited wonk has been carnied out o¡r phase

obsenvations (Stee and Higgins,1968)o and it ís thenefone important to

obtain a better knowledge of the phase vaniations to thnow more J-ight on

to the actual nature of the scattenj.ng pnocesses.

Obviously anothen use of the neceiving sites operated in the long-

basel,i.ne inte::fer:ometer nlode is the determination of angular stnuctunes

of nadio sources whose diametens ane a few seconds of arc. This is apant

fnom inter"planetany scintillation estimates which yield diameten

info::nation tu0.01 - 0.1rr anc.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we endeavoun to summanise our observations and

r:esults and in addí-tion suggest futu.ne development of the work r*hich has

been descnibed.

Chapter 3 was concerneci with the fir"st direct obsenvations of the

two-dimensional image of the Cnab Nebufa when bnoadenetÌ by the solan

corona. The method of obsenvation, usÍng the C.S.I.R,0. :radioheliognaph,

removed most of the uncertainties associated with previous obsenvations

carnied out by other autho:rs with intenfer"ometens and enabled a dinect

determínation of the size, shape and onientation of the image. Values of

the radial and tangential widths oi the irnages we::e shown to agnee well

with previous estimates by othen authors. The onientation of the image

indicated no definite depantune fnom the tangential- dinection, suggesting

that duning ,June of the three years (fg6g-Zf) the solan magnetic field

nemained nadially oriented to the sun. 0n neaning the sun an increase in

the axial natio of the scatte¡ing ellipse was noted. The axj,al natio of

the obsenved scattered distr.ibution was shown to be a true indication cf

the shape of the irregulanities in the solar. corona and it was thus

infenred that the inregulanities became more elongated in regions close

to the sun (< I Ro). It was suggested that the diffenence between the

magnetic field and kinetic gas puessures nay be nesponsibìe for this

't
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effect. Fur'-lhr., obsenvations at a somewhat highen frequency would allow

clea::en images to be obtained close to the sun since the degnee of

broadening would be neduced, and hence more reliable estimates of the

size and or-ientation would be avail-able. At present work by the

C.S.I.R.0. staff is in progress to install facil-ities for neconding at

adCitional fnequencíes of 40 and 160 I,lHz. These extensions shoul-d allow

the corona to be studied over a widen range of heliocentnic distance

since the degnee of scattering varies as the wavelength squared. The

highen fnequency as mentioned above will be of par,ticulan intenest 3

enabling mone accunate estimates of the size, shape and onientation of

the image close to the sun.

Models of bnightness, dist::ibutions based on a Gaussian spectrum of

scattering irnegulanities in the solar corona were computed and found to

agree nemarkably well with the observed distnibutions. These suggested

that the actual spectrum of innegulanities in the corona might also be

Gaussian, However, spacecr.aft observations nean the onbit of the Earth

have found that the scale of the magnetie field innegulanities follows a

modified powen law variation and it has been suggested that the

inreguJ-anities in electron density might have a similan spatial powen

spectnum. One is tempted to extrapofate this fonm back to regions close

to the sun giving intuitively a modified por^¡er law for innegulanities in

these negions. It was shown, assuming a thin scattering 1ayen, that

such a spectnum woul-d not pnoduce bnightness distributions as we have
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observed althor:q]-r a r:igonous tneatment might pnove othenwise,

pa::ticulanly if ¡rn extended scattening negion was considered. Detailed

theonetical wonk of this nature has yet to be pubJ-ished and oun

conclusion that the spectnum of the scattening inr.egularities is

Gaussian remains open to question.

Seve::a1 unusual- image fonmations and sudden incneases in the

degree of angular broadening wene descnibed. The inte::planetany medium

was known to contain la:rge-scale st::uctune on most occasions, These

str:uctu:res consisted of corotating plasrna streams and du:ring one year a

blast rrave, all associated with active negions on the sun. Howeven, in

some cases the lines of sight to the Cnab Nebula and 3CI23 wene well

away from known structunes in the medium assuming typical eone angles of

'ì,30o for conotating stneams. If the obsenved phenomena were actually

nelated to changes in the medium we must propose that distunbances,

particulanly near the sun sometimes occupy cone angles in excess of 3Oo

and that distunbances in the medium well away fnom the ecliptic plane

must exist. Furthen studies of the intenplanetary scintillation of a

gnid of radio sources situated well away f::om the ecliptic pì.ane might

allow a better undenstanding of the latenal extent of these corotating

stneams and plasma blast waves. Most obsenvations so fan have been

cannied out with a gnid of sounces which have not adequately covened high

ecliptie latitud.es at solan elongations < t 90o. Thenefone it is

suggested that obsenvations should be conducted nean Decemben rathen
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than June. Drr:rí.ng th-is time a gneater pencentage of scintill,ating

sounces with langen ecliptic latitudes occupy soJ-an elongations < t 9Oo.

In Chapter 4 a study of ionospheric nefraction lra$ pnesented. It

rvas noted that during the analysis of the angul-ar bnoadening of the

Cnab Nebula and 3Cl-23 the effect of ionospheric refi:action wes initially

of majon concel?n. For.tunately, howeven, no lange nefnaction was noticed

in the final analysis.

Reduction of the nefnaction data has yíelded some intenesting

nesul-ts. Tr:ends noticed in the apparent source positíons have been

attnibuted to sphenical nefnaction ancl to gnadÍents incneasing

northwand in the ionosphere. The vaniability of the source positions

and two-dimensional plots of source movements denived from long series

of scans were shown to agnee with sou::ce movements pnedicted fnom the

curnent knowledge of TIDts. The extent of the nefraction appeared to

be < 15-20r anc mainly in a N-S dinection, with pseudo-peniods of up to

¡,40 min.

Refr"action in the ionosphene is of interest to all persons

concerned with accunate position measunements of radio sources at metre

wavelengths. The steady components, sphenícal refraction and ¡ef::action

due to avenage gradients in the ionosphene, can be estinated firom a

knowledge of Íonospheric pa::ametens thnough appropr:iately placed

(j:
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ionosondes " To account fon the innegular wedge refraction cLrre to

traveLling ionosphenic distunbances a much mor.e detailed knowledge is

nequined at the time and place of obsenvatíon. Due to the somewhat

innegulan and napidly va::ying natune of this type of :refnaction, it is

impossible to dinectJ-y account for ít. Unfontunately on some

occasions it constitutes the majon component of refraction. The best

appnoaeh is, if possible, to avoid the seasons and times of the day at

which it ís most common. Minima in thein occurnence ane found nean 0600

and 1800 hn l-ocal time and duning the equinoxes. The ¡r:cst extensive

nefraction occuns duning the daytime in winter.

Chapten 5 was devoted to a discussion of three aspects çf

intenplanetany scintilratíon. Finst an attempt was made to obtain

angulan structure infonmation fnom scintill-ation reconded at Culgoona

duning June 1970. Sing1e station obsenvations yield this type of

information only if the observed. scintillation is caused by weak

scattening and if the ir.regulanities move across the line of sight with

a unic¡ue velocity. Cal-culations using the speetnal widths revealed

diametens langen than expected by factons of 2-3. Since all the sources

suffered fnorn a similar effect it was thought that the assurnptions on

which the fonmula was beç:ed bnoke down when obsenving at 80 MHz. To

netain the weak scattening condition, sounces closer^ than about 30o fnoln

the sun wene avoided dur"ing the analysis. Outside this range the

scattening negíon becomes a thick rayen and it is possible that this
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effect pnoduced the ennors. Investigation into the validity of the

for:mula is thenefore necessany to elanify the p::obIem.

In addition, othen effects on the scintillation wene considened,

the main effect being the íntnoduction of pulses fnom the

radioheliogna.ph Ínto the data. These pnoduced peaks in the power spectra

tending to nestnict the usefulness of the data. The power spectra wene

also found to fall off veny napidly, thus introducing anothen

detnimentaf effect during analysis. They tended to develop rtaifsr at

about 2-3 decades below the main peak. This was attnibuted to bad

leakage between adjacent speetral estimates and penhaps futu::e analyses

might incl-ude pnewhitenÍng in an atternpt to improve the sPectra. As

mentioned pneviously the C.S.I.R.0. staff ane engaged in adding neconding

facilities fon 40 and 160 MHz to the pnesent 80 MHz system. Any

obser:vations of interplanetany scintil-lation which may be cannied out in

futune wiII yield fur"ther infonmation about the scattening negions by,

for example, companing indices at the thnee fnequencies. Howeven, it

will not be possible to obsenve at these fnequencies simultaneously.

Using the 210 ft nadio-telescope at Pankes, N.S.!1. dunÍng ,Januany

1968, an attempt ¡vas made to record intenplanetany scíntillation at Ì50,

600 rnd 14-l-C MHz. Since sigrrif-j.c.an+. sc-í.nt-i.L,l-atrbn was obser.¡ed on on.l .,r

one sourâce and at one fnequency, the medium was pnesumed to be veny

quiet duning the thnee days of obsenvations. It was shown theoretically
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that such widely spaced fnequencies would not allow reliable estimates of

the panameters of the medium even if mor-e scintillation had been obsenved.

The final topic in Chapten 5, concerning íntenplanetany

scintillation, TÀras a discussíon of the possibility of detenmining two-

dimensional power: spectra fnom observations at a singl-e site, by using

the Bessel tr:ansform. Theoretical considenations indicated that the

appeanance of a low frequency dip, and panticulanly the accompanying

fninges, was extnemely unJ-ikely at B0 MHz. The conditions ur¡den which

they would be obsenved rnight be found at higher fnequencies (nl GFIz) or

when unusual events occurraed in the intenplanetary medium. One such

event did occun during May 1968 when a co::otating stneam appfoached"the

eanth pr"oviding conditions suitable for. the observation of a low

f::equency dip in the Fourier power spectna and fninges in the Bessel-

polrer spectrum.

In the nemaining chapten the constnuction of e-er.i.els alrd neceive::s

fon the study of inter.planetany scintiÌlation fi:om thnee spaeed sites

was desc::ibed. This system, situated in South Ausüralia, will necond

the intensity signals at l-11.5 and 235.9 MHz. Fr:om a thnee-statíon

network it is possible to obtain detaii-ed irrfonmation about the

inr:egulanities in the interplanetany medium and by obse::ving

simul-taneously at two fnequencies addítional infor:mation rnay be gained.

The major step fonward will be when the neceiving and neconding
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equipnent is modj.fied to enable both phase and intensity infor"mation to

be neco::ded. Phase scintíLlation has been r:econded only in ope pnevious

instance, so that this development will enable a betten undenstanding of

the scattening processes in the intenpJ-anetary r¡edium.

This surnmany has listed the nain points of intenest encopntened

duning the analysis of data r:econded. at Culgoona. Some anguments have

been left open because of insufficient obser:vations on theonetical wonk

in the particular fields. Whene possible suggestions have been included

fon futune wo:rk cannied out along similan lines.
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APPENDIX I

Some examples of two-dimensional sounce movements.
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APPE}¡D]X IÏ

Cincuit diagnarns of the neceivens used on the Adetaide project.
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APPENDIX III

Repnint: rt80 MHz Obsenvations of the Co:ronal Broadening of the Cnab

Nebulatrby J. R. Hannies, R. G. Blesing and P. A. Dennison.
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